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Chapter No: 1 
(Short Questions) 

Q.1. Why do plants not need specialized respiratory system?  
Ans. Plants do not need specialized respiratory system such as lungs or gills because; 

REASON: Plants have large surface area in proportion to their volume and gaseous 
exchange occurs in them by diffusion through stomata. 
Q2. Differentiate between the terms “respiration” and “breathing”. 

RESPIRATION BREATHING 
Definition:  The process in which food 
molecules are broken down into simpler 
compounds like carbon dioxide and water 
with the release of energy is called 
respiration.  

Definition: The process in which animal 
moves air into and out of the body is called 
breathing.  
 

Chemical Process: It is a chemical 
process. 

Physical Process: It is mechanical process 

Site: It occurring inside the cells.  Site: It occurs in lungs. 
Steps: Respiration completes in three 
steps. 
(a) Glycolysis  (b) Krebs cycle (c) Electron 
Transport chain 

Steps: Breathing completes in two steps    
(i) Inspiration and expiration 

Q3. How are the surface area of leaves and lungs important for gaseous 
exchange? 

Ans. Gaseous Exchange: The exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between organism and 
environment is called gaseous exchange. 

 Sites For Gaseous Exchange In Plant And Animals: 
 In plants gaseous exchange occurs through stomata in leaves while in animals gaseous 

exchange occur in lungs. 
 Requirements For Gaseous Exchange: 
 The gaseous exchange require the following  

(a) Large Surface Area: 
Surface area is directly proportional to rate of exchange of gases. When the surface area is 
high, rate of exchange of gases will be high and vice versa. 

(b) Thin Epithelium: 
Interior of lungs is covered by thin epithelium. So the gases has to travel less distance to get 
in and out of the blood vessels. 
Importance of surface area of leaves and lungs: 
Leaves and lungs are adopted structurally to provide large surface area for exchange of 
gases. 
Surface area of leaves: 
Plants possess a huge numbers of leaves. They are broad and very thin. Leaves are directly 
contacted with air from all sides therefore it provides a large surface area for exchange of 
gases.  
Surface area of lungs: 
Lungs are consisted of millions of microscobic structures called Alveoli. 
Alveoli: 
Alveoli are sac like structures richly supplied with blood capillaries each lung contain more 
than a million of alveoli. Alveoli provide a large surface to lungs and gases can easily 
exchange in then.  
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Q4. What is the function of the cartilage present in walls of trachea and 
bronchi?  

Ans. Cartilage: cartilage is a specialized connective tissue.  
 Properties of Cartilage:   

 It is firm and flexible 
 It has great tensile strength 
 It is much softer than bone 

Trachea: 
Trachea is also called wind pipe. It is a tubular structure. It lies ventrally to the esophagus. 
Structure of Trachea: 
Trachea consist of 16-20 C-shaped cartilaginous rings. 
Function Of Cartilaginous Rings: 
These rings prevent the Trachea from collapsing. 
Bronchi: 
Inside thorax, the Trachea divide into two branches called bronchi. 
Structure Of Bronchi: 
Bronchi also possess the cartilaginous rings but these are smaller than Trachea. 
Function Of Cartilage In In Bronchi: 
The cartilaginous ring prevent the bronchas from collapsing and keep the air ways open. 
Q5. What is diaphragm and what is its role in breathing? 

Ans. Diaphragm:  
 Diaphragm is a sheet of skeletal muscles. 

Shape: 
It is dome-shape structure. 
Location: 
Diaphragm is located below the lungs. 
Role of diaphragm in breathing:  

 Diaphragm plays the following role in breathing  
 Role of Diaphragm In Inspiration: 
 During inspiration, the diaphragm contracted and becomes flate shape and increase the 

volume of the chest cavity so the air moves inside the lungs.  
 Role of Diaphragm In Expiration: 
 During expiration, the diaphragm relaxes and become dome shape. Thus the ribcase goes 

down resulting expiration. 
Q6.  What are carcinogen? Name two carcinogens present in tobacco? 

Ans. Carcinogen  
 Chemical substances which cause cancer in the body are called carcinogens. 

Carcinogens Present In Tobacco 
There are more than 69 known carcinogens present in the tobacco. 
Example of Carcinogens Present In Tobacco 
Following are the main carcinogen present in tobacco. 
Benzene: 

 It is carcinogen and it cause blood cancer. 
 Formaldehyde: 
 It also cause cancer and other diseases. 
 Metals: 
 Many of the metals present in tobacco are linked to cancer. 
 Radio Active Compounds: 
 Cigarette smoke also contains radioactive compounds which cause cancer in the body. 
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Q7.  Compare the composition of exhaled and inhaled air? 
Ans. Inhaled Air:  
 The air which goes inside the lungs from outside is called inhaled air. 

Exhaled Air: 
The air which goes outside from inside the lungs is called exhaled air. 
Comparison of Inhaled And Exhaled Air: 
The comparison is given below. 

INHALED AIR  EXHALED AIR 
Oxygen: It contains 21% oxygen. Oxygen: It contains 16% oxygen. 
Carbon dioxide: Amount of Co2 is 0.04%. Carbon dioxide: Amount of Co2 is 4%. 
Water vapours: Amount of water vapours 
is variable. 

Water Vapours: It is saturated with 
water vapours. 

Temperature: The temperature is variable. 
 

Temperature: The temperature is 38Co. 
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 (DETAILED ANSWERS) 
Q.1. The gaseous exchange in plants is important for photosynthesis and 
respiration. Explain the types of gases exchanged and its mechanism? 

Ans. Gaseous Exchange: 
The exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between an organism and its environment is 
called gaseous exchange. 
Photosynthesis: 
The process in which green plants prepare their food in the presents  of sunlight from 
carbon dioxide and water. 
Reactants: 
Carbon dioxide and water are reactants. 
Other Requirements: 
Chlorophyll and sunlight is also required. 
Products: 
The main product of photosynthesis is Glucose. 
By Product: 
Oxygen gas is produced as by – product.  
Chemical Reaction 

 
Respiration: 
The process in which food molecule (Glucose) is broken down in the presence of oxygen 
into carbon dioxide and water with the release of energy is called respiration.  
Reactants of Respiration: 
Reactants of respirations are Glucose and oxygen. 
Products: 
The products of respiration are; 

(a) Carbon dioxide 
(b) Water 
(c) Energy in the form of ATPs 

Types of gases exchanged during photosynthesis: 
The following gases are exchanged in the photosynthesis. 
Essential Gases for Photosynthesis 
The required gas for photosynthesis is carbon dioxide. 
Conclusion: 
As carbon dioxide is required therefore it will diffuse inside the plant and oxygen is 
produced as by-product, it will diffuse outside the plant. 
Note: 
Photosynthesis takes place in day-time only. 
Mechanism Of Gaseous Exchange In Photosynthesis: 

 As concentration of carbon dioxide is low inside the plant therefore CO2 will diffuse 
inside through stomata. 

 Concentration of oxygen is high inside the plant. Therefore it will diffuse outside 
through stomata. 
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Types of Gases Exchange In Respiration: 
Pattern of gaseous exchange during respiration is as follow. 
Note: 
Respiration occurs during day and night. 
Required gas: 
Respiration needs oxygen gas. 
Gas produced during respiration: 
Carbon dioxide gas is produced during respiration. 
Gaseous exchanged during respiration: 
Oxygen gas will diffuse inside the plant and carbon dioxide gas will diffuse outside. 
Mechanism of gaseous exchange during respiration: 
During respiration of O2 gas in consumed therefore it will be in low concentration and Co2 
gas is produced, it will be in high concentration. Therefore oxygen will be diffuse inside 
and Co2 will diffuse outside through stomata by diffusion. 
Note: 
In day time the rate of photosynthesis is high than the rate of respiration therefore in day 
plant release O2 and take Co2 while in night only respiration occur therefore plant release 
CO2 and take O2. 
Q2. Describe mechanism of Breathing in human beings. 
Ans: Breathing:- 
The inhalation and exhalation of air for the intake of oxygen and giving out of CO2 is called 
breathing. 

Steps in breathing: 
Breathing is consist of two steps i.e. inspiration and expiration. 
Inspiration: - 

The taking in of air is called inspiration, during inspiration the following changes occurs. 
Changes: - 
During inspiration the following changes occurs. 

 Contraction Of Diaphragm: -  
The muscle of the diaphragm contract so it become flattened. 

 Contraction Of Rib Muscles: -  
Intercostal muscles between the ribs contract which raised the ribs and thus thorax. 

 Volume Of The Thorax:- 
The volume of the thorax and that of the lungs increased so the atmospheric air rushes 
inside the lungs through nose and trachea. 

Expiration:-  Letting out the air is called expiration. 
Changes During Expiration:- 

 During expiration the following changes occur. 
Diaphragm Relax :-  
Muscles of the diaphragm relaxed and become dome shaped. 
Intercostal Muscles Relax:-  
Intercostal muscles of the ribs also relaxed. 

Thorax Volume Decreased:- 
The volume of the thorax decreased and rib cage occupy its original position. It applies 
pressure on the lungs. The air in the lungs are expelled out. 
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Q3. Draw the diagram of air passage way. Describe the role of different 
parts in the flow of air through it. 

Ans. Air passage way: - The way through which air enters inside the alveoli is called air 
passage way. 
Parts: - Air passage way is consist of the following parts. 

1. Nose: - Nose have two openings called nostrils which are used for enter and exit of 
gases. 
Function of Nose: - Nose allow air to enter in the body from outside. 
Nasal hairs: -  Nose contain small hairs called nasal hair. 
Function: -   It filters the dust particles from the air. 

2. Nasal Cavities:-  Nose leads to a chamber like structure called nasal cavities. 
Lining of nasal cavity:- The chambers of nasal cavity is lined by mucus membrane and 
ciliated epithelium. 
Function:-  
1. Air is filtered to trap dust particles. 
2. The air is warmth and moistened in the nasal cavity. 

3. Pharynx:- Air from the nasal cavity enters into pharynx through an aperture called 
internal nares. 
Function:- It contain tonsils and adenoids which are the organs of lymphatic System used 
to trap microorganisms. 

4. Larynx (Voice box):- Larynx is present on the anterior part of the air tube. Air passes 
from pharynx to larynx. 
Glottis:-  In larynx a cavity is present called glottis. 
Epiglottis:-  The glottis is guarded by a cartilaginous flap called epiglottis. 
Function:-  
 Epiglottis closes the glottis when we swallow food and water to prevent the entry of 

food into trachea. 
 Vocal cord are located in the larynx which on vibration produce sound. 

5. Trachea (Wind Pipe):- Larynx open into the trachea. 
Location:- Trachea lies ventral to esophagus and extend to chest cavity. 
Length:- Trachea is about 12cm in length. 
Function:- It has 16 to 20 shaped cartilaginous rings which prevent it from collapsing 
and keep the passage open. 

6. Bronchi:-  The trachea divides at its lower end into two branches called bronchi. 
Bronchioles:- Each bronchus on entering into lungs divides and sub-divides into 
small tubes called bronchioles. 
Alveoli:  Bronchioles carry air into the air sac. It looks like the bunches the grapes. 
Each air sac consists of many microscopic structures called alveoli. these are surrounded by 
blood capillaries. 
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Q4. What are the cause of respiratory disorders such as (a) Bronchitus   
(b) Pnemonia   (c) Lung cancer  

Ans. Bronchitis: 
 The condition in which the lining of the bronchi , bronchioles become inflamed or infected 

is called bronchitis. 
 Cause: 
 Virus, Bacteria and their particles that irritates the bronchial tubes. 
 Symptoms: 

 Heavy Mucus and sputum production 
 Deduction of air to the lungs. 

Treatment: 
Bronchitis is treated as follow 
Short-term bronchitis: 
It resolves in two week without treatment. 
Long term bronchitis: 
In long term bronchitis medicines are given. 
Antibiotics: 
Antibiotics are given in bacterial infection. 
Anti-viral medicines: 
In viral infection anti-viral medicines are given. 
COUGHING: 
During bronchitis coughing help to remove irritant from bronchi. 
Pneumonia: 
It is an inflammation of lungs, due to infection in alveoli. 
Causes: 

 Bacteria 
 Virus 
 Fungi 

Symptoms: 
 Cold (Sneezing, sore throats, cough) 
 High fever (sometime 104Fo) 
 Shaking chills 
 Cough with sputum 

Treatment: 
Antibacterial, antifungal and anti-viral medicines are used to treat pneumonia. 
Lung cancer: 
Lung cancer is a respiratory disease. 
Note: 
It is more common in men than women. 
Causes 

 Smoking 
 Industrial carcinogens 
 Air pollution 
 Ionizing radiation 
 Viral infection 

Symptoms: 
Symptoms are as under 
At early stage: 
At early stage it does not show any symptoms. 
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At advance stage: 
 Pain in chest 
 Breathlessness 
 Cough with sputum 

Treatment of Lungs Cancer 
The following one or more treatments are given 
Surgery 
Infected part in surgically removed. 
Chemotherapy 
Medicines are used to destroyed cancer affected cells. 
Radiation: 
Infected part is hit with radiation to treat cancer. 
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(Topic wise Questions) 
Q.1. Discuss gaseous exchange in plants. 
Ans: Gaseous Exchange:-  
The diffusion of a gas from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower 
concentration is gaseous exchange. 
Organs of Gaseous Exchange In Plants: -    
Plants have no specialized organs for the gaseous exchange they diffuse gases through 
general body surface through stomata. 
Gaseous Exchange in Aquatic Plants: -     
The aquatic plants obtain the required gas from the surrounding water through their stomata 
and young stems. 
Woody Plants: -  
In mature woody plants gaseous exchange occurs through lenticels. 
Lenticels: - 
Lenticels are the scars and cracks on the woody stem. 
Gaseous Exchange In Day Time: - 
During day time the photosynthesis occurs in which CO2 is consumed and O2 is produced. 
Therefore in day time O2 will diffuse outside and CO2 will diffused inside the plant body. 
During Night:- 
During night the photosynthesis stops and only the process of respiration occurs therefore at 
night the O2 will go inside the body and CO2 will come out of the body. 

 
Q2. Differentiate between breathing, Gaseous exchange and respiration. 
Ans: Breathing:-  
The inhalation and exhalation of air for the intake of oxygen and giving out of CO2 is called 
breathing. 
Center Of Breathing: - 
Breathing center is present in the medulla oblongata in the brain. 
Gaseous Exchange: -  
The diffusion of gases like CO2 and O2 between organism and their environment is called 
gaseous exchange. 
Process of Gaseous Exchange: - 
Gaseous exchange occurs through the principle of diffusion in which a gas moves from 
high concentration to lower concentration. 
Sites of Gaseous Exchange in Animals: - 
In animal‟s gaseous exchange occurs through lungs or gills.  
Gaseous Exchange in Plants: - 
In plants gaseous exchange occurs through stomata. 
Respiration: -  
The process by which organic food molecule is broken down to release energy is called 
respiration. 
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Chemical Reaction: -  
C6H12O6 + 6O2   6CO2 + 6H2O + 36 ATPs 

Importance: 
All living organisms required energy which is provided to them by respiration. 
Site for Respiration: -  
Respiration occurs inside the cell. The sites are cytoplasm and mitochondria. 
Q3. Describe the structure of lungs. 
Ans: Lungs:- 
Lungs are the specialized organ found in most of the terrestrial organisms used for the 
process of respiration. 
Number:-  
Lungs are two in numbers i.e. left and right lung. 
Location:-  
Lungs are located in the chest cavity attached to sternum. 
Protection:-  
Lungs are protected from the front sides by sternum, from lateral sides by ribs and from 
back side by back bone. 
Pleura:- 
Lungs are surrounded by a double membrane called pleura. 
Fluid:- 
Between the pleura there is a fluid which helps in the relaxation and contraction of the 
lungs. 
Air Sacs:- 
Lungs contain a large number of air sacs which look like the bunches of  grapes. 
Alveoli:- 
Each air sac is consist of microscopic structures called alveoli. 
Blood Capillaries:- 
Each alveoli is surrounded by a network of blood capillaries where the exchange of gases 
occur. 

 
Q4. Describe the gaseous exchange in lungs. 
Ans: Gaseous exchange: - 

The diffusion of a gas from an area of higher concentration to lower concentration is 
called gaseous exchange. 
Gaseous Exchange in Lungs: - Our lungs is composed of millions of microscopic 
structures called alveoli. 
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Alveoli:-  The structural functional unit of lungs alveoli is supplied with blood 
capillaries in which gaseous exchange occur. 
Mechanism:- Mechanism of gaseous exchange in alveoli is given below. 
Concentration of oxygen:- Blood capillaries contain less oxygen than alveoli. 
Therefore oxygen from the alveoli diffuse inside the blood. 
Concentration of CO2:- The concentration of CO2 is higher in blood than alveoli 
therefore the CO2 will come out of blood through diffusion into the alveoli and will finally 
expelled out. 

 
Q5. Explain the effects of smoking on human health? 
Ans. Chemical in cigarette smoke and its effects on human body are given below 
 Tar: 

 Stain teeth and fingers 
 Damage lung tissue 
 Increases Mucous and phlegm 

Nicotine: 
 Increase heart rate and blood pressure 
 Constriction of blood vessels 
 Damage Muscles 
 Disturb hormonal system and Metabolism 
 Increase platelets stickness 
 Cause coronary diseases 

Carbon monoxide: 
 Reduce oxygen transport by RBC 
 Inflammation of lungs 
 Increase risk of lung diseases 

Benzene 
 Cause blood cancer 

Formal Dehyde 
 Cause cancer 
 Skin diseases 
 Gastrointestinal problems 
 Other respiratory diseases 
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Metals 
 Metals are linked to cancer 

Radioactive Compounds 
 Cause cancer in the body. 

 
Q6. Explain asthma and Emphysema. 
Ans: Asthma:- 

It is an allergic condition during asthma the muscles surrounding the air ways become tight 
and lining the air passage swells this reduce the amount of air inhaled. 
Causes: - It is caused by  

 animal hairs,  
 dust particles and 
 pollens. 

Symptoms: - Symptoms are  
 cough,  
 chest pain and  
 shortness of breath. 

Treatment: -  Asthma is a treatable condition. It requires a long course of treatment. 
Inhalers are used for subsiding the asthma attack. 
Emphysema: - It is a sever type of lung disease in which the walls of the alveoli are 
damaged due to sever coughing. 
Causes: - Causes are  

 Cigarette smoke and  
 Environmental pollutants. 

Symptoms: -  
 Weight loss,  
 Weak body and  
 Blood with cough are the main symptoms. 

Treatment: - The effects of emphysema is permanent and irreversible. Smoking should be 
avoided to prevent further damage to the lungs.  
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Q7. Why rate of breathing increase during exercise? 
Ans: Normal rate of breathing:- 

The normal rate of breathing is 15 – 20 times per minute during resting condition. 
Rate of breathing during exercise:- Rate of breathing may increases during exercise to  
40 – 50 times per minute. 
Reason of increase of rate of breathing: - During exercise the rate of breathing 
increase due to the following reasons. 
Increased consumption of O2:-  During exercise the demand of energy increase so 
the cells produce more energy by consuming more and more oxygen. 
Increase amount of CO2:- During vigorous exercise more CO2 produces which is 
accumulating in the blood. When this deoxygenated blood reaches the medulla of the brain, 
nerve impulses are sent to the diaphragm and rib muscles which increase the rate of 
breathing thus more oxygen is inhaled and CO2 is exhaled. 
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CHAPTER NO: 2 
(Short Questions) 

Q1. Define homeostasis and osmoregulation?   
Ans. Homeostasis: 

The response of an organism against the changes in environment is called Homeostasis. 
OR 

The ability of an organism to maintain or nearly maintain constant internal conditions is 
called Homeostasis. 
Ways of homeostasis: 
 By excretion  
 By Thermoregulation 
Importance: 
 It helps organism to survive. 
 It helps organism to utilize its environment. 
Osmoregulation: 
The control of salt and water level in the body is called osmoregulation. 
Organs of osmoregulation in man: 
Kidneys are the main osmoregulatory organs. 
Osmoregulation in plants: 
Plants do osmoregulation by; 
 Transpiration 
 Guttation 
Importance: 
Osmoregulation maintains the concentration of body fluid. 
Q2. Differentiate between adaptations of Xerophytes and Hydrophytes 
for osmoregulation.  

Ans. Osmoregulation: 
The control of salt and water level in the body is called osmoregulation. 
Osmoregulation in plants: 
All plant do osmoregulations, they have structurally adopted to perform osmoregulation. 
Adaptations of hydrophytes and xerophytes: 
Structural adaptations in hydrophytes and xerophytes are given below 

Hydrophytes Xerophytes 
Definition:   
Those plants which live in fresh water or wit 
soil are called hydrophytes. 

Definition:  
Those plants which live in dry environments 
like desert is called xerophytes. 

Habitat:   
Pond, river¸ lakes  

Habitat:  Desert 

Soft bodies:   
Hydrophytes have soft bodies. 

Hard bodies: 
Xerophytes have hard bodies. 

Large no of stomata: 
They have large number of stomata. 

LEAST NO OF STOMATE: 
They have least no of stomata. 

Thin leaves: 
Leaves are soft and thin. 

Thick leaves: 
They thick leaves. 

Large leaves: 
They have large leaves. 

Small leaves: 
They have small leaves of leafless. 
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Upper surface stomata: 
Stomata are present on the upper surface of 
leaf. 

Lower surface stomata: 
Stomata are present on lower surface. 

No cuticle: 
Cuticle layer is either absent or very thin. 

Thick cuticle: 
A thick cuticle layer is present. 

Example: 
Water lilly is the most common example. 

Example: 
Cactus is the example of xerophytes. 

Q3. How kidney control the composition of blood. 
Ans. Kidney: 

Bean shaped structural present in animals which remove waste materials from blood is 
called kidneys. 
Functions of kidneys: 
Kidney remove the following things from the blood. 
 Extra water 
 Extra salts 
 Nitrogen wastes 
 Other metabolic wastes 
Blood: 
Special type of connective tissue which circulate in the body. 
Composition of blood: 
Blood is consist of the following two main components. 
Blood cells: 
 RBC 
 WBC 
 Platelets 
Plasma: 
 It consist of 90% H2O 
 10% dissolved materials 
How kidney maintain blood composition: 
Kidneys maintain the composition of blood by the following two processes. 
Exertion: 
Kidney eliminate all the waste materials like, Urea, Salts etc as it produced in the body. 
Thus the composition of blood is maintained. 
Osmoregulation: 
Balance of solute and solvent in the body is called osmoregulation. 
 Kidney removes extra water from the blood and form more urine. 
 Kidney reabsorbs more water from boman‟s filtrate when the amount of water is 

low.Thus composition of blood remain the same. 
Q4. Enlist materials in our diet which are more likely to cause kidney 
stones? 

Ans. Kidney stones: 
Kidney remove harmful substances from the body like; 
 Calcium oxalate 
 Calcium phosphate 
 Ammonium phosphate 
 Ammonium phosphate 
 Uric acid 
Sometime these substances gather in the kidney and make larger objects which cannot pass 
through urine as called kidney stones. 
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Location of stone formation: 
Stone may be present in: 
 Kidneys 
 Ureters 
 Urinary bladders 
Causes of stones: 
Most of stones are formed due the foods we eat 
Foods which are more likely cause stones: 
 Green leafy vegetables 
 Fats 
 Dairy products 
 Extra amount of vitamins C and D 
 Meat, Pulses, Beans 
Other Causes 
 High Uric Acid in blood 
 Alcohol consumption 
 UTIs 
 Less H2O intake 
Q5. Define Lithotripsy? 

Ans. Lithotripsy: 
Lithotripsy is the non-surgical removal of kidney stone. 
Locations of stones: 
Lithotripsy can remove stones from the following locations. 
 Kidney  
 Ureters 
 Urinary Bladders 
Size of stones which can be removed easily: 
It can remove stones between 4mm to 2cm. 
Note: 
Lithotripsy works best for the stones which are still located in the kidney. It can remove 
stones from the ureters too but with less success. 
Procedure: 
Stones are targeted by shock waves. The shock waves break the stones into tiny pieces 
which are pass out with urine. 
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Q6. What is the role of skin in thermoregulation? 
Ans: Skin:- 

The largest part which cover whole of our body is called skin. 
Function:-  

1. Skin play very important in protection of our inner parts from different kinds of microbes.  
2. It also plays a very important role in thermoregulation of our body. 

Skin as a Homeostatic organ:-  Skin is a homeostatic organ which maintain our 
body temperature constant. Skin regulate the body temperature in the following way. 

1. Over Cooling Effect:-  In winter when our body is cooled down, the body 
temperature is regulated in following way. 
Vasoconstriction:-  Vessel in the skin are constricted and supply of blood to the skin 
is reduced reduce the heat loss from the body. 
Erection of Hair:-   Hairs on our skin are erected to trap a layer of warm air around 
itself to control heat loss. 
Shivering Effect:-  Spontaneous muscular movements are generated to produce 
more heat in the body. 
Control of Overheating Effects:- The overheating effect is controlled by the 
following way. 
1. Vasodilation:- The dilation of vessels of the skin is called vasodilation. In skin 
the vasodilation occurs which increase blood supply to the skin. 
2 Radiation of Heat:- Vasodilation leads to the radiation of heat through skin to 
outside. 
3. Flate Skin Hairs:-  Hairs of the skin remain flat to allow cool air in the direct 
contact of skin. 
4. Sweating:-  Skin possess special glands called sweat glands. these glands 
secrete sweat on the surface of the skin to make it cool. Thus it reduces the body 
temperature. 
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Q7. Which term is used for the disease where one or both kidneys do not 
perform their function? 

Ans. Function of kidney: 
 Kidney filter out blood from waste material and maintain the composition of our blood. 

Kidney failure: 
 When kidneys stop the filtration of blood and do not perform its proper function, we use 

term, the kidney failure. 
Definition of kidney failure: 

 When the Glomerular parts of the nephrons of the kidneys are damage, the kidney stop 
functioning and the condition is termed as kidney failure. 
Causes of renal failure: 
 Diabetes Matitus 
 High blood pressure 
 Medicines or other drugs 
 Pathogens etc 
Treatment: 
Damaged kidney cannot be treated. 
Short-Term Treatment 
Dialysis is a short-term treatment. 
Long-term treatment: 
Kidney transplantation is long term and permanent treatment of kidney failure. 
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(Long Questions) 
Q1. Describe the structure of kidneys of Man? 
Ans:  
Kidney:- 
Kidney are the main homeostatic organ of our body. 
Function:- Kidney perform main two functions. 
Excretion:- Kidney remove wastes produced during metabolism. 

 Osmoregulation:- Kidney also maintain the concentration of water and salt in the body. 
   External structure:-   

External morphology of the kidney is discussed below. 
 Shape:-  

Kidney is like bean in shape. 
 Colour:-   

It is dark brown in colour. 
 Location:-  

It is located in abdominal cavity at the side of vertebral column below the stomach. 
 Peritoneum:- The kidney are covered by a membrane called peritoneum. 
 Hilus:-  The concave side of the kidney is called Hillus. 
 Ureter:- A narrow tube arise from the hilus of the kidney that carries urine to the 

urinary bladder. 
 Urinary Bladder:-  It is a sac like muscular structure which store urine. 
 Location of Bladder:- Urinary Bladder is located in the pelvic region. 
 Urethra:-  It is small tube that carries Urine to outside of the body. 
   Internal structure:-   

Longitudinal section of the kidney shown the following parts. 
1. Renal Cortex:-  

The outer dark portion of the kidney is called renal cortex. 
2. Renal Medulla:- The inner lighter portion of the kidney is called renal medulla. 
3. Renal Pyramids:-  

Inside renal medulla a pyramid like structures are seen called renal pyramids. 
Pelvis:- In the middle of the renal medulla cavity or chamber is seen called pelvis. 
Pelvis is the upper expanded portion of the ureter. 
Urinary Tubules:-  Each kidney consist of one million special structures called urinary 
tubules or nephron. 

Nephron:- 

The basic structural and functional unit of urinary system or kidney is called Nephron. 

 Numbers:- Each kidney contain almost one million of Nephrons. 

 Parts:- Each Nephron is consist of the following parts. 

1. Renal Corpuscle 

2. Renal tubule 

1. Renal Corpuscle:- The anterior part of the Nephron is called renal corpuscle. It is 

consist of the following two parts. 

a. Boma ’s Capsule:-  The cap-like structure around the glomerulus is called 

Bo a ’s Capsule. 
Function:- It Catch the filtrate from the glomerulus. 

b. Glomerulus:- A etwork of apillaries whi h surrou ded  the Bo a ’s apsule is 
called glomerulus. 

Function:- It is orga  whi h filter to i  aterial fro  the lood i  the Bo a ’s Capsule. 
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2. Renal Tubules:- The second part of the Nephron which is consist of long 

convoluted tubules. 

Part:- Renal Tubules is consisted of the main three parts. 

a. Proximal convoluted tubules. 

b. Loop of Henel 

c. Distal convoluted tubule 

Proximal Convoluted Tubule (PCT):- The first convoluted tubule is called proximal 

convoluted tubule. 

Function:- In proximal convoluted tubules the required nutrients are re-absorbed into the 

capillaries. 

Loop of Henel:- The second part of the renal tubule which is U-shaped in appearance is 

called loop of Henel. 

Function: - The process of re-absorption occurs in He el’s loop. 
Distal Convoluted Tubule: - The last convoluted tubule of the renal tubule is called 

distal convoluted tubule. 

Function: - it secretes ions into the lumen of tubule to optimize the PH range of Urine. 

 
 

 
 

Extranal Sturcture of Kidney Internal Sturcture of Kidney  
Q2. How do plants excrete? What are the different Mechanisms through 
which plants excrete? 

Ans. Excretion: 
 The removal metabolic waste from the body is called excretion. 

Importance: 
 Waste material produced in the body are toxic, if they remain in the body it will damage the 

normal metabolic pressures. 
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Why do plants excrete? 
 Plant is also a living organism they have enzymes which perform metabolic reactions in the 

body. If plant do not excrete, waste materials will be deposited in their body. 
Disturbed homeostasis: 

 Waste materials will disturb the homeostasis of the plants body. 
Threat to survival: 

 Waste materials are toxic, they are fatal and can damage the living tissue. 
Conclusion: 

 Homeostasis is must for survival, Excretion is must for Homeostasis. Therefore plants must 
excrete in order to survive. 
Mechanism of excretion in plants: 
Organs of Excretion:- Plants have no special organ of excretion the metabolic wastes 

which are produced they use it for its own activities. 

Excretory Material in Plants:- The following materials may be considered waste material 

in the body when they are not needed. 

i. CO2 (Carbon Dioxide gas):- During respiration carbon dioxide gas is produced. During 

day time it is re-used for photosynthesis. But at night time its concentration 

increased in the body because there is no photosynthesis during night. So carbon 

dioxide will be excreted during night time. 

ii. Oxygen:- During photosynthesis a huge amount of oxygen is produced some of it 

is used for respiration. As the remaining is extra, so it will be removed. 

iii. Water:- sometimes plant may have extra amount of water. Plant remove these 

water through transpiration and guttation. 

Place of removal:- Gases are water is removed through stomata present on the leaves. 

Procedure of removal of water:- As the Plants do not have specialized excretory system 

therefore they have some adaptations to remove wastes. 

Removal of gases:- Extra gases that oxygen and carbon dioxide is removed through 

stomata. 

Removal of water:- Extra Water is removed through the following two methods. 

a. Transpiration:-  The evaporation of water vapour from the areal parts of the 

plant mainly through stomata is called transpiration. 

b. Guttation:- The loss of water in the form of water droplet is called guttation. 

Latex, Resin and Gum:- When the plants are injured, some secretions like latex, resin and 

gums are ooze out from their damage part. 

Importance:- These secretions protect the plants from the attack of herbivores and other 

pathogenic organisms. 

Example:- Latex is secreted by poppy plant Gum is secreted by Acacia. Resin is secreted 

by Pinas plants. 

Shedding of leaves:- It is another method through plants remove wastes. In autumn 

season some toxic materials start to accumulate in leaves which are removed with the 

falling of leave. 

Q3. What are kidney stones? How are they formed? Suggest ways to 
remove these stones? 

Ans. Kidney stones: 
Kidney remove harmful substances from the body like; 
 Calcium oxalate 
 Calcium phosphate 
 Ammonium phosphate 
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 Ammonium phosphate 
 Uric acid 
Sometime these substances gather in the kidney and make larger objects which cannot pass 
through urine as called kidney stones. 
Types of kidney stones: 

 Kidney stones are of the following types. 
 Calcium oxalate stones 
 Calcium phosphate stones 
 Ammonium phosphate stones 
 Uric acid stones 
Note: 

 The most common stones are calcium oxalate stones. 
%Age of calcium oxalate stones: 

 Calcium oxalate stones are 70% of all stones. 
Cause of kidney stones formation: 

 Kidney stones are formed due to the following reasons. 
Foods: 

 The following food may develop kidney stones. 
 Green leafy vegetables like (Spinach) 
 Fats 
 Dairy Products 
 High intake of the following vitamins can cause kidney stones. 
 Vitamin D 
 Vitamin C 
High uric acid in blood: 

 High uric acid in blood cause uric acid stones. 
UTIs 

 Urinary tract infections may also cause kidney stones. 
Alcohol consumption: 

 Alcohol consumption may also be a cause of kidney stone. 
Less water intake: 

 Drinking less amount water increase the chances of kidney stones. 
Symptoms of kidney stones: 
 Pain in kidneys or lower abdomen 
 Nausea 
 Vomiting 
 Burning in Urethra 
 Frequent urination 
 Foul smelling urine 
 Blood or pus in urine 
 Bloating 
Removal of kidney stones: 
Kidney stones may be large or small in size. They can be removed in different way. 

(1) By drinking plenty of water: 
The patient is advised to drink plenty of water so that the small stones can pass through 
urine. 

(2) Surgery: 
If the stones are large and cannot pass easily, the patient has to undergo surgery. In Surgery; 
 The kidney 
 Ureter 
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 Bladder 
is open and stones are removed from it. 

(3) Lithotripsy: 
It is non-surgical removal kidney stones. 
Procedure: 
Stones are targeted with shock waves. The stone is broken down into pieces which pass 
through urine. 
Limitation of lithotripsy: 
 It can remove stone from the kidney easily and with high success. 
 In ureter it remove stones with less success. 
Size of stones: 
 It can remove stones from 4mm – 2cm. 

 
Q4. Define hemodialysis. How it is performed? 
Ans: Dialysis:-   

Dialysis means separation. A technique which is used for the removal of nitrogenous 
waste from the blood of a person whose kidneys are failed. 
Dialysis as a treatment:-  Dialysis is not permanent treatment. It is temporary and 
will be performed repeatedly after interval of few days. 
Types of Dialysis:-  There are two main types of dialysis. 
1. Hemodialysis  2. Peritoneal Dialysis  
1. Hemodialysis: - The separation of metabolic wastes from the blood is termed as 
hemodialysis 
Procedure: -  In this method blood from the patient is diverted into a machine called 
dialyzer. After cleaning it is returned back to the body through artery. 
Dialyzer: - The machine which is used in the hemodialysis is called dialyzer. 
Semipermeable Tubing’s:- Tubing‟s of the dialyzer is consist semi permeable 
membrane which is best for the exchange of material between blood dialysis fluid. 
Dialysis fluid: - A special fluid is running in dialyzer tubing opposite to blood which 
contain useful substances. 
Clean mechanisms: - When the blood flow in the tubes of dialyzer, urea and other 
waste substances are diffused out of the blood into the dialysis fluid and useful substance 
diffuse into the blood. 
Time Required:-  Dialysis required 2 – 3 hours to complete. 
Interval :-  It is done two or three times in a week depending on the condition of the 
patient. 
Peritoneal Dialysis:- The separation of wastes from the body through peritoneal 
cavity is called peritoneal dialysis. 
Peritoneal Cavity:-  During body possess a cavity between the gut and abdomen 
which is called peritoneal cavity. 
Peritoneum:- The peritoneal cavity is lined by a thin epithelium called peritoneum 
which contain blood capillaries. 
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Procedure:-  A dialysis fluid is get entered into the peritoneal cavity through 
catheter. Waste material from the blood capillaries is diffused out into the fluid and useful 
substance diffuse inside the blood from the cavity. 
Process Repetition:- Their process is repeated several time in a day. 

  
Hemodialysis Peritoneal dialysis  
Q5. How does a dialyzer work? Relate the function of a dialyzer with that 
of kidney. 
Ans: Dialyzer: a dialyzer is an “artificial kidney”  
Function of dialyzer: 
 The function of dialyzer is to remove excess waste and fluid from the blood. It is 
performed when the persons kidneys no longer perform filtration. 
Working of dialyzer: 
A pump slowly draws out the blood and sends it to the dialyzer. The dialyzer works like a 
kidney and filter out extra water, salt and waste. The clean blood is sent back to the 
patient‟s body. 
Procedure: -  In this method blood from the patient is diverted into a machine called 
dialyzer. After cleaning it is returned back to the body through artery. 
Dialyzer: - The machine which is used in the hemodialysis is called dialyzer. 
Semipermeable Tubing’s:- Tubing‟s of the dialyzer is consist semi permeable 
membrane which is best for the exchange of material between blood dialysis fluid. 
Dialysis fluid: - A special fluid is running in dialyzer tubing opposite to blood which 
contain useful substances. 
Clean mechanisms: - When the blood 
flow in the tubes of dialyzer, urea and other 
waste substances are diffused out of the 
blood into the dialysis fluid and useful 
substance diffuse into the blood. 
Time Required:-  Dialysis 
required 2 – 3 hours to complete. 
Interval :-  It is done two or three times 
in a week depending on the condition of the 
patient. 
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(Topic Wise Question) 
Q1. Write the characteristics of Mesophytes? 

Ans. Mesophytes: 
 These are Terrestrial plants which live in sufficient supply of water. 

Open stomata: 
 They keep their stomata open when they have more water and promote transpiration. 

Closed stomata: 
 When they have shortage of water they close their stomata to control water loss. 

Waxy cuticle: 
 Body is covered with waxy cuticle to control water loss. 

Examples: 
 Maize, clover and rose are examples of mesophytes. 
 

Q2. Write the characteristics of Halophytes. 
Ans. Halophytes: 
 These plants live in salty habitats.  

Salt inside their bodies: 
 Their bodies have less salt concentration as compared to outside water. 

Salt concentration outside the body: 
 Salt concentration in water outside their body is high. 

Osmosis of water: 
 Due to difference in concentration of salts, the water from their bodies tend to move 

outside. 
Control of waterloss: 

 They absorb more salts by active transport to retain more water in their body. 
Salt storage: 

 The excess salt are stored in the cells. 
Salt glands: 

 Special cells are present on leaves which excrete extra salts to maintain constant water and 
salts level. 
Example: 

 Sea grasses are included in this group. 
 

Q3. Explain lungs as homeostasis organs? 
Ans: Lungs:- 

Lungs are the main organ of respiratory system in man and other terrestrial animals. 
Lungs as Homeostatic organ:- Lung is a Homeostatic organ because it also play a very 
important role in homeostasis process by removing carbon dioxide gas. 
Mechanism:- During respiration carbon dioxide and water is produced. If these 
substances remain in the body it will disturb the normal homeostatic condition of the body. 
PH Disturbance:- Carbon dioxide is an acidic gas if it accumulate in the blood it will 
change the PH of the blood into acidic. 
Disturbed enzymes:- Change in the normal PH of blood will disturb the enzymes 
activity and thus chemical reactions in the body will be disturbed. 
Removal of CO2:- Lungs remove or excrete carbon dioxide and add oxygen to the blood 
and thus homeostatic condition is achieved. 
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Q4. Explain the urinary system of man? 

Ans. Urinary system: 
 The combination of different organs which form urine by removing waste from  the blood is 

called urinary system. 
Parts of urinary system: 

 Urinary system, the following parts: 
 Pair of kidneys  
 Pair of Ureters 
 Urinary Bladder 
 Urethra 
Kidneys: 
Kidney remove extra water, salt and nitrogenous waste. 
Ureter: 

 These are tubes originated from kidney. It takes urine away from kidney. 
Urinary bladder: 

 It is a muscular sac which store urine. 
Urethra: 

 It is a tube which takes the urine outside the body. 
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Q5. Describe the formation of urine in the nephron  OR   Kidney. 
Ans: Urine:- 

When kidney filter the blood, it forms a waste material called urine. 
Composition: - Urine is mainly composed of water. It contains nitrogenous waste e.g. 
urea, ions and drugs etc. 
Steps of urine formation: - Urine is formed in the following three steps. 

1. Pressure filtration 
2. Tubular reabsorption 
3. Tubular secretion 

The detail is given below. 
1. Pressure Filtration: - The filtration from glomerulus to boman‟s capsule is called 

pressure filtration. 
Occurrence: -  pressure filtration occurs in glomerulus. 
Glomerular Filtrate: -  The filtrate collected in the Boman‟s capsule is called 
glomerular filtrate. 
Mechanism: - Blood flow with the systolic pressure in the glomerulus. The walls of 
the glomerulus works as filter. Everything which smaller than the pores of glomerulas is 
filtered out of the blood. 
Composition of Filtrate: - Boman‟s filtrate contain  
 water,  
 dissolved salt,  
 sugar,  
 medicines and 
 nitrogenous waste,  
 amino acid etc. 

2. Selective Re-absorption: - The useful substances which are needed to the body, will be 
absorbed back into the capillaries. 
Occurrence: - The reabsorption process starts in the proximal convoluted tubules and 
ends at the loop of Henel. 
Absorbed Materials:- The following materials are absorbed into proximal convoluted 
tubule and loop of Henel. 
Water, nutrients, glucose and salts like sodium chloride. 
Tubular Secretion:- The secretion of substance into the lumen by the distal 
convoluted tubule is called tubular secretion. 
Composition of Secretion:- This secretion mainly contains hydrogen ions, 
ammonium ions and drugs. 
Final Product:-  After passing through distal convoluted tubule the final product i.e. 
urine is formed this is collected by the pelvis and carried to the urinary bladder through 
ureter. 
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Q6. How kidney performed Osmoregulation? 
Ans: Osmoregulation:- 

The control of salt and water level in the body is called osmoregulation. 
Organ of Osmoregulation: - Kidney in our body is not only the organ of excretion but 
they also maintain the concentration of salt and water in the blood. 
Mechanism of Osmoregulation: - Osmoregulation in our body is performed in the 
following way. 
Antidiuretic Hormone (ADH):-  ADH (antidiuretic hormone) is secreted by the pituitary 
gland is responsible of the osmoregulation in our body. 
In shortage of water: - When there is shortage of water more ADH is secreted which 
cause great amount of water is reabsorbed and less urine is formed. 
Excess of water: - when there is more water available to the blood less ADH will be 
secreted by the pituitary gland and less water will be reabsorbed and more urine will be 
formed. 
Q7. Write a note on renal failure” 

Ans. Renal failure: 
 When nephrons are destroyed and stop functioning the conditions is called renal failure. 

Causes: 
 Long term diabetes mellitus. 
 Hypertension 
 Sever infection 
 Medicines 
Effects: 

 Increase of Urea and other nitrogenous waste in blood. 
Complications: 

 It causes high blood pressure and anemia. 
Symptoms: 
 Weight loss 
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 Vomiting 
 Nausea 
 Blood in urine 
 Swelling in legs, feets and face 
Treatments: 
There two types of treatments. 
Short-Term 

 Dialysis is a short-term treatment. 
Types of dialysis: 
 Hemodialysis 
 Peritoneal dialysis 
Long-term or permanent treatment: 
The permanent treatment is; 

 Kidney transplantation 
Q8. What is dialysis? Explain types of dialysis? 
Ans: Dialysis:-   

Dialysis means separation. A technique which is used for the removal of nitrogenous 
waste from the blood of a person whose kidneys are failed. 
Dialysis as a treatment:-  Dialysis is not permanent treatment. It is temporary and 
will be performed repeatedly after interval of few days. 
Types of Dialysis:-  There are two main types of dialysis. 
1. Hemodialysis  2. Peritoneal Dialysis  
1. Hemodialysis: - The separation of metabolic wastes from the blood is termed as 
hemodialysis 
Procedure: -  In this method blood from the patient is diverted into a machine called 
dialyzer. After cleaning it is returned back to the body through artery. 
Dialyzer: - The machine which is used in the hemodialysis is called dialyzer. 
Semipermeable Tubing’s:- Tubing‟s of the dialyzer is consist semi permeable 
membrane which is best for the exchange of material between blood dialysis fluid. 
Dialysis fluid: - A special fluid is running in dialyzer tubing opposite to blood which 
contain useful substances. 
Clean mechanisms: - When the blood flow in the tubes of dialyzer, urea and other 
waste substances are diffused out of the blood into the dialysis fluid and useful substance 
diffuse into the blood. 
Time Required:-  Dialysis required 2 – 3 hours to complete. 
Interval :-  It is done two or three times in a week depending on the condition of the 
patient. 
Peritoneal Dialysis:- The separation of wastes from the body through peritoneal 
cavity is called peritoneal dialysis. 
Peritoneal Cavity:-  During body possess a cavity between the gut and abdomen 
which is called peritoneal cavity. 
Peritoneum:- The peritoneal cavity is lined by a thin epithelium called peritoneum 
which contain blood capillaries. 
Procedure:-  A dialysis fluid is get entered into the peritoneal cavity through 
catheter. Waste material from the blood capillaries is diffused out into the fluid and useful 
substance diffuse inside the blood from the cavity. 
Process Repetition:- Their process is repeated several time in a day. 
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Hemodialysis Peritoneal dialysis  
Q9. What do you know kidney transplantation? 

Ans. Kidney transplantation: 
 It is an advanced treatment of kidney failure. 

Donar: 
 A healthy kidney is taken from the donor. It is then transplanted in the patient‟s body donor 

may  
 Decreased person 
 Living one 

Conditions: 
 The donor kidney must matched with the patient‟s immune system. 

Tissue rejection: 
 When the immune system does not match the kidney transplantation is unsuccessful and the 

organ is rejected called as tissue rejection. 
Q10. Describe the contributions of Muslim scientist to treat kidney 
diseases. 

Ans. Al-Farabi: 
 Full name:   

 Abu Nasr Al-Farabi 
 Known as Alpharabius 
 He lived from 872-950 AD 
 He wrote books kidney diseases including stones in bladder. 

Al-Razi 
 Contribution of Al-Razi: -  His full name is Abu Bakar Muhammad Ibn-Zakria. 

Birth: -  Al-Razi was born in Ray (Persia) in 865 A.D. 
Contribution: -  His contributions are discussed below. 

1. A Doctor, Scholar and Philosopher: - He was a well-known doctor, scholar and 
philosopher. 

2. Stone removal technique: - He worked on the causes of kidney and bladder stone and 
also introduced the techniques to remove these stones. 

3. Famous Book: - His famous book is “Ketab Dar Padid Amadaneh Sanprezeh” 
(Persian). The book of formation of small stones in the kidney and bladder. 
Abul Qasim  

1. Contribution of Abdul Qasim: - His full name is Abdul Qasim Khalaf Ibn-

Abbas al Zahrawi. 
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Western Name: - In the wet he is known with the name of Abulcasis. 

Birth: - He was born in 936 C.E in Zahra (near Cordova). 

Contribution: - Following are the contribution of Abdul Casis. 

1. Surgery: -  He is known for work in surgery. 

2. Al-Tasrif:- He is also famous for his medical encyclopedia called Al-Tarif. This is 

composed of thirty volumes. 

Procedure of surgical treatment: - He has described the various aspect of 

surgical treatment including removal of stone form bladder, dissection of animals and 

surgery of throat, ear and eye. 

 

   
Al - Farabi Al - Razi Abdul Qasim 
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CHAPTER NO: 3 
CO-ORDINATION AND CONTROL 

(Short Questions) 
Q1. How do reflux action work in our body?   
Ans: Reflux Action:- 

The action that is automatic, immediate, quick, involuntary and fixed response 

to stimulus is called reflux action. 

Explanation:- Some actions happened in our body without our will these actions are 

called reflux action. 

Brain is not involved in the reflux actions. It happens through complicated pathway 

called reflux arc present in the spinal cord. 

Reflux Arc:- The pathway of reflux actions is called reflux arc. This action performed 

by the connection of three nerves making an arc. 

Sensory Nerve: - This start with sensory nerve. The sensory nerve takes the 

impulse to the spinal cord. 

Inter nerve/ associative nerve: - In the spinal cord the inter nerve or associative 

nerve shift this impulse to motor nerve. 

Motor Nerve: - The Motor nerve take the impulse to the effector (muscle or 

gland) which show response. 

Example of reflux action:- consider a girl is sewing a shirt with a needle. The needle 

is pricked into her finger. She at once retracts her hand. 

 When the needle pricked her finger the receptor in the skin takes the impulse 

to spinal cord. 

 The associative nerve shift impulse to the motor nerve. 

 The motor nerve brings this impulse to the muscles of the hand to retract. 

Some other examples:- Some of the other reflux actions are; 

 Blinking of eye when something is coming to our eye. 

 Knee jerk when it is hit with a hard object. 

 Watering in mouth by seeing some delicious food. 

Q2. What are the causes of epilepsy and paralysis? 
Ans. Epilepsy:  

 It is functional disorder of the nervous system in which suddenly excessive discharge of 
nerve impulses takes place from brain. 
Sources: 

 The abnormal bursts of impulses from neurons which cause the body to behave strangly are 
called Seizures. 
Fits: 

 People generally called seizures as fits. 
Symptoms: 
 Shaking of body 
 Loss of consciousness 
 Rigid and stiff body 
 Clenched hands 
 Frequent bites of tongue 
Causes: 
 It is caused due to changes in brain due to genetic reasons. 
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 Sever head injuries 
 Stroke 
 Brain infections 
 Drug abuse 
Treatment: 
 Anti-epileptic drugs are used to treat epilepsy. 
 Anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) only control seizures. 
Q3. What would happen if islets of langer han’s secrete insulin but not 
glucagon?  
Ans: Islets of Langerhans:- 

The islets of Langerhans are the specialized cells present in the pancreas. 
1. Function:- These cell secrete glucagon and insulin which control the level of 
sugar in the blood. 
Insulin:-  A specialized hormone which decrease the sugar level of the blood. 
Glucagon:- Glucagon works opposite to insulin. It raise the level of sugar in the blood. 
Consequences of no. secretion of Glucagon:- If the islets of Langerhans secrete insulin 
and not glucose then; 
 The sugar level will drops which adversely affect the body specially brain. 
 It can also cause damage to liver and cause obesity 
Q4. Why pituitary gland is called Master gland?  
Ans: Pituitary Gland:- 

An important endocrine gland present in our brain which control the chemical 
coordination in our body is called pituitary gland. 
 Shape:- It is oval in shape.  
 Size:-  It is about the size of pea seed. 
 Weight:- In adult human its weight is about 0.5gm. 
 Parts:- It is consist of two lobes called anterior lobe and posterior lobe. 
 Hormones:- The pituitary gland secrete the following hormones. 
 Somatotrophic hormone / growth hormone (G.H). 
 Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) 
 Adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) 
 Luteinising hormone (LH) 
 Antidiuretic hormone (ADH) 
 Oxytocin 

Pituitary gland as a master gland: - Pituitary gland is a master gland because  
 It produce a large amount of hormones.  
 Some of these hormones control other hormone e.g. thyroid gland, adrenal gland etc 

Q5. Differentiate between the two types co-ordination system? 
Nervous co-ordination Chemical co-ordination 

Modes of coordination: 
Mode of coordination is electrical. 

Modes of coordination: 
Mode of coordination is hormonal. 

Receptors: 
Receptors are eyes, nose, ears, tongue 
and skin. 

Receptors: 
Receptors are body parts like kidney, 
liver etc. 

Coordinator: 
Brain and spinal cord are coordinators. 

Coordinator: 
Endocrine glands are Coordinators. 

Effectors: 
Muscles and glands are effectors. 
 

Effectors: 
Many body parts like liver, kidney, 
stomach etc. are effectors. 
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Nature of message: 
Electrical (impulse) 

Nature of message: 
Chemical (hormone) 

Carrier of message: 
Message carried by neuron 

Carrier of message: 
Message carried by blood 

Nature of response: 
Contraction of Muscles and secretion of 
hormones 

Nature of response: 
Various types‟ e.g growth, re-absorption 
of water by kidney 

Q6. What is the role of Insulin and glucagon? 
Ans. Insulin:   
 Insulin is an endocrine hormone. 
 Secreted by: 
 Insulin is secreted by pancreas. 
 Islets of langerhans: 
 Pancreas posses special cells which secrete endocrine hormones. 
 Function of insulin: 
 Insulin lower the blood sugar level by converting sugar into glycogen. 
 Glucagon: 
 Glycogen is also an endocrine hormone. 
 Secreted by: 
 It also secreted by islets of Langerhans in the pancreas. 
 Function: 
 It raise the sugar level by converting glycogen to glucose. 

Q7. What character are controlled by ovarian hormone. 
Ans. Ovaries: 
 Ovaries are the female sex organs. 
 Primary function of ovaries: 
 The primary functions of ovaries is to produce female gametes or ova/ eggs by meiosis. 
 Ovaries as endocrine gland: 
 Secondary function of ovary is to produce endocrine hormones. 
 Hormones secreted by ovary: 
 Ovary produce the following two hormones. 

 Oestrogens 
 Progestrons 
FUNCTIONS OF OVARION HROMONES: 
It control the following characters. 
SECONDARY SEXUAL CHARACTERS: 

 Oestrogen bring about the development of the secondary sexual character in female 
like development of breast. 

 Progesterone prepare the female body for maintaining the state of pregnancy. 
 Q8. State the hormones of pituitary and thyroid gland? 
Ans: Pituitary Gland:- 

An important endocrine gland present in our brain which control the chemical 
coordination in our body is called pituitary gland. 
 Shape:- It is oval in shape.  
 Size:-  It is about the size of pea seed. 
 Weight:- In adult human its weight is about 0.5gm. 
 Parts:- It is consist of two lobes called  

 anterior lobe and  
 posterior lobe. 
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 Hormones:- The pituitary gland secrete the following hormones. 
 Somatotrophic hormone / growth hormone (G.H). 

 Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) 
 Adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) 
 Leutinizing hormone (LH) 
 Antidiuretic hormone (ADH) 
 Oxytocin 

Pituitary gland as a master gland: - Pituitary gland is a master gland because  
 it produce a large amount of hormones.  
 Some of these hormones control other hormone e.g. thyroid gland, adrenal gland etc. 
THYROID GLAND:-  The second endocrine gland is the thyroid gland. 
Location:- It is present in the neck region. 
Hormone:- It produces the following hormones 

 Thyroxine 
 Calcitonine  

Thyroxin:-  Thyroid gland secrete a hormone called thyroxin. 
Function:- This influence metabolism, growth and development. It also promotes growth 
and secretes more in the young children. It also produces heat in the body. 
Disorders:- The disorders are; 

 Hyperthyroidism:-   A condition in which more thyroxin is secreted than normal. 
Symptoms:-  Increase heartbeat, blood pressure, excessive sweating, loss of weight. 
Hypothyroidism:-  The under secretion of thyroxin is called hypothyroidism. 
Cause:- Insufficient iodine is the common cause of hypothyroidism. 
Goiter:-  The enlargement of the thyroid gland is called goiter. 
Treatment:- To avoid goiter the iodized salt is recommended in the diet. 

 Calcitonine: 
 It is secreted by Thyroid gland. 
 Function: 
 It stimulate the calcium ions to absorb from blood to bones in this way calcitonin maintain 

blood calcium level. 
 
Q9. Label diagram of Human Brain. 
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(Long Questions) 
Q1. Explain receptors in Man? 
Ans: Receptor:- 

The organs of our body which receive stimulus are called receptor. 
Stimulus:- Any change in the internal and external environment of an organism is called 
stimulus. 

Receptors in our body:- The following organs in our body works as receptor. 
 Eye:- It is photoreceptor. It detects light. 
 Ear:-  It is called sonoreceptor. It receives sound. 
 Nose:- It is a receptor of smell. 
 Skin:-  It is thermo receptor. It receive stimulus through touch. 
 Tongue:- It is a chemoreceptor which detect tastes. 

 
Q2. Describe structure of human brain. 
Ans: Brain:- 
Brain is the most complex and advance part in our body. It is the main center of 
coordination. 
Location of brain:-   Brain lies in a cavity called cranium. 
Meninges :- Brain is surrounded by a membrane called meninges. It protects the brain. 
Colour:-  The brain is “whitish” in colour. 
Weight:- The average weight of brain is 1.34kg. 
C.S.F Fluid:- The brain tissues are surrounded by a fluid called cerebrospinal fluid. 
Cranial nerves:- Nerves arising from the brain is called cranial nerves. 
No. of cranial nerves.:- There are twelve pairs of cranial nerves arising from the brain. 

Parts of brain:- Human brain can be divided into three main parts. 
1. Fore brain 
2. Mid brain 
3. Hind brain 

The detail structure and function of these parts is given below. 
1. Fore Brain:- The first part of the brain is called Fore Brain. It is consist of the following 

three parts. 
 Cerebrum  
 Thalamus 
 Limbic System 

Cerebrum:- It is the anterior largest part of the brain. 
Cerebral Hemisphere:- The cerebrum is divided into two halves by a groove called 
median fisher. Each part is called cerebral hemisphere. 
Corpus Callosum:-  The cerebral hemispheres are connected with each other by 
corpus callosum.  
Cerebral cortex:- The upper surface part of the cerebrum is called cerebral cortex. 
Function of Cerebrum:- The function are; 

 It receives sensory information, processes it and stores some memory for future use. 
 It is also responsible for intelligence, thinking, decision making, reasoning and 

imaginations. 
Thalamus:- Thalamus is the second part of the fore brain. It is an oval shape structure 
present in the arc of the cerebrum. 
Function:- It is relay station. It receives sensory information and carried then to limbic 
system and cerebrum. 
Limbic System: - It is located in an arc between the thalamus & cerebrum.  
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Parts of Limbic System: - limbic system contains hypothalamus, amygdala and 
hippocampus. At the end of the hypo thalamus pituitary gland is attached. 
Function: - It control the responses like, hunger, thirst, fear, anger, pleasure and sexual 
responses. 

2. Mid Brain: -  The second part of the brain is called mid brain. It is located between fore 
brain and hind brain. It is the reduced part of our brain. 
Function:-  

 It connects fore brain with hind brain. 
 It control reflux movement of the eye. 
 It is also the center of hearing. 
3. Hind Brain: -  Hind Brain is the last part of the brain. It is divided into three parts. 
 Cerebellum  
 Pons 
 Medulla oblongata  

Cerebellum: - It is the second largest part of the brain. 
Function:-  

 It controls the balance of the body. 
 It also coordinates the voluntary movements of the body. 

Pons: - Pons is located above the medulla oblongata. 
Function:-  

 It works as a bridge between the cerebellum and medulla oblongata. 
 It controls the transition period between sleep and wakefulness. 

Medulla Oblongata: - It is the posterior part of the brain connected with the spinal 
cord. 
Function:-  

 It controls involuntary functions like  
o breathing,  
o heart rate,  
o circulation of blood,  
o blood pressure,  
o swallowing and vomiting. 
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Q3. Write a comprehensive note on chemical coordination? 
Ans: Coordination:- 

The Cooperative work of cells, organs and system to perform proper functions is 
called co-ordination. 
Types of Coordination:-  There are two types of Coordination.  
 Nervous Coordination. 
 Chemical coordination 

a. Chemical Coordination:- Coordination due to chemicals or hormones is called chemical 
co-ordination. 

b. Nervous Coordination: - Coordination due to neuron is called nervous coordination.  
Reasons of slower chemical coordination than nervous coordination: - The chemical 
coordination is slower than nervous coordination because of the following reasons. 

 Chemical coordination is carried out through hormone which are travelled to the target site 
through blood while nervous coordination transmit the information in the form of electrical 
signals at a greater speed of 100m/s. 

 Nervous coordination affects short term process like reflux action while the chemical 
coordination affects long term processes like growth. 
Q4. Discuss any two disorders of human eye? 

Ans. Eye: 
 Eye is photoreceptor in our body. 
 Photoreceptor: 
 The receptor which detect changes in light is called photoreceptor. 
 Disorder of eye: 
 Any abnormality arise in the normal function of eye is called disorder of eye. 
 Types of disorders: 
 There are two main common disorders of eye. 

 Short sightedness 
 Long sightedness 

The detail of these disorders is as under. 
 Short sightedness: 
 The condition in which close objects appear clearly while distant object appear blur is 

called short sightedness. 
 Hypometropia: 
 Technically it is called hypometropia.  
 Cause: 
 It is caused by a unusually large eye ball. 
 Image formation: 
 Rays focus in front of retina. Therefore a blurred image left on retina. 
 Treatment: 
 It can be treated by the following two ways. 
 Concave lenses: 
 It is treated by using concave lens in glasses or contact lenses. 
 Laser eye surgery: 
 In laser eye surgery, a laser is used to reshape the cornea to correct its curve. 
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Diagram Of Short-Sightedness 
 

 
 

 Long-sightedness: 
 A disorder in which the person can see distant objects clearly but close object are not 

clearly visible is called long-sightedness or farsightedness. 
 Hypermetropia: 

Technically this disorder is called hypermetropia. 
 Cause: 

 Very short-eye ball 
 The shape of lens is not round 

Image formation: 
Light rays focused behind the retina. Therefore a blurred image is left on the retina. 

 Convex lens: 
It can be rectified by using convex lens in glasses or contact lenses. 

 Laser eye surgery: 
A laser is used to reshape the cornea and improve its curve. 

 Diagram of long-sightedness: 

 
Q5. Describe the causes, symptoms and treatments of paralysis? 

Ans. Paralysis: 
 It is a vascular disease of brain.  

Cause: 
 Blood clot age in fine vessels of brain. 
 Rupturing of blood vessels due to high blood pressure on brain. 
Effects 
 The body parts controlled by the damage part of the brain will stop functioning. 
 The damage may be temporary or permanent. 
 The person will be unable to move the muscles of the body of one side or both sides. 
Treatment: 

There is currently no cure to paralysis. 
Physiotherapy: 

Physiotherapy is given to patient to improve the weak muscle. 
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Mobility aids: 
There is Wheel chair and orthoses are also used. 

 
Q6. Describe the causes, symptoms and treatment of epilepsy? 
Ans. Epilepsy:  

 It is functional disorder of the nervous system in which suddenly excessive discharge of 
nerve impulses takes place from brain. 
Sources: 

 The abnormal bursts of impulses from neurons which cause the body to behave strangly are 
called Seizures. 
Fits: 

 People generally called seizures as fits. 
Symptoms: 
 Shaking of body 
 Loss of consciousness 
 Rigid and stiff body 
 Clenched hands 
 Frequent bites of tongue 
Causes: 
 It is caused due to changes in brain due to genetic reasons. 
 Sever head injuries 
 Stroke 
 Brain infections 
 Drug abuse 
Treatment: 
 Anti-epileptic drugs are used to treat epilepsy. 
 Anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) only control seizures. 

 
Q7. Explain the mechanism of vision by the eye. 

Ans. Mechanism of vision: 
 The following steps are involved in the formation of image on our retina. 
 Light source: 
 Light rays comes from light source or luminous objects falls on the objects. 
 Reflection of light: 
 The light rays falls on the objects and reflected and comes to our eyes. 
 Passing of light in the eye: 
 The reflected light enters in our eyes through our cornea and pass through aqueous humour, 

lens and vitreous humour. 
Focusing of light on retina: 

 The cornea aqueous humour, lens and vitroues humour refract the light and focus it on the 
retina. 
Image formation: 

 Image of the object is formed on retina. 
Inverted and small image: 

 The image form on the retina is small and inverted. 
Transmission of the brain: 

 Image is sent to the brain information of impulse to the brain by optic tubes. 
Analysis by the brain: 

 Brain analysis the impulse and correct the image. 
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Object soon: 
 When the brain correct the image we see the object. 

Diagram: 
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(Topic wise Questions) 
Q1. Define co-ordination. Explain its types importance? 
Ans: Co-ordination:- 

The co-operative work of cells, organs and systems in the body to perform proper 
function is called co-ordination. 
 Types of Co-ordination:-  There are two types of co-ordination. 

a. Nervous Co-ordination:- Co-ordination due to neurons is called nervous Co-ordination. 
b. Chemical Co-ordination:- Co-ordination due to hormone is called chemical co-ordination. 

Example of Co-ordination:- When the door of our house knocked. Our ears receive 
the sound waves and send it to the brain. Our brain makes a decision then the brain send 
orders to our leg muscles to move to the door. Our eyes helps in finding the direction to the 
door the signal are communicated to the hand and thus we open the door. 
Importance of Co-ordination for homeostasis:-  
Homeostasis:- The ability through organism maintain or nearly maintain a constant 
internal conditions i.e. temperature, salt and water level, glucose level etc.  
Example (1) for importance of Co-ordination for Homeostasis:- When the temperature 
of our body increase, the brain dilate the vessels in the skin to increase blood flow to the 
skin for heat radiation outside the body, the sweat glands are also activated.  
Example (2):- When the sugar levels in the blood increase or decrease the 
coordinating center stabilizes  this with help of insulin and glucogan respectively. 
Example of metabolism:- The rate of metabolism in our body is controlled by our co-
coordinating center the rate of metabolism increase or decrease in our body under the order 
of brain according to the demands of the body.  

 

Q2. Explain the Mechanism of Co-ordination? 
Ans: Coordination:- 

The corporative work of cells organs and system to with one another to perform 
proper functions is called coordination. 
Mechanism of coordination: - The mechanism of coordination involves the following 
steps. 

 Stimulus: - Any change in the environment is called stimulus. 
 Receptor: - In the second step the receptor will receive the stimulus. Receptors are organs 

which receive the changes in the environment. 
 Sensory nerve: - In the third step the receptor handover the stimulus to the sensory 

nerve. That nerve which takes the impulses to the brain is called sensory nerves. 
 C.N.S:- The sensory neuron carried the impulse to brain and spinal cord which is 

called central nervous system. Here analysis occurs and a decision is made. 
 Motor nerve: - The brain transfers the decision to motor nerves. Motor nerves take 

messages from the brain to the effector. 
 Effector: - The motor nerve brings the message from brain to the effector. Effector is the 

muscle of gland which shows response. 
 Response: - The reaction of an organism to stimulus is called response. 

Stimulus  Receptor  Sensory Nerve  CNS  Motor Nerve  Effector  Response 
Example: - When the door of our house knocked (Stimulus). Our ears receive the sound 
(receptor) and send it to the brain (CNS). Our brain sends order to the leg and hand muscles 
(effector) and we open the door (response). 
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Q3. What is neuron? Describe its types and structure? 
Ans: Neuron:- 

The basic structural and functional unit of our central nervous system is called 
neuron. 
Number of Neuron: - There are almost 100 trillions of neurons are present in our 
body. 
Structure of Neuron: - a neuron is composed of three main parts. 

 Cell body 
 Dendrites 
 Axon  

Cell Body: - It is the central part of the neuron. It consists of;  
Nucleus, Cytoplasm are organelles. 
Function: - It receive messages from the dendrite and carry it to the axon. 
Dendrites: - There are the small fibers like structures that arise from cell body. 
Function: - It carry impulse towards the cell body. 
Axon: - It is an elongated, thread like structure arise from one side of the cell body. 
Myelin sheath: - The axon of large neuron is covered by a white protective sheet celled 
myelin sheath. 
Nodes of Ranvier: -It have internal nodes called nodes of Ranvier. 
Schwan cell: - The distance between two nodes is called Schwan cell. 
Function: - It carry message away from the cell body. 
Type of neuron: - There are three types of neurons on the basis of their function. 

 Sensory neuron 
 Motor neuron 
 Associative neuron 

Sensory Neuron:- Those neurons which carry messages toward the central nervous 
system is called sensory neurons. 
Characteristics:- In these neurons cell body is at one side, the axon is short and the 
dendrites are long. 
Motor Neurons:- Those neuron which carry impulses away from the central nervous 
system are called motor nerves. 
Characteristics:- The cell body is in the length of neuron. They have short dendrite and 
axon. 
Associative Neuron: - They are also called mix neurons or intermediate neuron. They 
are present in the brain and spinal cord. They make a connection between sensory and 
motor neuron. 
Characteristics: - They have long axon and short dendrites. 
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Q4. Write a note on nerve? 
Ans. Nerve: 
 A nerve is a collection of axons that are enveloped by a covering. 

Source of nerves: 
 Nerves arise from central nervous system. 

 Brain 
 Spinal cord 

Peripheral nervous system: 
Nervous form the peripheral nervous system of our body. 
Types: 

 On the basis of axons, nerves are classified into three types. 
Sensory nerves: 

 It contain the axons of sensory neurons only. 
Motor nerves: 

 It contain the axons of motor neurons only. 
Mixed nerves: 

 It contains the axons of sensory and motor neurons both. 
Diagram of Nerve 

 
Q5. Describe the structure and function of spinal cord? 
Ans: Spinal Cord:- 

The coordinating center present in the backbone. It is the second important part of 
the central nervous system. 

Location: - It is located in the neural canal of the vertebral column. 
Size: - It is 18inch long and 1.5 inch wide. 
Colour: - It is whitish in colour. 
Cerebrospinal Fluid: - It contains a fluid called cerebrospinal fluid CSF. 
Menings:- It is enclosed by a protecting membrane called meninges. 

Spinal Nerve:- The nerves arising from the spinal cord are called spinal nerves. 
No. of spinal nerves:- There are 32 pairs of spinal nerves arising from the spinal cord. 
Parts:- Spinal cord consist of two parts. 

 Gray Matter:-  The inner butterfly shape part is called gray matter. It is grey in colour. 
 White Matter:-  The outer whitish part is called white matter. 

Function of spinal cord:-  
 It receives messages from the body and sends it the brain. 
 It receives commands from the brain and sends it to the effector. 
 It controls the reflux action in our body. 
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Q6. Write a comprehensive note on peripheral nervous system? 

Ans. Peripheral nervous system (PNS): 
 This is composed of nervous arised from central nervous systems (Brain + Spinal cord) 

Cranial Nerves: 
 Nerves arised from brain are called cranial nerves. 

No of cranial nerves: 
 Human have 12 pairs of cranial nerves. 

Types of cranial nerves: 
 Some cranial nerves are sensory and some are motor nerves and some are mixed. 

Types of spinal nerves: 
 All the spinal nerves are mixed nerves. 

Pathways of peripheral nervous system: 
 Cranial and spinal nerves make the two pathways. 

Sensory pathway: 
 It conduct impulses from receptors to CNS. 

Motor pathway: 
 It conducting impulses from CNS to effectors. 

Types of motor pathway: 
 Motor pathway makes two systems. 

Somatic nervous system: 
 It control conscious and voluntary actions. 

Example: 
 It include all motor nerves connected to skeletal muscles. 

Automatic nervous system: 
 It control involuntary action. 

Example: 
 It control  

 cardiac Muscles,  
 smooth muscles and 
 glands. 

Types: 
 Automatic nervous system consist of the following two types. 

Sympathetic nervous system: 
 It prepare body to deal with emergency situation. 

Fight flight response: 
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 This often called fight or flight response. 
Changes in body: 

 Dilate pupils 
 Speed up heart beat 
 Increase breathing rate 
 Inhibit digestion 

Parasympathetic nervous system: 
It normalize the effects of sympathetic nervous system. 
“Rest and digest” response: 

 It is also called rest and digest response. 
Changes in body: 

 Contract pupils 
 Promotes digestion 
 Normalize the heart beat 

Diagram of PNS 

 
Q7. Write a note on human eye? 

Ans. Human eye: 
 These are also known as visual receptors. 

Photoreceptor: 
 It is photoreceptor. It detect changes in light. 

Location: 
 It is present in the orbit on face. 

Shape: 
 It is in the form of a ball. 

Layers: 
 There are three layers of eye. 

Sclera: 
 It is outermost layer. 
 It is tough. 
 It is white in colour. 
 It is muscular layer. 
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 It covers the eye from outside. 
 From anterior side, it is transparent and bulging. 
Cornea: 

 The anterior transparent and bulging part of sclera is called cornea. 
Choroid: 
 It is the middle layer. 
 It gives darker colour to the inner eye. 
 It is vascular layer. 
Ciliary body: 

 The anterior thick part of the choroid is called ciliary body 
Iris: 

 It is coloured portion in the anterior center of choroid. 
Pupil: 

 It is a small hole in the center of iris. 
Function: 

 It control amount of light entering into the eye. 
Lens: 

 Behind the pupil lens is present. 
Type of lens: 

 Human eye have biconvex lens. 
Function: 

 It focus light rays from different distances on retina. 
Suspensory ligaments: 

 It hold the lens. 
Attachment of suspensory ligaments: 

 Suspensory ligaments are attached with ciliary body 
Function of ciliary body: 

 It control the focusing of the lens. 
Retina: 
 It is the inner most layer. 
 It is nervous layer. 
 It contain photoreceptor cells and neurons. 
Types: 
There are two types of photoreceptor cells. 
 Rods 
 Cons 
Rods 
 It perceive dim light. 
 It give us image but not colours detail. 
Rhodopsin: 
Rods contain purplish red pigment called rhodopsin. 
Synthesis of rhodopsin: 
Our body synthesize rhodopsin from vitamin A. 
Night blindness: 

 When we are deficient of vitamin A, our body cannot synthesize rhodopsin, Therefore eye 
cannot in see in dim light. This problem is called night blindness. 
Cons: 
 Cons are responsible to see image in good light condition. 
 It gives complete colour details. 
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Iodopsin: 
 Cons contain a pigment called iodopsin. 

Types of cons: 
 There are three types of cons. 

Specificity of iodopsin: 
 There are specific iodopsin pigment for  

 Red light 
 Green light 
 Blue Light 
Colour formation: 

 Cons cells form colours from the combination of these pigments or colours. 
Example: 

 When all cons are stimulate equally, white colour is formed. 
Optic Nerves: 

 It arise from the posterior pole of the eye. 
Blind spot: 

 The spot where photoreceptor cells are not present is called blind spot. 
Fovea: 

 The thin portion of retina where only cons are densly packed is called fovea. 
Aqueous chamber: 
 The space between cornea and lens is called aqueous chamber. 
 It is a watery fluid. 
Virtuous chamber: 
 The space between lens and retina is called virtuous chamber. 
 It is filled with transparent gel. 
Diagram of Eye 

 
Q8. Describe the structure of human ear? 
Ans: Sonoreceptor:- 

The receptor that receive the stimulus in the form of sound waves is called 
sonoreceptor. Ears in our body are the sonoreceptors. 

Parts of Ear:- Our ear is mainly consist of the following three parts. 
 External ear 
 Middle ear 
 Internal ear 
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External Ear:-  The outermost part of the ear is called external ear. It is consist of the 
following parts. 

 Ear pinna 
 Auditory canal 

Ear Pinna:- It is the outermost, delicate, flexible and cartilaginous flap of ear. 
Function:- It catches the sound waves from surrounding and directs it to the auditory 
canal. 
Auditory Canal:-  It is about one inch long tube ended at the ear drum. 
Function:- It contains hairs and wax which trap dust and insects from entering into 
middle ear. 
Middle Ear:-   The middle part of the ear is called middle ear. It contains the 
following organs. 

 Ear drum 
 Ossicles 

Ear Drum:-  It is a membrane like structure in the middle ear. It is also called tympanic 
membrane. Sound waves produces vibrations in the ear drum. 
Ossicle:- The three small bones in the middle ear is called ossicle. These are the 
smallest bones in our body. There are; 

 Malleus (hammer shaped) 
 Incus (Anvil shaped) 
 Stapes (Stirrup shaped) 

Function:- Ossicle receive vibration from the ear drum. 
Eustachina tube:- it connect the middle ear cavity with the pharynx.  
Inner Ear:-  The innermost portion of the ear is called inner ear. Internal ear consist of; 

 Cochlea  
 Vestibules  
 Three semicircular canal 

Cochlea:- Cochlea is the real hearing organ. It is spiral in shape. Auditory nerves arising 
from Cochlea. 
Function:- It is the main hearing device which send the impulses to the brain. 
Vestibular:-  It maintain the balance of the body, the nerves arising from the vestibule are 
called vestibular nerves. 
Three semicircular Canals:- There are the three canals located at right angle with each 
other. It gave senses about position and balance of the body. 
Function of the Ear:- Our ears do the following two important function. 

 Hearing of sound 
 Balancing of the body 
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Q9. How do we hear sound? 
Ans: It involves the following steps. 

 Sound waves are collected by the ear pinna. 
 The ear pinna directs the sound waves to ear drum through auditory canal. 
 The ear drum start vibration. These vibrations are transferred to the internal ear through 

ossicles. 
 The sensory cells in the cochlea are stimulated and an impulse is send to the brain through 

auditory nerves. Here the brain interprets the impulse as a sound. 
 

Q10. How ear maintain the balance of our body? 
Ans: Balance of the body: - 

 The inner ear consists of three semicircular canals. 
 When we move the fluid in the canal also move. Stimulating the sensory hairs in the canal. 
 Thus an impulse is send to the brain through vestibular nerves which make us aware of our 

position and equilibrium. 
Q11. Describe the contributions of Muslim scientists in ophthalmology? 
Ans: Ibn-Haitham:- 

Full Name:- Abu Ali Al-Hassan Ibn-Al-Hassan Ibn-Al-Haitham 

Western Name:- In the west he is known as Alhacen or Alhazen. 

Date of Birth:- He was born in 965AD. 

Books:- Kitabul Manazir is a famous book about optics. It is consist of seven 

volumes written from 1011 to 1021. 

Work:-  

 Optics:- He performed experiments in the field of optics. 

 Speed of light:- He describe the finite speed of light. 

 Light as particle:- He describe light as particle travelling in straight line. 

 Structure of Eye:- He also describe the structure of Eye. 

 Pin hole Camera:- he made the first camera, the pin hole camera. 

 Work in other fields:- he also work in physics, astronomy engineering 

anatomy, medicine, mathematics, ophthalmology, philosophy and psychology. 

Ali Bin Isa:-  

Birth:- He was born in 940 AD in Baghdad. 

Books:- He wrote tashkirat-ul-Kahhalin. This book is based on personal 

observations. 

Translation:- This book is translated into Latin, German and English. 

Work:-  

Famous Physician: - He is considering one of the famous physicians of the 10
th

 

century. 

Fields of work: - He was an ophthalmologist astronomer and geographer. 

 

Q12.  Differentiate between endocrine gland and exocrine gland? 
Ans: Glands:- 

Gland is a special organ which synthesize chemicals called hormones. 
Hormones:-  Hormones are chemical substance prepared by the gland. They bring 
about coordination in our body. 
Type of glands:- There are two types of glands.  

 Endocrine Glands 
 Exocrine Glands 
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Endocrine Glands: - Endocrine glands are also called ductless glands because there 
glands do not possess any special duct to carry their secretions to the target site. They pour 
their secretion into the blood which is taken to the target site by blood. 
Examples:- Examples are pituitary glands, thyroid gland, parathyroid gland, pancreas etc. 
Exocrine Glands:- They are also called ductful glands. They have ducts to carry their 
secretion to the target site. 
Example:- sweat Glands. 

 

Q13. Describe the Mechanism of hormonal secretion? 
Ans: Mechanism of hormonal secretion:- 

Different endocrine secretions work as a system of check and balance for each other. 
For the proper functioning of body two opposing systems are required. If there are 
accelerators, there must be inhibitors; same is the case with hormone. 
Negative feedback mechanism: - the increasing amount of one hormone decrease the 
secretion of another hormone, this kind of feedback is called negative feedback mechanism. 

OR 
When the output of a process slows down or stops the process, it is called negative feedback 
mechanism.  
Example: - The glucose level increase in the blood after a meal. When this glucose rich 
blood passes through pancreas, it starts secreting insulin in the blood. Insulin convert the 
excess sugar into glycogen. This result in the decrease of blood sugar level. When this low 
glucose level blood passes through pancreas, it stops releasing insulin. This process is 
called negative feed mechanism. 
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CHAPTER NO: 4 
SUPPORT & MOVEMENT 

Answers of MCQ’s 
1 C 2 C 3 B 4 C 5 C 
6 A 7 A 8 A 9 D 10 B 

(Short Questions) 
Q1. Why are bones considered as dynamic structure? 
Ans:-  

 Bones are dynamic structures due to the following reasons  
 Bones undergo constant changes and remodeling 
 Broken bones are among the few organs with the ability to regenerate without scar 
 Throughout the life of an organism the bone tissues undergo continual break down and restoration 

in response to the body demands.   

  Q2. What are the contributions of Vesalius in understanding the human 
skeleton? 
Ans:- Contribution of Vi-Salius(1514-1564):- 

  In 1500 the most important books used in the training of doctors were those written 
by claudius Galen. Galen‟s ideas had been dominating for hundreds of years, but were only 
proved wrong for the first time by Andreas Vi Salius. 

 He was born in Brussels and completed his medical training in Paris 
 He went on to become professor of anatomy at Padua University Italy 
 He believed that the dissection of human bodies was necessary if doctors were to find out 

how bodies work. 
 However the dissection of human bodies was not allowed by the church Vi-Salius therefore 

had to resort to taking bones from graves and even stealing a body from the gallows so that 
he could explore the anatomy of the human body. 

 In 1543 Vi-Salius wrote the first major book about the anatomy. It was called de Humani 
carporis Fabrica (the fabric of human body)  

 Vi-Salius worked closely with the famous artist titan who produced 277 anatomical 
illustrations for his book. 

 He pioneered the use of highly illustrated medical text where the drawing showed the 
human body in greater detail. 

 Vi-Salius work brought about an important change in medical thinking. 
 He was able to prove that some of Galen‟s theories were wrong. Galen‟s who was only able 

to dissects animal assumed that human had the same anatomy. Vi-Salius by performing 
dissections on human revealed anatomical structures previously unknown.      
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Q3. Write the types and functions of joints? 
Ans:- Joints:- 
 Joints are formed at the meeting point of two bones. They keep our bones together 
by holding them with each other. They also allow the bones to move to the different extents 
and give mobility to our body. 
Types of joints:- 
On the basis of the extent of movement allowed by the joints, they are classified into two 
categories. 
Movable joints  
Immovable joints 

a) Immovable joints:- 
Bones of these joints are fused together and do not allow any movement at all. Skull bones 
are example of this type of joints. 

 
b) Movable joints:- 

 Those joints which allow movement are called movable joints. 
Types: - 
 It has two types these are: 

 Slightly movable joints 
 Freely movable joints 

Slightly movable joints:- 
These are the joints which allow little movement e.g joints of vertebral column, ribs etc. 
sometime they also termed as partially movable joints. 
Freely movable joints:- 
These joints allow free movements either in some fixed direction or in all directions. They 
are thus of two types i.e hinge joints and 4 hall and socket joints. 

i) Hinge joint:- 
These joints allow the movement only in two directions. These are present at elbow and 
knee. 
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ii)  Ball and socket joint: - 
These joints allow the movement in several directions. Hip joints and shoulder joint are the 
examples of ball and socket joints. 

 
Q4.  How are different types of arthritis caused? 
Ans. Arthritis is the disorder of the joints in which they get inflamed. This is degenerative 

disease that damage joint permanently. In this disorder membrane lining the joints thickens, 

fluid production is decreased, which results in increased friction causing severe pain in later 

stages and cause complete immobility. 

Types: types of chronic arthritis are 

 osteoarthritis,  

 rheumatoid arthritis and 

 gouty arthritis 
i. Osteoarthritis:- 

It is most common type of arthritis which occurs most often in older people. 

Cause:  

This disease effects cartilage which starts to wear away over time. In extreme cases, the 

cartilage can completely wear away, leaving nothing to protect the bones in a joint, causing 

bone-on-bone contact. 

Osteoarthritis auses joi t pai  a d a  li it a perso ’s or al ra ge of otio  (the a ilit  to 
freely move and bent a joint)  

When severe the joint may lose all movement causing a person to become disabled. 

ii. Rheumatoid arthritis:- 

This is an auto-immune disease i  whi h the od ’s i u e s ste  atta ks health  joi ts, 
tissues and organs. 

Cause:  

It can cause pain, stiffness, swelling and loss of function in joints. When severe, rheumatoid 

Arthritis can deform or change a joint. 

For example, the joints in a perso ’s fi ger a  e o e defor ed ausi g the fi ger to e d or 
curve. 

iii.  Gouty Arthritis: - 

Cause:  

When a person has gout (rheumatism) they have higher than normal levels of urine 

acid in the blood. The body makes uric acid from many of foods we eat too much uric acid 

causes deposits called uric acid crystals to form in the fluid and lining of the joints. The 

result is an extremely painful attack of Arthritis. 
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Q5. Differentiate between origin and insertion of skeletal muscles? 
Ans. Skeletal muscles: 
 The muscles attached with our Skeleton are called skeletal muscles. 

Nature of skeletal muscles: 
 Skeletal muscles are voluntary in nature. 

Origin of skeletal muscles: 
 The point where the bone is attached with the fixed bone is called origin. 

Example: 
 The origin of our bicep is scapula. 

Insertion of skeletal muscles: 
 The point where a muscle attaches two movable bones is called insertion. 

Example: 
 The insertion of bicep is Radius bone. 
 Diagram of Origin and Insertion 

 
Q6. State the function of flexor and extensor? 

Ans. Flexor: 
 The muscle which cause flexion is called flexor. 

Example: 
 When we bent our hand our bicep muscle contracted in this case the bicep is called flexor. 

Flexed state: 
 When the lower arm is bent, it is called in flexed state. 

Extensor: 
 The muscle which bring the hand in extended state is called extensor. 

Extended state: 
 When the arm is in hanging condition, it is called extended state. 

Example: 
 When tricep contracts and bicep relaxes. It results in the extension of lower arm. 

Function of extensor: 
 It brings extension of lower arm to bent. 

Diagram 
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Q7. What are ligaments and tendons? What function do they perform? 
Ans. Tendons: 
 Tendons are tough connective tissues. 

Function of tendon: 
 It connect muscle with the bones. 
 When muscle contract, the tendon exert pulling force. 

Ligaments: 
 These are tough bands of connective tissues. 

Function: 
 They hold bones at joints. 
 Diagram 

 
Q8. State five functions of bones? 

Ans. Bone: 
 Bones are hard and most rigid type of connective tissues. 

Role of bones: 
 Bones perform the following functions in our body. 

(i)  Shape: 
 Bones form hard structure of the body and gives us shape. 

(ii) Muscle Attachment: 
 Muscle are attached with bones which help us in movement. 

(iii) Protection: 
 Bone protect our delicate organs like brain, spinal cord, heart etc. 

(iv) Blood Cells Formation: 
 Blood cells are formed in the bone marrow. 

(v)  Store Minerals: 
 Bones store mineral salts like column, potassium and phosphorus. 
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(Long Questions) 
Q1. Describe the role of skeleton and muscles in locomotion?  
Ans: Skeleton:- 
 Skeleton is a frame work around which the body is built. It gives shapes and posture 
to the body and provides protection to the soft and delicate organs such as heart, lungs, and 
brain 
Human skeleton:- 
  Human being possess well developed internal skeleton made of 206 bones. These 
bones can be differentiated into four different groups. 
 Skull:   28 bones are found in the skull 
 Neck: Only one bone is present in neck 
 Trunk:  51 bones are present in trunk  
 Limbs:  126 bones are present in the limbs 
Human skeleton can be described into two further types  

1. Axial skeleton  
2. Appendicular skeleton 
1. Axial skeleton:- 

The term axis means the central point around which the other structures 
are distributed. This skeleton lies in the center of the body around which 
the whole body is built. The axial skeleton includes the  

 Skull,  
 The vertebral column and  
 Ribs with the sternum. 

 
a. Skull:- It is made up of cranium and facial bones. 
Cranium :-   

The cranium consists of 8 bones, out of them 4 bones are unpaired bones whereas 2 bones 
paired bones. 

Function:-  
 These bones protect the brain. 
Facial bones:- 
  Besides that there are 14 facial bones which make our face. Out of these 14 
bones 2 bones are unpaired and 6 are paired.  

b. Vertebral coloumn:- 
  Vertebral column extends from skull to the pelvis. It constitutes the backbone, 
which not only allows us to stand erect but also protects the spinal cord. 
Function: 

1. It makes us to stand erect 
2. It protect our spinal cord 

No of vertebrae:- 
 The vertebral column consists of 33 vertebrae. The vertebrae are named according to 
their location in the body. 
Cervical vertebrae:- 
 The 7 vertebrae present in neck are called cervical vertebrae 
Thoracic vertebrae:- 
 12 vertebrae which lie in the chest region are called thoracic vertebrae. 
Lumbar vertebrae:- 
 Those 5 vertebrae which lie in back region are termed as lumber vertebrae. 
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Pelvic vertebrae:- 
Those 9 vertebrae found between the lower limbs area are called as pelvic vertebrae. 
Pelvic vertebrae make two sets i.e. sacrum and coccyx.  

 Sacrum is formed by the fusion of anterior five vertebrae,  
 whereas coccyx is formed by the fusion of four posterior vertebrae. 

c. Rib cage: - 
It is composed of 12 pairs of ribs. These ribs are attached (articulated) on dorsal (back) side 
with the thoracic vertebrae out of 12, ten ribs connect anteriorly with sternam bones, either 
directly or through the costal arch. 
Floating ribs: - 
 The lower two pairs of ribs are called “floating ribs” because they do not attach with 
the sternum.  
Function:- 
The rib cage provides support to thoracic cavity (chest cavity) in which vital organs like 
heart, lungs etc are present. 

2. Appendicular skeleton: - 
The appendicular skeleton consists of pectoral girdle and appendages (fore limbs) and 
pelvic girdle and appendages (hind limbs)  

a) Pectoral girdle: - 
Pectoral girdle is comprised of bones called scapula, supra scapula and clavicle. The 
clavicle is a small and weak bone that connects scapula with sternum. 

b) Fore limb:- 
Each fore limb (arm with hand) consists of  

 1 humorous  
 2 radius and ulna,  
 8 carpals,  
 5 metacarpal and  
 14 phalanges. 

 
c) Pelvic girdle:-  

Pelvic girdle attaches the hind limb to the vertebral column. It consists of two coxal bones. 
Each is formed by the fusion of three bones  

 ilium ,  
 ischium and  
 pubis 

Function:- 
The pelvic girdle supports the pelvic region. 

d) Hind limb :- 
The hind limb of human beings consists of  

 1 femur,  
 1 tibia,  
 1 fibula,  
 8 tarsals,  
 5 metatarsals, and  
 14 phalanges. 
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Q2. Differentiate between axial and appendicular skeleton and describe 
the component of both?  

Ans. Skelton: 
 Skeleton is framework around which the body is build. 

Function: 
 It gives shape. 
 It provides protection etc. 
Main parts of skeleton: 
Human skeleton is consists of two major components. 
 Axial skeleton 
 Appendicular skeleton 
Total no of bones in human skeleton: 
There are 206 bones in human skeleton. 
Distribution of no of bones: 
It is distributed as under 
 Skull – 28 bones 
 Neck – 01 Bone 
 Trunk – 51 bones 
 Limbs – 126 bones 
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Axial skeleton: 
This skeleton lies in the center around which whole body is built. 
Parts of axial skeleton: 

 Skull 
 Middle ear bones 
 Chest bone 
 Ribs 
 Vertebral column 
 Neck bone 

Total no of bone in axial skeleton: 
There 80 bones in the axial skeleton. 
Detail of axial skeleton: 
The detail of axial skeleton is as under. 
Skull: 
Skull is made of cranium and face. 
Parts of skull: 

 Cranium  
 Face 

Cranium: 
It is consist of 8 bones. 
Face: 
Face is consist of 14 facial bones. 
2. Vertebral column: 
It extend from skull to pelvis. 
Function: 
 It make us to stand erect 
 It protect the spinal cord 
Types of vertebrae: 
They are named according to their location as under. 
Cervical vertebrae: 
They are present in neck region. 
No of cervical vertebrae: 
There are 7 vertebrae in the neck region. 
Thoracic vertebrae: 
These lies in the chest region. 
No. of thoracic vertebrae:  
There are 12 vertebrae in the thoracic region.  
Lumber vertebrae: 
They lie in back region. 
No of lumber vertebrae: 
These are 5 vertebrae in lumber region. 
Two sets of pelvic vertebrae: 
Pelvic vertebrae makes the following two sets. 
 Sacrum 
 Coccyx 
Sacrum: 
It is formed by the fusion of anterior 5 vertebrae. 
Coccyx: 
It is formed by the fusion of posterior 4 vertebrae. 
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Diagram: 

 
Chest bone: 
There is one chest bone called sternum. 
Ribs: 
There are twelve pairs of ribs in human body. 
Attached ribs: 
Those ribs which are attached with chest bone are called attached ribs. 
No of attached ribs: 
10 pairs of ribs are attached ribs. 
Floating ribs: 
Those ribs which are not attached with the sternum are called floating ribs. 
No. Of floating: 
Number of floating ribs are 2 pairs. 
Function of ribcage: 
It protect the heart, lungs etc. 
Diagram: 
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Middle ear bones: 
Each middle ear has small three bones. 
Names of bones: 
 Incus 
 Malius 
 Stopes 
Total no of bones in both ears: 
There are six bones in both ears. 
Diagram: 

 
Neck bone: 
There is one bone in the neck called hyoid bone. 
Appendicular skeleton: 
It is attached with the axial skeleton. 
Parts: 
It is consist of the following parts 
Pectoral girdle: 
It attaches the forelimbs to vertebral column. 
No of bones: 
It is consist of 4 bones of shoulders (2 in each) 
Fore limbs: 
It is consist of Arms and hands. 
Arms: 
Arms consist of 6 bones (3 in each arm) 
Hands: 
Hands consist of 54 bones (27 in each) 
Pelvic girdle: 
It attach hind limbs to vertebral column. 
No of bone: 
It consist of 2 bones. 
Hind limbs: 
It is consist of legs and feet. 
Legs: 
Legs contain 8 bones (4 in each) 
Feet: 
Feet have 52 bones (26 in each foot) 
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Q3. Discuss joints and their role. 
Ans:- Joints:- 

 Joints are formed at the meeting point of two bones. They keep our bones together 

by holding them with each other. They also allow the bones to move to the different extents 

and give mobility to our body. 

Types of joints:- 

On the basis of the extent of movement allowed by the joints, they are classified into 

two categories. 

Movable joints  

Immovable joints 

c) Immovable joints:- 

Bones of these joints are fused together and do not allow any movement at 

all. Skull bones are example of this type of joints. 

d) Movable joints:- 

 Those joints which allow movement are called movable joints. 

Types: - 
 It has two types these are: 

 Slightly movable joints 

 Freely movable joints 

Slightly movable joints:- 

These are the joints which allow little movement e.g joints of vertebral 

column, ribs etc. sometime they also termed as partially movable joints. 

Freely movable joints:- 

These joints allow free movements either in some fixed direction or in all 

directions. They are thus of two types i.e hinge joints and 4 hall and socket 

joints. 

iii) Hinge joint:- 

These joints allow the movement only in two directions. These are present at 

elbow and knee. 

iv) Ball and socket joint: - 

These joints allow the movement in several directions. Hip joints and shoulder 

joint are the examples of ball and socket joints. 

Q4. What are the causes of Arthritis and osteoporosis? Also explain its 
treatment?  
Ans:-  a) Arthritis:- 

Arthritis is the disorder of the joints in which they get inflamed. This is 

degenerative disease that damage joint permanently. In this disorder membrane 

lining the joints thickens, fluid production is decreased, which results in increased 

friction causing severe pain in later stages and cause complete immobility. 

Symptoms and treatment:- 

As this disorder damages the joints permanently as a results pain, stiffness and 

swelling of the joints takes place with the passage of time the joints become 

permanently swollen and get deshaped. Secondary bacterial infection causes acute pain 

which is treated with antibiotics generally the patients feels more pain in winter. Different 

types of chronic arthritis are osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis and gouty arthritis. 
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b) Osteoporosis:- 

The condition in which bones become soft and fragile is called osteoporosis. 

Bones are formed by the process of mineralization. Calcium phosphate is deposited 

on collagen fibers to make the bones.  

This calcium is taken with the food from gastro intestinal wall it is absorbed 

into the blood from blood this calcium reaches the bones.  

The blood calcium level is 30gm/100ml. 

 Causes and symptoms:- 

When a person is not taking sufficient calcium in daily diet his or her bones 

start becoming weak. Calcium start breaking up from the bones to maintain its level 

in the blood, this process is called demineralization. 

If this situation prolongs the bones become soft and fragile and start bending 

and can easily be broken. This disorder is known as osteoporosis. This disorder is very 

common in female. 
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(Topic wise Questions) 
Q1. Explain the structure and functions of bone and cartilage? 

Ans. Bone 
 These are hardest and most rigid type of connective tissue. 

Function: 
 It give us shape 
 It provide protection 
 It helps in our movements 
 It produce blood cells in marrow 
 It also store Minerals 
Parts 

 Bone is consist of the following parts 
Compact bone: 

 The hard, white outermost layer is called compact bone. 
Matrix: 

 It is an important material in which specialized structures are embedded. 
Collagen fiber: 
 Calcium phosphate 
 Osteoblast 
 Nerve fibers 
 Blood vessels 
Spongy bone: 

 Beneath the compact bone spongy bone is present. 
Bone marrow: 

 There are spaces in spongy bone where the bone marrow is present. 
Function of bone marrow: 

 Blood cells are formed in the bone marrow. 
Diagram 

 
Cartilage: 

 It is a specialized connective tissue. 
Characteristics: 
 It is firm and flexible. 
 It has great tensile strength. 
 It is softer than bone. 
Ground substance: 

 It is an amorphous gel like substance. 
Location of ground substance: 

 It is present in extra cellular spaces. 
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Collagen fiber: 
 Collagen fiber is present in ground substance. 

Chondrocytes: 
 These are the cells of the cartilage present in ground substance. 

Lacunae: 
 There are spaces where chordrocytes are present. 

No blood vessels: 
 Blood vessels are not present in cartilage. 

Elasticity of cartilage: 
 The no of chondrocytes and amount of ground substance determine the elastic nature of 

cartilage. 
More cells and less ground substance: 

 Cartilage having more cells and less ground substance will be more elastic. 
Types of cartilage: 

 On the basis of elasticity cartilage is of three types. 
Elastic cartilage: 

 It has more cells and less ground substance. 
Location in the body: 

 Elastic cartilage found in; 
 Ear flaps 
 Epiglotis 
Hyaline cartilage: 

 These have less no of cells and more ground substance. 
Location in body: 

 It is present in; 
 End of long bones 
 Nose 
 Ears 
 Trachea 
 Bronchi 
Fibrous cartilage: 

 It has least no of cells and maximum ground substances. 
Location in the body: 
It is found in following locations  
 Inter-vertebral discs 
Diagram: 
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Q2. Explain different types of muscles and their types. 
Ans:- Locomotion and all other types of movements are due to the contraction of muscles of the 

body. 
 Types of muscles:- 
  We have three types of muscles in the body 

1. Cardiac muscles:-  
Cardiac muscles make our heart and keep on contracting and relaxing throughout life. 

2. Smooth muscles:- 
Smooth muscles or striated or unstrapped muscles are found in digestive, respiratory, 
circulatory, and urinary tract etc. They are involuntary muscles and keep on working 
without our will or wish. They contract and relax slowly. Due to these muscles our food 
moves in the intestine and blood in the arteries etc. 

3. Skeletal muscles:- 
The third type of muscles are skeletal muscles or striated muscles or stripped muscles.  
Location: 
They found attached to bones of the skeleton these are voluntary muscles which work with 
our will  
Example: 
These muscles are mostly present in our arms and legs etc.  
Function:- 
They produce movements in our body and help us to locomote. 
Q3. Write a detailed note on antagonistic movement of skeletal muscles. 
Ans:- Antagonistic movement of skeletal muscles:- 

Muscles in our body work in pairs. These muscles in a pair have opposite action. 
When one muscle of the pair contracts (shortens) the other relaxes (elongates)  to perform a 
coordinated movement. This type of opposite movement is termed as antagonistic 
movement of muscles. 

Example:- 
A typical example of this type of movement is the movement of arm muscles. 
Our upper arm has two major muscles called  

1: biceps brachia 2: triceps brachia 
 Flexed state:- 
  When the lower arm is bent it is called in flexed state. 
 Extended state:- 

When it is in hanging condition it is called in extended state this extension and 
flexion is caused by biceps and triceps muscles. 

Explanation:- 
When we try to bend (or flex) the lower arm, the biceps contracts, its insertion with 

ulna bone pull the bone upward, at the same time the triceps relaxes and the lower arm 
move upwards and flexion takes place at elbow joint. 
  On the other hand when we try to straighten our hand the triceps contracts first, its 
insertion with radius bone pulls the bone back. At the same time the biceps relaxes and 
allows the ulna bone to move down easily hence extension of lower arm takes place at 
elbow joint. 
The example explains the general principle of working of the skeleton muscles. 
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CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM 
CHAPTER # 9 

Q1. What is chemical equilibrium or dynamic equilibrium? Explain and give two 
examples. 

Ans. Chemical equilibrium or dynamic equilibrium: 
A state of reversible chemical reaction, When the rate of forward reaction becomes equal to 
the rate of reverse reaction and the concentration of products and reactants remains 
constant is called chemical equilibrium or dynamic equilibrium  

(OR) 
A state of reversible chemical reaction, when two opposing reactions occurs at the same rate 
and concentration of both the reactants and products do not change and remains constant 
with time is called chemical equilibrium or dynamic equilibrium. 

Explanation: 
When a reversible reaction proceeds, initially the rate of forward reaction increases and 
reversible reaction decreases. After sometime, the rate of reverse reaction increases and 
forward reaction decreases. But a stage reached when the rate of two opposing reactions 
becomes equal and the two system attains a state of equilibrium called chemical equilibrium 
or dynamic equilibrium. 

Example (1) 
When liquid water is placed in a closed container at a constant temperature, part of the 
liquid evaporates. As water begins to evaporate, at the same time some of the vapours also 
begins to condense back. As time passes the two rate becomes equal and the rate of 
evaporation becomes equal to the rate of condensation and the liquid and vapours are in the 
state of equilibrium.  

 
The double arrow shows that at equilibrium state, both the forward and reverse process are 
occurring at the same rate and concentration of water and vapours becomes constant and 
does not change with time as long as the temperature remains constant.  

Example (2): Formation of sulphur trioxide  

2SO2 (g) + O2 (g) 2SO3 (g) 

Q2.  What are irreversible and reversible reactions? 
Ans.  Irreversible Reactions: - 

Those chemical reactions which proceed in forward direction only are called irreversible 
reactions.   

(OR) 
Those he i al ea tio s i  hi h ea ta ts a e ha ged i to p odu ts o l  a d p odu ts 

are not changed to reactants are called irre e si le ea tio s . 
Characteristics of irreversible reactions:- 
Irreversible have the following characteristics: - 
i) The irreversible reactions completed once and cannot be reversed easily. 
ii) These reactions should be stop after completion. 
iii) In these reactions the reactants and products are separated by putting single arrow 

() which is directed from the reactants towards the products. 

Examples: 
i. Formation of Magnesium Chloride and Hydrogen Gas: 
When magnesium reacts with excess of hydrogen chloride (HCl), it forms magnesium chloride 
and hydrogen gas. 
Mg(s) + HCl(l)  MgCl2  + H2(g) 

ii. Formation of water: 
2H2 (g) + O2 (g) 2H2O (I) 

iii. Formation of Nitrogen Dioxide: 
2NO + O2  2NO2 
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Reversible reactions: 
Those chemical reactions which proceed both in forward and backward directions are 

called reversible reactions. 
(OR) 

Those he i al ea tio s i  hi h the ea ta ts ea t to fo  the products and the 
p odu ts ea t to fo  the ea ta ts a e alled e e si le ea tio s . 
Characteristics of reversible reactions: 
A reversible reaction has the following characteristics: 
i. The reversible reactions never achieve completion, should never be stop. 
ii. These reactions can be easily reversed. 
iii. In these reactions the reactants and products are separated by putting a double half – 

headed arrow ( ) between the reactants and products. 

Examples: 
i. Decomposition of Mercury Oxide: 

When mercury-oxide is heated in a closed test tube, it decomposes and produces 
mercury and oxygen. Mercury and oxygen again recombine together to form mercury 
oxide. 
Thus both the forward and reverse reactions occurs at the same time and equilibrium 
is established. 
2HgO(s)  2Hg(l) + O2(g) 

ii. Formation of sulphur trioxide  
2SO2 (g) + O2 (g) 2SO3 (g) 

iii. Formation of Hydrogen iodide:  
H2(g) + I2(l)  2HI(g) 

Q3.  What is meant by chemical equilibrium? Explain graphically with examples. 
Ans.  Chemical equilibrium / Dynamic equilibrium: 

History: 
Chemical equilibrium (Dynamic equilibrium) was first discovered by a French chemist Claude 
Louis Berthelot in 1803. 

Definition: 
The state of a e e si le he i al ea tio  i  hi h the ate of fo a d ea tio  e o es 

equal to the rate of a k a d ea tio  is alled he i al e uili iu  / D a i  e uili iu . 
(OR) 

The state of a e e si le he i al ea tio  at hi h the ea ta ts a e o ti uousl  ha gi g 
to products and the products are continuously to the reactants back but the concentration of 
reactants and products remain constant is called chemical equilibrium / Dynamic 
e uili iu . 
Explanation: 
Consider a general chemical reaction in which reactant A reacts with reactant B in gaseous 
state, in a closed container, to form products C and D. 
A (g) + B (g) C(g) + D (g) 
The detail about this general reversible reaction is given below: 
 
 

i. Concentrations at the start: 
At the start of the reaction the concentrations of A and B are maximum while that of C 
and D are zero. 

ii. Concentrations after some time: 
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With the passage of time the concentrations of C and D gradually increase while that 
of A and B gradually decreases. 

iii. Variation of rate of forward and backward reaction: 
Change in concentrations of reactants or products per unit time is called rate of 
reaction. 
In the beginning, the rate of forward reaction is maximum while rate of backward 
reaction is zero but as the time passes and sufficient amounts of C and D are formed 
then the rate of backward reaction increases while that of forward reaction decreases 
until rate of forward reaction becomes equal to the rate of backward reaction. Thus a 
state of dynamic equilibrium is established. 

 Rate of forward reaction  Rate of reverse reaction. 

iv. Concentration at equilibrium state: 
The concentrations of reactants and products remain constant at equilibrium state. 
These concentrations are called equilibrium concentrations. 

v. Graphical representation: 

 
Reversible Reaction and Equilibrium state: 

Q4.  Define forward and reversed reactions. Compare macroscopic characteristics of 
forward and reversed reactions. 

Ans.  Forward reaction: 
The o e sio  of ea ta ts i to p odu ts pe  u it ti e o  the ate of he i al 

ea tio  taki g pla e i  fo a d di e tio  is alled fo a d ea tio . 
Reverse Reaction: 

The o e sio  of p odu ts a k i to ea ta ts pe  u it ti e o  the ate of he i al 
ea tio  taki g pla e i  e e sed di e tio  is alled e e se ea tio . 

The comparison of macroscopic characteristics of forward and reverse reaction 
is given below. 

Forward reaction Reverse reaction 
i. It is a reaction in which reactants 

react to form products. 
ii. It takes place from left to right. 

i. It is a reaction in which products 
react to form the reactants. 

ii. If take place from right to left. 
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iii. In the beginning the rate of 
forward reaction is very fast. 

iv. With the passage of time, it slows 
down gradually. 

iii. At the beginning the rate of 
reverse reaction is negligible 
(zero). 

iv. With the passage of time it speeds 
up gradually. 

Example 9.1:  
Write the forward and reverse reactions for the following reversible reactions. 
2NO (g) + O2 (g) 2NO2 (g) 

Solution:  
Forward Reaction 
2NO (g) + O2 (g) 2NO2 (g) 

 Reverse Reaction 

2NO2 (g) 2NO (g) + O2 (g) 

Practice problem 9.1:  
Write the forward and reverse reactions for the following reversible reactions. 
Example (1): 
C (g) + H2O (g)  CO (g)H2(g) 

 Solution: 
 Forward Reaction 

C (g) + 2H2 O (g)  CO (g) + H2 (g) 

 Reverse Reaction 

CO (g) + H2 (g)  C (g) + H2O (g) 

Example (2) 
4HCl (g) + O2 (g)  2H2O (g) + 2Cl2(g) 

 Solution: 
Forward Reaction 

4HCl (g) + O2 (g) 2H2O (g) + 2Cl2 (g) 

Reverse Reaction 
2H2O (g) + 2Cl2 (g) 4HCl(g) + O2(g). 

Q5. State and explain law of Mass Action. 
Ans.  Law of Mass Action: 

History: 
This law was suggested by two Norwegian chemists. Cato Maximilian Gulberg and Peter 
Waage in 1864. 

Statement: 
This law states that. The rate or speed of chemical reaction is directly proportional to the 
products of molar concentrations (active mass) of the reacting substances. 

Active Masses: 
Active Masses mean the concentration of reactant and product moles per dm

3 
for a dilute 

solution and expressed in terms of square brackets [    ] 
Mathematical Derivation of Equilibrium Constant Expression: 
Consider a general reaction in which two reactants A and B react to form products C and D. 

                         A + B C + D 
Let, Molar concentration of reactants and products are represented by square brackets [   ] 
as. 

Molar concentration of A = [A] 
Molar concentration of B = [B] 
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Molar concentration of C = [C] 
Molar concentration of D = [D]. 

 Rate of forward reaction: 
According to the law of mass action. The rate of forward reaction    is directly proportional 

to the product of the concentrations of the reactants A and B. Applying the law. 

Rate of forward reaction  = R (forward) [A] [B] 
                               R (forward) =    

         [A] [B] 
        =    [A] [B] 

Where   is the rate constant for the forward direction reaction. 

Rate of Reverse reaction: 
As the products C and D are formed, they react back and are converted into the reactants A 
and B. For the reverse reaction. 

Rate of reverse reaction = Rr  [C] [D]     [C] [D]    = Kr [C] [D] 
Where Kr is the reverse rate constant. 

At Equilibrium: 
Rate of forward reaction = Rate of reverse reaction. 

        =    

Therefore,    [A] [B] = Kr [C] [D] 

On rearranging we get,      = 
[ ] [ ][ ][ ]       =      =

[ ][ ][ ][ ] 
Where   is called as equilibrium constant and this expression is called equilibrium constant 
expression. 
Mathematically:     = 

[ ��     ][      �  ] 
For Different Number of Moles: 
Consider a general reaction. 

aA + bB  cC + dD 

For the reaction equilibrium constant expression can be written as.   =
[ ] [ ] [ ]  [ ]  

Where a. b. c. d.  are the number of moles of reactants and products. 

Equilibrium Constant: 
It can be defined as the ratio of the product of active masses of product to the product 

of actives masses of reactants is called equilibrium constant (  ).    = 
[ ��     ][      �  ] 

(OR) 
The equilibrium constant may be also defined it is the ratio of the mathematical product of 
the concentration of substances formed (products) at equilibrium to the mathematical 
product of the concentrations of reacting substances (reactants). Each concentration is raised 
to the power equal to the coefficient of that substance in the chemical equation.  
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    ��     �   �        �  �   ��       �       �      �  � �   �          ��     �   �        �  �  �        �       �      �  � �   �            has direct relation with concentration of products and it has inverse relation with 
concentration of reactions. 

Greater value of Kc: 
Greater the value of KC greater will be the concentration of product in equilibrium mixture 
and lesser will be the concentration of reactants. 

Smaller value of Kc: 
Smaller value of    means larger will be the concentration of reactants and lesser will be the 
concentration of products. 

Dependence: 
The value of   will not depend upon the concentration of reactants and products and it is 
also independents of pressure and catalyst. The value of    for a particular reaction is 
constant. Different reactions have different    values. 

Example 9.2:  
Write an equilibrium expression for the reaction of nitrogen and hydrogen to 
form ammonia at 150 to 200 atmospheric pressure and 450

O
C and 500C

o
 while 

iron is used as catalyst. 
N2 (g) + 3H2 (g) 2NH3 (g) 

Solution: [   ] [  ][  ]  

Practice Problem 9.3:  
Write an equilibrium constant expression for the following reversible 
reactions. 
(a) 2N2(g) + 2O2 (g)  2NO2(g) 

Ans.    =
[   ] [  ] [  ]  

(b) 2N2 (g) + O2 (g) 2N2O2(g) 

Ans.    =
[    ] [  ] [  ] 

(c) 2SO2 (g) + O2 (g) 2SO3 (g) 

Ans.   =
[   ] [   ] [  ] 

(d) PCl3 (g) + Cl2 (g) PCl5 (g) 

Ans.    =
[    ][    ][   ] 

Q6. State conditions necessary for chemical equilibrium. 
Ans: Conditions necessary for chemical equilibrium: 

Equilibrium cannot be attained in open containers because in open containers, the gaseous 
reactants and products may escape into the atmosphere leaving behind no possibility of 
attaining equilibrium. When a system reaches equilibrium, it will remain in the same state 
forever, if the conditions do not change. When the conditions are disturbed, the equilibrium 
will also be disturbed. The system always tries to regain its equilibrium. The reaction will 
move either in the forward direction or in the reverse direction to attain equilibrium. As long 
as the conditions are kept constant, the reaction will remain in the equilibrium state.  
Conditions are following,  
1. Concentration of reactants and products 
2. Temperature of the system 
3. Pressure of the system 
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4. Volume of the system 
5. Catalyst, if used in the system remain unchanged. 

Q7. Describe briefly the methods used to recognized the equilibrium state of 
chemical reactions. 

Ans. Ways to recognize equilibrium: 
 In-order to recognize the equilibrium state of chemical reaction, the following methods can 

be used; 

i. Physical methods: 
Such as Refractometry, Polarimetry, spectrophotometry etc.  

ii. Chemical methods; 
Such as titration etc. 

In both the methods, the equilibrium state of chemical reaction can be recognized by 
knowing the concentration of reactants and products at regular intervals of time. When the 
concentration of reactants and products are observed constant, then the reaction is said to 
be in equilibrium state.  

Q8. What is equilibrium constant? Explain its units. 
Ans.  Definition: 

It is defined as the ratio of the products to the active masses of the products of active masses 
of reactants is called equilibrium constant. 
Mathematically: 

     = 
[ ��     ][      �  ] 

(OR) 
The equilibrium constant may be also defined it is the ratio of the mathematical 

product of the concentration of substances formed (products) at equilibrium to the 
mathematical product of the concentrations of reacting substances (reactants). Each 
concentration is raised to the power equal to the coefficient of that substance in the 
chemical equation.      ��     �   �        �  �   ��       �       �      �  � �   �          ��     �   �        �  �  �        �       �      �  � �   �          

Representation: 
Equilibrium constant is represented by    where C stands for the concentration of 

reactants and products in mol/dm
3
 

Mathematically: 
Consider a general reaction aA +bB  cC + dD 
Equilibrium constant expression for the reaction can be written as.   =

[ ] [ ] [ ]  [ ]  

K = equilibrium constant 
C = concentration 
a.b.c.d = exponent 
[ ] = square brackets/concentration 
A, B = Reactants 
C, D = Products 

Units of equilibrium constant (Kc): 
The unit of Kc depends on the equilibrium constant expression for the given reaction.  
i. Kc has no units for a reaction in which the number of moles of reactants and products 

are equal. This is because concentration units cancel out in the expression for Kc, For 
example, in the given reaction we have,  

H2(g) + I2(g)  2Hl(g) 
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   [  ] [  ][  ]             [         ] [         ]  [         ]          
ii. Kc has units for a reaction in which the number of moles of products is greater than 

reactants in a balanced chemical equation.  
For example, in the given reaction we have,  

N204(g)  2N02(g)    [   ] [    ]             [         ] [         ]             

iii. Similarly, Kc has units for a reaction in which the number of moles of products is less 
than the reactants in a balanced chemical equation. For example, in the given reaction 
we have,  

N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)    [   ] [  ][  ]              [         ] [         ]  [         ]   [         ]  

It is clear from the above equations that the units of Kc depend upon the equation. It varies 
from equation to equation.  

Example 9.3:  
In the equilibrium mixture, the concentration of hydrogen and iodine is 0.04 
per dm

3
 each while that of hydrogen iodide is 0.08 moles per dm

3
. Find kc for 

the following reaction.
 

H2 (g) + I2(g) 2HI (g) 

Solution: 
[H2] = 0.04 mol/dm

3
 

[I2] = 0.04 mol/dm
3
 

[HI] = 0.08 mol/dm
3
    =?  

Solution: 
H2 (g) + I2(g)  2HI (g) 
Kc expression for the reaction;    [  ] [  ][  ] 
By putting values we get,    = 

[    ] [    ][    ]     = 4. 

Example 9.4: 
For the above reaction at a certain high temperature, the concentrations in a 
particular equilibrium mixture CO is 0.0600 mol/dm

3
, H2O is 0.120 mol/dm

3
, 

CO2 is 0.150 mol/dm
3
H2 is 0.300 mol/dm

3
. Calculate the value of the 

equilibrium constant at this temperature. 

        CO (g) + H2O (g)  CO2 (g) + H2 (g) 
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Solution: 
[CO] = 0.0600 mol/dm

3
 

[H2O] = 0.120mol/dm
3
 

[CO2] = 0.150mol/dm
3
 

[H2]= 0.300mol/dm
3
    =?  

Solution:   =
[   ][  ][  ][   ] 

By putting values we get,   =
[     ][     ][      ][      ]   =6.25.  

 Practice Problem 9.4: 
An equilibrium mixture of N2 , O2 and NO gases at 1500K is determined to 
consist of 6.4×10

-3
 mol/dm

3
 of N2, 1.7×10

-3
 mol/dm

3
 of O2 and 1.1×10

-5
 

mol/dm
3
 of NO. What is the equilibrium constant for the system at this 

temperature?  
Ans. N2 +O2  2NO  

Solution: 
[N2] = 6.4×10

-3
 mol/dm

3
 

[O2] = 1.7×10
-3

 mol/dm
3
 

[NO] = 1.1 ×10
-5

mol/dm
3
    =?  

Solution:   =
[  ] [  ][  ] 

By putting values we get,   =
[        ] [        ][        ] 

Kc = 0.1112×10
-4

   (OR) Kc = 1.112×10
-5

  

Q9. How to find out the value of equilibrium constant (Kc)? 
Ans. Finding values of Kc: 

The value of Kc can be calculated if we know the concentrations of the reactants and 
products in the equilibrium mixture. 

The values used in the Kc expression are concentrations, not number of moles. 
Moreover, these are the concentrations of the reactants and products at equilibrium. 

Q10. What is the importance of equilibrium constant? OR What is the application of 
equilibrium constant? 

Ans. Importance (applications) of Equilibrium Constant  
The value of equilibrium constant is specific and remains constant at a particular 
temperature. The value of Kc helps us to predict.  

1. Direction of Reaction  
We can determine the direction of reaction with the help of equilibrium constant expression.     [        ][         ]  
The direction of chemical reaction at any particular time can be predicted by means of 
[products] / [reactants] ratio. The value of [products] / [reactants] ratio leads to one of the 
following three possibilities.  
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a. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is less than Kc. The system is not at equilibrium 
and more products are required to reach the equilibrium. Therefore, the reaction will move 
in the forward direction until equilibrium is reached.  
b. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is greater than Kc. The system is not at 
equilibrium and more reactants are required to reach equilibrium. The reaction will move in 
the reverse direction until equilibrium is reached.  
c. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is equal to Kc. The system is at equilibrium.  

2. The Extent of a Chemical Reaction  
The extent of reaction depends upon the magnitude of 'Kc' and have three possibilities. 

i. Kc is Very Small  
When the concentration of [A] and [B] is large and that of [C] and [D] is small,  
the equilibrium mixture will contain the reactants mainly and only a small amount of 
products will be present. It reflects that the reaction does not proceed appreciably in the 
forward direction.  

ii. Kc is very large  
When the concentration of [A] and [B] is small and that of [C] and [D] is large, the equilibrium 
mixture will consist almost entirely of products and a small amount of reactants will be 
present. This indicates that the reaction is completed in forward direction.  

iii. Kc is Neither Very Large Nor Very Small  
The concentration of the products and reactants will be very close and hence, Kc is close to 
1.0. Thus, equilibrium mixture will contain appreciable amount of products and reactants.  

3. The Effect of External Conditions on the Position of Equilibrium  
When a system reaches equilibrium, it will remain in the same state indefinitely, if the 
conditions do not change. However, the equilibrium state of a system is disturbed if external 
conditions are changed, e.g. change of pressure, temperature and concentrations of 
reactants and products alter the position of the equilibrium. Whenever, the equilibrium is 
disturbed by changes in the external conditions, the system always tends to restore 
equilibrium. 
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EXERCISE 
A. Choose the correct option: 

1. At dynamic equilibrium. 
a. The reverse reaction stops. 
b. The forward reaction stops. 
c. Both forward and reversed reaction stop. 
d. Both forward and reverse reaction continues at the same rate. 

2. A reversible reaction has the following characteristics except 
a. They proceed in both direction 
b. They never complete 
c. Products do not form reactants again 
d. They are represented by ( ) 

3. They equilibrium constant (Kc) expression for the reaction is; 
N2 (g) O2  2NO (g) 

a. 
[  ][  ][   ]     [ ] [ ] [   ]    [  ][  ][  ]    [  ] [  ][  ] 

4. The equilibrium constant (  ) is: 
a. The sum of the two reactants 
b. The difference of two rate constants 
c. The ratio of the two rate constants 
d. The product of the two rate constants. 

5. When value of     is very small it shows that: 
a. Reaction will go in the forward direction 
b. Reaction will go in the reverse direction 
c. Reaction is at equilibrium 
d. Equilibrium will never establish 

6. For which reaction the   will have no units: 
a. 4NH3(g)+ 5O2(g)  4NO(g) + 6H2O 
b. N2(g)+ 3H2(g)  2NH3(g) 
c. N2(g)+ O2(g)  2NO(g)  
d. CO(g)+ 3H2(g)  CH4(g) + H2O(g) 

7. When the value of     is very large it shows that: 
a. Reaction is at equilibrium 
b. Equilibrium will never be achieved 
c. Reaction will move in forward direction 
d. Reaction will move in the reverse direction  

8. Active mass means: 
a. The total mass of reactants 
b. The total mass of products 
c. The total mass of products and reactants 
d. Concentration of reactants and products in moles per dm

3
 in a dilute solution 

9. For a reversible reaction     = [ ] [ ] [ ]  the equation will be: 

a. 4C(g)  3A(g) + 2B (g) 
b. 4C(g)  A3(g) + B2 (g) 
c. A3(g) + B2 (g)  C4(g) 
d. 3A(g) + 2B (g)  4C(g) 
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10. The reaction between PCl3 and Cl2 will produce PCl5(g)  
PCl3(g) + Cl2(g)  PCl5(g) 

 The units of     for this reaction are: 
a. mol.dm

-3
  b.mol

-1
.dm

-3
  c.mol

-1
.dm

3
  d.mol.dm

-3
 

Answers: 
1 d 2 c 3 d 4 c 5 a 

6 c 7 d 8 d 9 d 10 b 
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SHORT QUESTIONS 

Q1. Define chemical equilibrium state with two examples. 
Ans.  Chemical equilibrium: 

A state of reversible chemicals reactions when the rate of forward reaction is equal to the 
rate of revers reaction is called chemical equilibrium. 

(OR) 
 A reversible reaction is said to be in equilibrium state when the rate of forward reaction 

equals the rate of reverse reaction.  
 Forward reaction  Reverse reaction 

Example (1): 
Oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide  

 2SO2 (g) + O2 (g)  2SO3 (g) 

Example (2): 
Reaction of hydrogen and iodine to form hydrogen iodide 

H2 (g) + I2 (g)  2HI (g) 

These two reactions never go to completion and in these reactions; the rate of forward 
reaction is equal to the rate of reverse reaction. 

Q2. How would you identify that dynamic equilibrium is established? 
Ans.  Dynamic equilibrium is only possible in reversible reactions. When a reversible reaction is 

proceeding and the rate of forward reaction becomes equal to the rate of reverse reaction 
and the concentration of both the reactants and products remain constant at specific 
conditions, then dynamic equilibrium is established in a reversible reaction. 
A dynamic equilibrium is shown by double half-headed arrows ( ) in a reversible 
reaction.  

Q3. Compare the different macroscopic characteristics of forward and reverse 
 reactions.  

Ans.  The comparison of macroscopic characteristics of forward and  reverse 
 reactions is given below. 

Forward reaction Reverse reaction 

In forward reactions reactants react to form 
products 

In reverse reaction products react to form 
reactants 

The direction of forward reaction is form left to 
right 

The direction of reverse reaction is form right to 
left 

The rate of forward reaction is fast in the 
beginning of the reaction 

The rate of reverse reaction is negligible in the 
beginning of the reaction 

Forward reaction slows down gradually with the 
passage of time. 

Reverse reaction speeds up gradually. 

Q4. What information is required to predict the direction of chemical reaction? 
Ans. Direction of Chemical Reaction  

We can determine the direction of reaction with the help of equilibrium constant expression.     [        ][         ]  
The direction of chemical reaction at any particular time can be predicted by means of 
[products] / [reactants] ratio. The value of [products] / [reactants] ratio leads to one of the 
following three possibilities.  
a. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is less than Kc. The system is not at equilibrium 
and more products are required to reach the equilibrium. Therefore, the reaction will move 
in the forward direction until equilibrium is reached.  
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b. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is greater than Kc. The system is not at 
equilibrium and more reactants are required to reach equilibrium. The reaction will move in 
the reverse direction until equilibrium is reached.  
c. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is equal to Kc. The system is at equilibrium.  

Q5. Relate the active mass with rate of a chemical reaction. 
Ans.  Active Mass: 

 Active mass means the concentration of reactants and products in    mol.dm
-3

 
for a dilute solution.  

Rate of Chemical Reactions: 
The changing in speed or rate of a chemical reactions per unit time by decreasing or 

increasing concentration of the reactants or products in a chemical reaction is called rate of a 
chemical reaction. 

Q6. At equilibrium a mixture of N2, H2 and NH3
 
gas at 500 


C is determined to 

consist of 0.602 mol/dm
3
 of N2, 0.420 mol/dm

3
 of H2 and 0.113 mol/dm

3 
of 

NH3. What is the equilibrium constant for the reaction at this temperature? 
N2 (g) + 3H2 (g)   2NH3 (g) 

Given: 
 [N2] = 0.602 mol/dm

3
  

 [H2] = 0.420 mol/dm
3 

 
[NH3] = 0.113 mol/dm

3
 

Chemical reaction: 
N2 (g) + 3H2 (g)   2NH3 (g) 

Required:    =? 

Ans. Solution: 
            The     can be calculated from the equilibrium constant expression i.e.    = [ ��     ][�        ] 
      The     expression for this reaction can be written as 

     [   ] [  ][  ]  

Putting values     [              ] [              ][             ]   

     [       ] [       ][      ]   

                          
                   
     0.28  

Q7. State conditions necessary for equilibrium. 
Ans: Conditions necessary for chemical equilibrium: 

Equilibrium cannot be attained in open containers because in open containers, the 
gaseous reactants and products may escape into the atmosphere leaving behind no 
possibility of attaining equilibrium. When a system reaches equilibrium, it will remain in the 
same state forever, if the conditions do not change. When the conditions are disturbed, the 
equilibrium will also be disturbed. The system always tries to regain its equilibrium. The 
reaction will move either in the forward direction or in the reverse direction to attain 
equilibrium. As long as the conditions are kept constant, the reaction will remain in the 
equilibrium state.  
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Conditions are following,  
1. Concentration of reactants and products 
2. Temperature of the system 
3. Pressure of the system 
4. Volume of the system 

Q8. Write equilibrium constant expression for the following reaction?  
a. N2 (g) + 3H2 (g)   2NH3 (g) 
b. 2H2 (g) + O2 (g)   2H2O (g) 
c.  4NH3(g) + 5O2 (g)  4NO(g) + 6H2O (g) 

     Ans. The equilibrium constant expressions are given below.     [   ] [  ][  ]       [   ] [   ] [  ]      [  ] [   ] [   ] [  ]   

Q9. A reaction between gaseous sulfur dioxide and oxygen gas to produce gaseous 

sulfur trioxide takes place at 600

C. At this temperature, the concentration of 

SO2 is found to be 1.50 mol/dm
3
, the concentration of O2 is 1.25 mol/dm

3
 and 

the concentration of SO3 is 3.50 mol/dm
3
. Using the balanced chemical 

equation calculate the equilibrium constant for this system. 
Given:  
[SO2] = 1.50 mol/dm

3
  

 [O2] = 1.25 mol/dm
3 

 
[SO3] = 3.50 mol/dm

3
 

Required: 
     =? 

Solution: 
Chemical reaction: 
2SO2 (g) + O2 (g)   2SO3 (g) 

The    can be calculated from the equilibrium constant expression i.e.    = [ ��     ][�        ] 
The    expression for this reaction can be written as 

     [   ] [   ] [  ]   

 Putting values     [             ] [            ] [            ]  
     [      ] [     ] [     ] 
                      
                  

     4.36 

10.  Describe the effect of temperature on equilibrium constant. 
Ans.  The    value for a particular reaction is constant at constant temperature. A change in 

temperature wills definitely results into the increase or decrease in the value of     
depending upon the nature of reactions. Generally, for an endothermic reaction an increase 
in temperature increases the value of    and vice versa. 
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For an exothermic reaction an increase in temperature decreases the value of    and vice 
versa. 

LONG QUESTIONS 
Q1. SO3(g) decomposes to form SO2(g) and O2(g). For this reaction write, 

1. Chemical equation 
2.    expression 
3. Derive the unit of    for this reaction 

Ans. 
I.Chemical Equation       

                 2SO3 (g)  2SO2 (g) + O2 (g) 

II.Kc expression 

                           [   ] [  ][   ]   

iii.Unit of Kc 

       [         ] [         ][        ]  

         [         ] [        ]  = mol/dm
3 

Q2. (a) Describe the equilibrium state with the help of a graph and an example. 
Ans.  Equilibrium State:- 

Definition: 
The state of a e e si le he i al ea tio  i  hi h the ate of fo a d ea tio  e o es 

equal to the rate of backward reaction is called equilibrium state / D a i  e uili iu . 
(OR) 

The state of a e e si le he i al ea tio  at hi h the ea ta ts are continuously changing 
to products and the products are continuously to the reactants back but the concentration of 
reactants and products remain constant is called equilibrium state / D a i  e uili iu . 
Explanation: 
Consider a general chemical reaction in which reactant A reacts with reactant B in gaseous 
state, in a closed container, to form products C and D. 
A (g) + B (g) C(g) + D (g) 
The detail about this general reversible reaction is given below: 

i. Concentrations at the start: 
At the start of the reaction the concentrations of A and B are maximum while that of C and D 
are zero. 

ii. Concentrations after some time: 
With the passage of time the concentrations of C and D gradually increase while that of A 
and B gradually decreases. 

iii. Variation of rate of forward and backward reaction: 
Change in concentrations of reactants or products per unit time is called rate of reaction. 
In the beginning, the rate of forward reaction is maximum while rate of backward reaction is 
zero but as the time passes and sufficient amounts of C and D are formed then the rate of 
backward reaction increases while that of forward reaction decreases until rate of forward 
reaction becomes equal to the rate of backward reaction. Thus a state of dynamic 
equilibrium is established. 
Rate of forward reaction  Rate of reverse reaction. 

iv. Concentration at equilibrium state: 
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The concentrations of reactants and products remain constant at equilibrium 
state. These concentrations are called equilibrium concentrations. 

 

v. Graphical representation: 

 
Reversible Reaction and Equilibrium state:     

b)  Define Law of Mass Action. 
Ans.  Law of Mass Action: 

History: 
This law was suggested by two Norwegian chemists. Cato Maximilian Gulberg and Peter 
Waage in 1864. 

Statement: 
This law states that. The rate or speed of chemical reaction is directly proportional to the 
products of molar concentrations (active mass) of the reacting substances. 

Active Masses: 
Active Masses mean the concentration of reactant and product moles per dm

3 
for a 

dilute solution and expressed in terms of square brackets [    ] 

Mathematical Derivation of Equilibrium Constant Expression: 
 Consider a general reaction in which two reactants A and B react to form products C and D. 

                         A + B C + D 
Let, Molar concentration of reactants and products are represented by square brackets [    ] 
as. 

Molar concentration of A = [A] 
Molar concentration of B = [B] 
Molar concentration of C = [C] 
Molar concentration of D = [D]. 

Rate of forward reaction: 
According to the law of mass action. The rate of forward reaction    is directly proportional 

to the product of the concentrations of the reactants A and B. Applying the law. 

Rate of forward reaction  = R (forward) [A] [B] 
                               R (forward) =    

         [A] [B] 
        =    [A] [B] 

Where   is the rate constant for the forward direction reaction. 

Rate of Reverse reaction: 
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As the products C and D are formed, they react back and are converted into the reactants A 
and B. For the reverse reaction. 

Rate of reverse reaction = Rr  [C] [D]     [C] [D]    = Kr [C] [D] 
Where Kr is the reverse rate constant. 

At Equilibrium: 
Rate of forward reaction = Rate of reverse reaction. 

        =    

Therefore,    [A] [B] = Kr [C] [D] 

On rearranging we get,      = 
[ ] [ ][ ][ ]       =      =

[ ][ ][ ][ ] 
Where   is called as equilibrium constant and this expression is called equilibrium constant 
expression.  

Q3. (a)Derive an expression for equilibrium constant and explain its units. 
 (b) How can you predict the direction of reaction for the Kc value? 
Ans.  (a) Equilibrium Constant (KC): 

It is defined as the ratio of the products to the active masses of the products of active masses 
of reactants is called equilibrium constant.    [        ][         ]  

(OR) 
The equilibrium constant may be also defined it is the ratio of the mathematical product of 
the concentration of substances formed (products) at equilibrium to the mathematical 
product of the concentrations of reacting substances (reactants). Each concentration is raised 
to the power equal to the coefficient of that substance in the chemical equation.      ��     �   �        �  �   ��       �       �      �  � �   �          ��     �   �        �  �  �        �       �      �  � �   �          

Representation: 
Equilibrium constant is represented by    where C stands for the concentration of reactants 
and products in mol/dm

3
 

Mathematically: 
Consider a general reaction aA +bB  cC + dD 
Equilibrium constant expression for the reaction can be written as.   =

[ ] [ ] [ ]  [ ]  

K = equilibrium constant 
C = concentration 
a.b.c.d = exponent 
[ ] = square brackets/concentration 
A, B = Reactants 
C, D = Products 

Units of equilibrium constant (Kc): 
The unit of Kc depends on the equilibrium constant expression for the given reaction.  
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i. Kc has no units for a reaction in which the number of moles of reactants and products 
are equal. This is because concentration units cancel out in the expression for Kc, For 
example, in the given reaction we have,  
H2(g) + I2(g)  2Hl(g)    [  ] [  ][  ]             [         ] [         ]  [         ]          

ii. Kc has units for a reaction in which the number of moles of products is greater than 
reactants in a balanced chemical equation.  
For example, in the given reaction we have,  
N204(g)  2N02(g)    [   ] [    ]             [         ] [         ]             

iii. Similarly, Kc has units for a reaction in which the number of moles of products is less 
than the reactants in a balanced chemical equation. For example, in the given reaction 
we have,  
N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)    [   ] [  ][  ]              [         ] [         ]  [         ]   [         ]  

It is clear from the above equations that the units of Kc depend upon the equation. It varies 
from equation to equation. 

(b) Prediction of direction of reaction: 
We can determine the direction of reaction with the help of equilibrium constant expression.     [        ][         ]  
The direction of chemical reaction at any particular time can be predicted by means of 
[products] / [reactants] ratio. The value of [products] / [reactants] ratio leads to one of the 
following three possibilities.  
a. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is less than Kc. The system is not at equilibrium 
and more products are required to reach the equilibrium. Therefore, the reaction will move 
in the forward direction until equilibrium is reached.  
b. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is greater than Kc. The system is not at 
equilibrium and more reactants are required to reach equilibrium. The reaction will move in 
the reverse direction until equilibrium is reached.  
c. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is equal to Kc. The system is at equilibrium.  

Q4. (a)     has different units in different reactions. Prove it with suitable 
 examples. 

 (b) How can you predict the extent of reaction from the Kc value? 
(a) Units of equilibrium constant (Kc): 

The unit of Kc depends on the equilibrium constant expression for the given reaction.  
i. Kc has no units for a reaction in which the number of moles of reactants and products 

are equal. This is because concentration units cancel out in the expression for Kc, for 
example, in the given reaction we have,  
H2(g) + I2(g)  2Hl(g) 
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   [  ] [  ][  ]             [         ] [         ]  [         ]          
ii. Kc has units for a reaction in which the number of moles of products is greater than 

reactants in a balanced chemical equation.  
For example, in the given reaction we have,  
N204(g)  2N02(g)    [   ] [    ]             [         ] [         ]             

iii. Similarly, Kc has units for a reaction in which the number of moles of products is less 
than the reactants in a balanced chemical equation. For example, in the given reaction 
we have,  
N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)    [   ] [  ][  ]              [         ] [         ]  [         ]   [         ]  

It is clear from the above equations that the units of Kc depend upon the equation. It varies 
from equation to equation. 

Ans.  (b) The Extent of a Chemical Reaction: 
The extent of reaction depends upon the magnitude of 'Kc' and have three possibilities. 

i. Kc is Very Small  
When the concentration of [A] and [B] is large and that of [C] and [D] is small, the equilibrium 
mixture will contain the reactants mainly and only a small amount of products will be 
present. It reflects that the reaction does not proceed appreciably in the forward direction.  

ii. Kc is very large  
When the concentration of [A] and [B] is small and that of [C] and [D] is large, the equilibrium 
mixture will consist almost entirely of products and a small amount of reactants will be 
present. This indicates that the reaction is completed in forward direction.  

iii. Kc is Neither Very Large Nor Very Small  
The concentration of the products and reactants will be very close and hence, Kc is close to 
1.0. Thus, equilibrium mixture will contain appreciable amount of products and reactants.  

Q5. a) Kc expression for a reaction is given below 

      [   ] [   ] [   ] [  ]   

For this reaction write 
i. Reactants and products 
ii.       Derive the units of    

Ans. The chemical reaction for the given    expression will be 

          4HCl (g) + O2 (g) 
 
2Cl2 (g) + 2H2O (g) 

i. Reactants: HCl and O2 

   Products: Cl2 and H2O 

         ii. Unit of  : 
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Unit of    = 
[ �    ] [ �    ] [ �     ] [ �     ] 

     = 
[ �     ] [ �     ]  

   Unit of     = 
 [ �     ]            

b)  Explain the importance of equilibrium constant support your answer with 
examples and reasons. 

Ans. Importance (applications) of Equilibrium Constant  
The value of equilibrium constant is specific and remains constant at a particular 
temperature. The value of Kc helps us to predict.  

1. Direction of Reaction  
We can determine the direction of reaction with the help of equilibrium constant expression.     [        ][         ]  
The direction of chemical reaction at any particular time can be predicted by means of 
[products] / [reactants] ratio. The value of [products] / [reactants] ratio leads to one of the 
following three possibilities.  
a. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is less than Kc. The system is not at equilibrium 
and more products are required to reach the equilibrium. Therefore, the reaction will move 
in the forward direction until equilibrium is reached.  
b. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is greater than Kc. The system is not at 
equilibrium and more reactants are required to reach equilibrium. The reaction will move in 
the reverse direction until equilibrium is reached.  
c. When the ratio of [products] / [reactants] is equal to Kc. The system is at equilibrium.  

2. The Extent of a Chemical Reaction  
The extent of reaction depends upon the magnitude of 'Kc' and have three possibilities. 

i. Kc is Very Small  
When the concentration of [A] and [B] is large and that of [C] and [D] is small, the equilibrium 
mixture will contain the reactants mainly and only a small amount of products will be 
present. It reflects that the reaction does not proceed appreciably in the forward direction.  

ii. Kc is very large  
When the concentration of [A] and [B] is small and that of [C] and [D] is large, the equilibrium 
mixture will consist almost entirely of products and a small amount of reactants will be 
present. This indicates that the reaction is completed in forward direction.  

iii. Kc is Neither Very Large Nor Very Small  
The concentration of the products and reactants will be very close and hence, Kc is close to 
1.0. Thus, equilibrium mixture will contain appreciable amount of products and reactants.  

3. The Effect of External Conditions on the Position of Equilibrium  
When a system reaches equilibrium, it will remain in the same state indefinitely, if the 
conditions do not change. However, the equilibrium state of a system is disturbed if external 
conditions are changed, e.g. change of pressure, temperature and concentrations of 
reactants and products alter the position of the equilibrium. Whenever, the equilibrium is 
disturbed by changes in the external conditions, the system always tends to restore 
equilibrium.  
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ACIDS BASES AND SALTS 
Chapter # 10 

Q1.  Generally, define Acids, Bases and their properties with examples.  
Ans.  Acids: 
 The te  a id is de i ed f o  Lati  o d A idus  hi h ea s sou . 
 So, acids are those substance having sour taste. 

General Properties  
 Acids have sour taste. 

 It turns blue litmus paper red. 

 It changes the colour of acid-base indicator. 

 Aqueous solutions of acids conduct electric current. 

 Strong acids are very corrosive in nature (destroy fabric and cause burns on the skin) 

Examples; 
i. Acetic Acid: 

It is found in vinegar 

ii. Lactic Acid: 
It is found in fermented milk 

iii. Malic Acid: 
It is found in Apple 

iv. Citric Acid: 
It is found in citreous fruits like lemon, orange, grapes etc. 

v. Hydrochloric Acid: 
It is found in our stomach which helps in digestion of food. 

vi. Tartaric Acid: 
It is found in grapes. 

vii. Formic Acid: 
It is found in stings of ants, bee. 

Bases: 
The o d ase is take  f o  A a i  o d Ashes  hi h ea  alkalies . 
General Properties: 

 Bases have bitter taste and feel soapy touch. 

 It turns red litmus paper blue. 

 It changes the colour of acid base indicators. 

 Aqueous solution of bases is called alkalies and it produce hydroxide ions (OH
-
 ions) 

 Strong bases are corrosive in nature and conduct electricity when dissolved in water. 

 All alkalis are bases but all bases are not alkalies. 

Examples: 
1. Ammonia (NH3) 
2. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
3. Magnesium hydroxide Mg (OH)2 
4. Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) 

Q2.  State the Concept of Arrhenius regarding Acids and Bases. 
Ans.  Arrhenius Concept: 
 In 1884, a Swedish chemist Svante Arrhenius presented his concept of acids and bases. 

Acids: 
According to this concept, 
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An acid is a chemical substance that dissociates in aqueous solution to give hydrogen ions 
(H

+
) 

The dissociation of an acid to give H
+
 in aqueous medium can be represented with the 

following general chemical equation 

HA(aq)   water
 H

+
(aq) + A

–
 (aq) 

Examples:- 
Acids like hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and sulpuric acid give hydrogen ion (H

+
) when dissolve 

in water. 

 HCl (I)  water
 H+(aq) + Cl 

–
 (aq) 

 
HNO3 (l)  water

 H+(aq) + NO3 
–
 (aq) 

 
H2SO4 (l)  water

 2H
+

(aq) + SO4
–2

 (aq) 

As hydrogen ion (H
+
)is unstable so it is present in the form of hydronium ion (H3O

+
) in 

aqueous solutions. 
H2O+H

+ H3O
+
 

BASES: 
 According to this concept, 

A base in a chemical substance that dissociates in aqueous solution to give hydroxide ion 

( ̅ ) 
The dissociation of a base in aqueous medium can be represented with the following general 
chemical equation. 

 BOH(aq)  water
 B

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq) 

Examples: 
Bases like NaOH, KOH, NH4OH give hydroxyl ions ( ̅ ) in aqueous solution 

NaOH(aq)  water
 Na

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq) 

KOH(aq)  water
 K

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq) 

NH4OH(aq)  water
 NH

+
4 + OH 

–
(aq) 

Q3. Write the limitations of Arrhenius concept. 
Ans. The limitations of the Arrhenius concept are; 

i. Arrhenius concept is only limited to aqueous medium and does not explain the acidity 
and basicity of the substance in non-aqueous mediums. 

ii. In Arrhenius concept acids are limited to hydrogen ion (H
+
) only and bases are limited 

to hydroxide ion (OH
-
). It cannot explain the acidic nature of carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

basic nature of ammonia (NH3). 

Q4.  Write down the Bronsted and Lowry Concept of Acids and Bases. 
Ans. Bronsted-Lowry Concept / Protonic Concept 

Danish chemist J.N Bronsted and English Chemist T.M Lowry presented this concept in 1923. 
This concept is also known as protonic concept because it is based on the transfer of proton 
in an acid base reaction. 

According to this Concept: 
Acid: 

 An acid is a substance (molecule or ion) that is proton (H
+
) donor 

Base:   
A base is a substance (molecule or ion) that is proton (H

+
) acceptor. 

Examples:  
According to Bronsted-Lowry concept HCl, HNO3 and H2SO4 are acids because they have the 
ability to donate proton. 
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HCl(aq)   +     NH3 (aq)  water
 NH4

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq)  

Acid  Base  

In the given chemical reaction HCl is an acid because it donates a proton and NH3 is a base 
because it accepts a proton. 

Explanation:  
According to this concept only those species are acids which can donate a proton and only 
those species are bases, which can accept a proton. It is worth mentioning that strong 
Arrhenius base like sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) is not a base according to Bronsted-Lowry 
concept because NaOH cannot accept a proton. 
No specie can be declared as a permanent acid or a permanent base according to this 
concept because there are certain species, which can sometime donate a proton and 
sometime accept a proton depending upon the type of species with which it is treated. 

Amphoteric substance: 
Those su sta es hi h a  a t oth as a  a id a d a ase, a e k o  as A phote i  

su sta es . 
For example, water (H2O) is an amphoteric substance, because it can donate a proton when it 
is treated with Ammonia (NH3), but it acts as a base when it is treated with a strong acid like 
hydrochloric acid (HCl), both the reactions are given as under. 

H2O(aq)    +   NH3 (aq)  water
 NH4

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq)  

Acid  Base  

(Proton donor) (Proton Acceptor) 

In this reaction water (H2O) acts as an acid because it donates a proton (H
+
) and Ammonia 

(NH3) acts as a base because it accepts a proton (H
+
) 

HCl(aq)    +    H2O (aq)  water
 H2O

+
(aq) + Cl 

–
 (aq)  

Acid  Base  

(Proton donor) (Proton Acceptor) 

In this reaction water (H2O) acts a base because it accepts a proton from hydrochloric acid 
(HCl). 
Note: The amphoteric nature of water can be explained with the help of Bronsted-Lowry 
acid-base concept) 

Q5.  Describe the Concept of Conjugate Acids and Bases. 
Ans: Conjugate Acids:-  

When a base accepts a proton (H
+
) it forms positively charge species which can donate a 

proton and act as an acid is called conjugate acid of the corresponding base.  
(OR) 

The positive charge species of a base that can donate a proton and act as an acid is called 
conjugate acid. 

Examples: 
   NH4

+
 , H3O

+
 

Reactions: 

1. 
                                                      

2. 
                                                      

                                
                                 
                                

                                
Conjugate Base: 
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When an acid gives proton (H
+
) it forms negatively charged species which can accept proton 

and act as a base is called conjugate base of the corresponding acid.  
(OR) 

The negative charge species of an acid, which can accept a proton and act as a base is called 
conjugate base. 

Examples: -  
                   

Reactions:- 

(1) 
                                                                              

(2) 
                                                                      

                                        
                                
                                 

Q6.   Explain the Lewis Concept of Acids and Bases. 
Ans.  Lewis Concept / Electronic Concept:- 

In 1923, G.N Lewis presented his concept of acid and base, which is based on the transfer of 
electron pairs in an acid base reaction. Therefore, this concept is also known as electronic 
concept. 

Acid:- 
 A  a id is a spe ie io  o  ole ule  that a epts o  te ds to a ept a pai  of ele t o s . 

(OR) 
Compounds having less than eight electrons in their valance shell or positively charged ions 
that can accept on electron pair can act as Lewis acids. 
In a short, an acid will be electrophile, (electron loving) in nature (i.e. would get attracted 
towards electrons).  
An electron deficient specie whether it is neutral or positively charged is called electrophile. 

Base:- 
 A ase is a spe ie io  o  ole ule that do ates o  te ds to do ate a pai  of ele t o . 

(OR) 
Compounds having one pair of electron electrons in the valance shell or negative charged 
ions that can donate an electron pair can act as Lewis bases. 
In short, a base will be a nucelophile in nature (i.e. it would get attracted towards positive 
charge).  

 Any specie whether it is neutral or negatively charged is called nucelophile. 

Examples:- 

1. BF3+  ̈3  water
 [BF:NH3] 

Acid    Base                   Complex 

2. H
+
+  ̈3  water

 [H:NH3]
+
 

Acid    Base             Ammonium Ion 

3. H
+
+H2 ̈  water

 [H2O:H]
+
 

Acid    Base              Hydronium Ion 

Q7.   What are Monoprotic and Polyprotic Acids? OR what are Monobasic and 
 Polybasic Acids? 
Ans.  Monoprotic or Monobasic Acids: 
 Those a ids hi h gi e o e p oto  pe  ole ule a e alled o op oti  a ids o  o o asic 

a ids.  
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 Examples:- 
HCl, HNO3, CH3COOH, HBr, HCN etc.  
are examples of monoprotic acids because they give only one proton per molecule. Their 
dissociation in water is as follows: 

 HCl (aq)    H
+
 + Cl 

– 

HNO3 (aq)    H
+
 + NO3 

– 

CH3COOH (aq)   H
+
 + CH3COO 

– 

HBr (aq)    H
+
 + Br 

– 

HCN (aq)    H
+
 + CN 

– 

Polyprotic Acids:- 
Those a ids hi h gi e o e tha  o e p oto  pe  ole ule a e alled Polyprotic acids or 

Polybasic a ids”  
These are further divided into the following subgroups 

i. Diprotic Acids:- 
Those a ids hi h gi e t o p oto s pe  ole ule a e alled dip oti  a ids o  di asi  a ids.  

Examples:- 
H2SO4, H2CO3 etc are the examples of diprotic acids because they give two protons per 
molecule: 

 H2SO4 (aq)   2H
+
 + SO4

-2
 

H2CO3 (aq)  2H
+
 + CO

-
3 

ii. Triprotic Acids:- 
Those a ids that gi e th ee p oto s pe  ole ule a e alled t ip oti  a ids o  t i asi  a ids.  

Examples: 
Phosphoric acid and phosphorous acid are examples of triprotic acids. 

H3PO4 (aq)  3H
+
 + PO

-3
4 

Q8. What are Mono Acid Bases and Poly Acid Bases?  
Ans. Mono Acid Bases: 
 The bases which produce one OH

-
 ion per molecule in an aqueous solution are called 

monoacid bases. For examples. NaOH, KOH, NH4OH, etc. are mono-acid bases, because these 
bases produce only one OH

-
 ion in an aqueous solution.  

Poly Acid Bases: 
 The bases which produce more than one OH

-
 ion per molecule in an aqueous solution are 

called poly acid bases. For examples. Ba(OH)2, Ca(OH)2, Fe(OH)3, Al(OH)3 etc. are poly-acid 
bases, because these bases produce more than one OH

-
 ion in an aqueous solution per 

molecules.. 

Q9. What are Amphoteric Substances?   
Ans: AMPHOTERIC SUBSTANCES:- 

Definition:-  
Those substances which can act both as an acid and a base or show dual characters are called 
amphoteric substances. 

Mechanism of Formation: 
They are formed by the reaction of oxygen with metalloids. When they react with an acid, 
they act as a base but when they react with a base they act as an acid.  

Explanation: -  
When water is treated with an acid it act as a base but when it is treated with a base they act 
as an acid. 

Reactions: 
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1. 
                     �                 �             

2. 
                      �                 �             

3. 
                     �                 �             

Other Examples: 
i) Water (H2O) 
ii) Lead Oxide (PbO) 
iii) Zinic Oxide (ZnO) 
iv) Tin Oxide (SnO2) 
v) Aluminium Oxide (Al2O3) 

Q10.  What are Strong and Weak Acids? 
Ans.  Strong acids:- 

Those a ids hi h o pletel  io ize i  a ueous solutio s a d gi e highe  o e t atio  of 
H

+
, ions are called strong acids. 

(OR) 
 Those a ids hi h o pletel  disso iate i  ate  a e alled st o g a ids . 

The solutions of strong acids contain ions and almost no unionized molecules are left. 

Examples: 
HCl, H2SO4  and   HNO3 are the examples of strong acids because they completely ionize in 
water. 

HCl (aq)     H
+
 + Cl 


 

H2SO4(aq)
  H

+
 + SO4 

-2 

HNO3 (aq)   H
+
 + NO3 

-
 

Weak Acids: 
Those a ids hi h pa tiall  io ize i  ate  a e alled eak a ids  

(OR) 
Those a ids hi h do ot o pletel  io ize i  ate  a e alled eak a ids.  

The solutions of weak acids in addition to ions also contain unionized molecules. 

Examples: 
CH3COOH,H2CO3,H3PO4 etc. 

CH3C00H (aq)  H
+
 + CH3COO

- 

Acetic acid slightly ionize in water therefore, the solution of acetic acid in addition to H
+
 and 

CH3COO
-
 ions also contains unionized CH3COOH molecules, which indicate that it is a weak 

acid. Some other weak acids are H2S, H2SO3 and HNO2 etc. 

Q11.  What are Strong and Weak Bases? 
Ans.  Strong Bases: 

Those ases hi h a e o pletel  io ized i  ate  a e alled st o g ases.  
Strong bases completely ionize in water and almost no unionized molecule is left behind. 

Examples: 
Examples of some of the strong bases are given below 

 NaOH (aq)   Na
+
 + OH

 

 KOH (aq)   K
+
 + OH

 

 LiOH (aq)   Li
+
 + OH

 

Weak Bases: 
 Those ases hi h do ot io ized o pletel  i  ate  a e alled eak ases.  

Weak bases partially ionize in water and their solutions in addition to ions also contain 
unionized molecules. 
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Examples: 
Some bases which do not completely ionize in water are given below: 

NH4OH (aq)  NH4
+
 + OH

- 

Ba(OH)2 (aq)  Ba
+2

 + 2OH
-
 

Mg(OH)2 (aq)  Mg
+2

 + 2OH
-
 

Q12.  What is self-ionization / Auto-ionization of water? Explain. 
Ans.  Self-ionization / Auto-Ionization of water 

Definition: 
The reaction in which two water molecules produce ions is called self-ionization or auto-
ionization of water. 

(OR) 
The reaction in which two water molecules react to produce hydronium ion (H3O

+
) and 

hydroxide ion (OH
-
) by the transfer of proton is also called self-ionization / Auto ionization of 

water. 
H2O + H2O  H3O

+
 + OH

-
 

  (aq)      (aq) 
Electrical conductivity experiments show that pure water is an extremely weak electrolyte. 
Water undergoes self-ionization to a very small extent. Pure water contains equal number of 
H

+
 ions and OH

-
 ions 

= H2O  H
+
 + OH

-
  

In the self-ionization of water two molecules of water produce equal number of H3O
+
 ions 

and OH
-
 ions. 

=H2O + H2O  H3O
+
 + OH

-
  

Explanation: 
In order to understand self-ionization of water, one molecule of water dissociate at 25C

o
 to 

produce H
+
 and OH

-
                 

The equilibrium expression for this reaction may be written as; 

Kc= 
][

][][

2OH

OHH 

 

As concentration of water is almost constant, so the above equation may be written as; 
Kc [H2O] = [H

+
] [OH

-
] 

Where, 
Kc [H2O] = Kw 

The mathematical product of [H
+
] and [OH

-
] remains constant in water and dilute aqueous 

solutions at a constant temperature. This constant mathematical product is called the 
ionization constant of water, Kw, and is expressed by the following equation. So we can write 
the above equation as; 

Kw = [H
+
] [OH

-
] 

Conductivity experiments show that the product of concentrations of H
+
 and OH

-
 ions in pure 

water is always 1.0×10
-14

 mol / dm
3
 of water at 25C

o
 and is called water dissociation constant 

K . 
Kw = [H

+
] [OH

-
] = 1.0×10

-14
 mol / dm

3
 of water at 25C

o
. 

As we know that one molecule of water produces one H
+
 and one OH

-
 ion on dissociation. 

Therefore, we can say that,  
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Q13. Describe pH and pOH Scale. 
Ans. pH and pOH Scale: 

 
pOH: 
The negative logarithm of the molar concentration of OH

-
 ions is called pOH. 

    poH = -log [OH
-
] 

 putting the value of [OH
-
] = 1.0×10

-7
  

    pOH = -log [1.0×10
-7

]  
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    pOH = -[-7] log10      .    log10 = 1 
    pOH = 7×1 
    pOH = 7 

Note: It is clear from the above calculation that at 25C
o
 the sum of pH and pOH  for neutral 

solution is 14 i.e.  
    pH + pOH = 14 
      7  +    7   = 14 

Q14. Define and derive pH and pOH. 
Ans. pH: 
 The negative logarithm of the molar concentration of H

+
 ions is called pH. 

  
pOH: 
The negative logarithm of the molar concentration of OH

-
 ions is called pOH. 

    poH = -log [OH
-
] 

       putting the value of [OH
-
] = 1.0×10

-7
  

    pOH = -log [1.0×10
-7

]  
    pOH = -[-7] log10      .    log10 = 1 
    pOH = 7×1 
    pOH = 7 

Note: It is clear from the above calculation that at 25C
o
 the sum of pH and pOH  for neutral 

solution is 14 i.e.  
    pH + pOH = 14 
      7  +    7   = 14 

Example (1): 
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Example (2): 

 
Q15. Describe the types of solutions on the bases of pH and pOH. 
Ans.  There are three types of solutions on the bases of pH and pOH. 

Neutral Solution: 

Solution in which the concentration of hydrogen ions (H
+
) and hydroxyl ions (OH ) is equal is 

called neutral solution. E.g. Pure water. 

Mathematically: 
[H

+
] = [OH

-
] (Neutral solution) 

 At 25C
o
 the concentration of [H

+
] and [OH

-
] of neutral solution are equal to 1.0×10

7
M 

each. 
 [H

+
] = [OH

-
] (1.0×10

7
M) 

Acidic solutions: 
Those solutions in which the concentration of hydrogen ions (H

+
) is greater than that of 

hydroxyl ions (OH ) are called acidic solutions. 

(OR) 
Those solutions in which the concentration of hydrogen ions (H

+
) is greater than that of 

hydroxide ions (OH
-
) are called Acidic Solution.  

Examples: 
HCl , HNO3 , H2SO4 etc. 
When the [H

+
] is greater than 1x10

-7
M, the solution is acidic. Therefore, a solution containing 

1x10
-5

M H
+
 ion/dm

3
 at 25C

o
 is acidic because 1x10

-5
M is greater than 1x10

-7
M. 

Basic Solutions: 
Those solution in which the concentration of hydroxide ions (OH

-
) is greater than that of 

hydrogen ions (H
+
) are called basic solutions. 

Examples: 
NaOH , KOH , Ca (OH)2 etc. 
When the [OH

-
] is greater than 1x10

-7
M, the solution is basic. Therefore, a solution containing 

1x10
-4

M OH
-
 ion/dm

3
 at 25C

o
 is basic because 1x10

-4
M is greater than 1x10

-7
M. 
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Q16. Define Neutralization Reaction. Give examples. 
Ans.  Neutralization Reaction 

A chemical reaction in which an acid and base react to form salt and water is called 
neutralization reaction. 

Explanation: 
Let us consider the chemical reaction of a strong acid like hydrochloric acid (HCl) and a strong 
base like sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in aqueous medium. The chemical equation for this 
reaction is given below. 

NaOH(aq)+HCl  water
 NaCl(aq) + H2O(i) 

If 1 mole of NaOH is present in an aqueous medium, then the dissociation of NaOH into Na
+
 

and OH
-
 by Arrhenius concept can be expressed as 

NaOH(aq)  water
 Na+(aq) + OH (aq) 

Similarly, if 1 mole of HCl is present in an aqueous medium, then the dissociation of HCl into 

H
+
 and Cl by Arrhenius concept can be expressed as 

HCl(aq)  water
 H

+
 (aq) + Cl (aq) 

If we mix both of these solutions, then the chemical reaction between the dissociated ions of 
both the species is given below. 

H
+

(aq)+ Cl
-
(aq) +Na

+
(aq)+OH (aq)  water

Na
+
Cl (aq)+H2O(l)

 

It is obvious from the above chemical reaction that only H
+
 and OH react together to form 

H2O and Na
+
 and Cl remain un-reacted (spectator ions). 

 The net ionic equation for neutralization reaction is given below. 

 H
+

(aq)+OH (aq)  water
H2O(1) 

There are equal number of H
+
 and OH

-
 in this reaction and they are fully converted into 

water. 
In aqueous solution, neutralization is the reaction of H

+
 ion and OH

-
 ions to form water 

molecules. 

Spectator Ions:- 
Ions, which do not participate in a chemical reaction and remain unchanged in a chemical 

reaction, are called spectator ions. For example, Na
+
 and C1 in neutralization reaction. 

Q17. What are Salts? How Salts are prepared? 
Ans. Salts 

The compounds which are formed as a result of neutralization reaction of an acids and a 
bases is called salt. A salt comprises of two ions i.e. a cation (positive ion) and anion (negative 
ion). During neutralization reaction the cation comes from a base and the anion comes from 
an acid which leads to the formation of a salt. 

Example 
NaOH(aq)+HCl(aq)  Na

+
Cl

-
(aq)+H2O(aq) 

 Other metal positive ions are K
+
, Ag

+
, Mg

++
, Ca

++
 

 Other non-metal negative ions are Br , SO4

2
,PO4

-3
 

Preparation of salts 
On the bases of the solubility of salts in an aqueous medium, there are two types of salts i.e. 

 Soluble salts 

 Insoluble salts 
Soluble and insoluble salts are prepared by different methods. 

Preparation of soluble salts:- 
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Soluble salts are usually prepared in water. After the formation of a soluble salt,  
excess amount of water is removed by evaporation or crystallization process. Soluble salts 
are prepared by four methods. Each method is discussed below. 

i. Metal-Acid reaction (Direct displacement method) 
In this method of preparation hydrogen ion of an acid is replaced by a reactive metal to 
produce salt and hydrogen gas. For example, magnesium (Mg), Calcium (Ca), Zinc (Zn) etc. 
A balanced chemical equation of this method is given below. 

2HCl(aq) + Mg(s)  MgCl2(aq) + H2(g) 
Other metals like calcium, Zinc etc also react with HCl to form salt and H2 gas. 

2HCl(aq) + Ca(s)  CaCl2(aq) + H2(g) 

ii. Acid-Base reaction (Neutralization Method) 
 In this method, an acid reacts with a base produces salt and water.  

The acid and base neutralize the effect of each other therefore this reaction is called 
neutralization reaction. The chemical equation is given as under; 

HCl(aq) + NaOH (aq)  NaCl (aq) + H2O(aq) 

iii. Acid and Metallic oxide reaction 
Metallic oxides react with acids to form salt and water. In this Metallic oxide like Calcium 
Oxide (CaO) and Copper oxide (CuO) react with acid like H2SO4 produces CaSO4 (a salt) and 
water. 

H2SO 4(aq) + CaO (aq)  CaSO 4(aq) + H2O(i) 

H2SO 4(aq) + CuO (aq)  CuSO 4(aq) + H2O(i) 

iv. Acid and carbonate reaction 
In this method dilute acids react with carbonates and bicarbonate salts like Sodium 
Carbonate and Sodium Bicarbonate to produce salt, water and carbon-dioxide (CO2) gas. 

 The chemical equation are given below 

2HCl(aq) + Na2CO3(aq)  2NaCl(aq) +CO2(g) 

HCl(aq) + NaHCO3(aq)  NaCl(aq)+H2O+CO2(g) 

Preparation of insoluble salts: 
Insoluble salts are prepared by participation method. 

Precipitation Method: 
In this method, insoluble salts are prepared from a solution of two soluble salts. Solution of 
two soluble salts are mixed with one another and as a result insoluble salt is formed. In this 
reaction two types of salts are formed; one is soluble and the other is insoluble. The insoluble 
slat is precipitated at the bottom of the solution. 

AgNO3(aq)+ NaCl(aq)  AgCl(S)+NaNO3(aq) 

Na2CO3(aq)+ CuSO4 +(aq)  CuCO 3(s)+Na2SO4(aq) 

Q18. Describe the different types of salts. 
Ans.  The main types of salts are: 

i. Normal salts (Neutral salts): 
Salts formed in neutralization reaction when the hydrogen ion of an acid is completely 
replaced by metal ions or a group of atoms behaving like metal ions are called Normal salt or 
neutral salt. 

Example: 
In the neutralization reaction of NaOH and HCl, both the species completely neutralize each 
other and H

+
 ions of HCl are completely removed by Na

+
 ions. Therefore, the salt formed is 

Normal salt or Neutral salt. 

 NaOH(aq)+ HCl(aq)  W ater  NaCl(aq) + H2O(i) 
Other examples of normal salts are Potassium Sulphate, Sodium Sulphate, Sodium 
Carbonate, Ammonium Sulphate, Sodium Phosphate etc. 
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ii. Acidic Salts (Non-metallic Salts): 

The salts formed in neutralization reaction, when the hydrogen ion of an acid is 
partially replaced by metal ions or a group of atoms behaving like metal ions are called 
acidic salt. These salts are formed as a result of neutralization reaction of a Poly-protic 
acid (Poly-basic acid) only. 

Examples: 
In the neutralization reaction of KOH and H2SO4+ both the species do not completely 
neutralize each other and H

+
 ion of H2SO4 is not completely removed. Only one 

Hydrogen of H2SO4 is replaced by metal ion. Therefore, the salt formed is acidic salt. 

KOH(aq) + H2SO4(aq)  Water  KHSO4 +H2O(1) 
KHSO4 + KOH(aq)  

               →     K2SO4 +H2O(1) 
  Acidic salts can further react with bases forming neutral salts. 

Other examples of acidic salts are NaHCO3, NaHSO4 etc. 

iii. Basic Salts 
Those salts in which Hydroxyl ion of a base is partially neutralized by an acid are called 
basic salts. These salts are formed by the neutralization reaction of poly-acid bases 
only. 

Examples: 
Let us consider the neutralization reaction of a poly-acid base like lead hydroxide Pb (OH)2 
with an acid like HCl, in this reaction only one OH

-
 ion is replaced from Pb (OH)2+ The 

chemical equation for this reaction is given as under. 

 Pb(OH)2(aq) + HCl(aq)  Water Pb(OH)Cl (aq) + H2O(1) 
Basic salts can further react with acids forming neutral salts. Another example of basic salt is 
Cu(OH)Cl, Pb(OH)Cl etc. 

Q19. What are Double salts? 
Ans. Those salts, which are formed as a result of crystallization of an equi-molar saturated 

solution of two normal salts are called double salts. These salts are a combination of two 
normal salts which are mixed in equal molar proportion. Both the salts do not affect the 
properties of one another and both the salts retain their properties. 

Examples: 
Potash Alum  K2SO4-Al2(SO4)3-24H2O 
Ferric Alum  K2SO4.Fe2(SO4)3.24H2O 
Mohr salt  FeSO4.(NH4)2SO4.6H2O 

Q20. Write uses of Salts. 
Ans.  Uses of Salts 

Salts are used in different ways ranging from house hold to industry. Sodium Chloride (NaCl) 
is necessary for human life. Calcium Phosphate, Ca3 (PO4)2 is the main component of bones. 
Some salts and their uses are given below. 

i. Sodium Chloride (NaCl): 
Some of the uses of sodium chloride are given below. 

 It is used for taste improvements in food. 

 It is used as preservative for food like meat etc. 

 It is used in industry as raw material for the extraction of Sodium metal. 

 It is used as raw material for the preparation of NaOH. 

 It is used as raw material for the preparation of Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO3) 

 NaCl is used for de-icing of road ways in sub-freezing weather. 

ii. Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO3) 
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It is also known as Soda Ash or washing soda. 

 It is used in laundries as cleaning agent and water softener. 

 It is used as raw material in glass industries. 

 It is used in paper industries. 

 It is used in petroleum refining industries. 

 It is used in leather industries etc. 

iii. Sodium sulphate (Na2SO4) 
Important uses of sodium sulphate are the following. 

 It is used in paper industries. 

 It is used in glass and detergent industries. 

iv. Sodium Hydrogen carbonate or sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) 
Sodium bicarbonate is also known as Baking soda because it is most commonly used in 
baking i.e. preparation of cakes and confectionaries other uses of sodium bicarbonate 
are: 

 It is used as anti-acid for relieving heartburn and acid indigestion. 

 It is used in tooth pastes. 

 It is used in baking industries. 

 It is used in toothpaste. 

v. Potassium Nitrate (KNO3) 
Uses of potassium nitrate are: 

 Potassium Nitrate is used as a fertilizer. 

 It is used in the manufacturing of flint glass. 

vi. Potash Alum (K2SO4.A12(SO4)3.24H2O) 
Some of the uses of potash alum are described below. 

 It is used for removing suspended impurities from water. 

 It is used in textile industries. 

 It is used in medicine. 

 It is used as blood coagulant. 

vii. Calcium Sulphate (CaSO4.2H2O) 
It is commonly known as gypsum. 

 It is used as fertilizer. 

 It is used in preparation of Plaster of Paris. 

 It is used in cement industries. 

viii. Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3) 
Its common name is limestone and it is found in rocks. Some of the uses of calcium 
carbonates are: 

 It is used in the preparation of cement. 

 It is used in ceramic industries. 

 It is used in chalk and marble industries. 

ix. Magnesium Sulphate (MgSO4.7H2O) 
It is commonly known as Epsom salt. Uses of Epsom salt are: 

 It is used as an anti-acid. 
 It is used in dye industries. 
 It is used as laxatives. 

x. Copper Sulphate (CuSO4.5H2O) 
Uses of copper sulphate are the following; 

 It is used in the electro platting of copper in electroplating process. 
 It is used for killing algae in water reservoirs. 
 It is used in agricultural spray. 
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EXERCISE 
A. Choose the correct option. 
1. According to Arrhenius Concept which of the following is not an acid, 
(a) HCl (b) H2SO4 (c) CO2 (d) HNO3 
2. AICI3 is an acid according to the 
(a) Arrhenius  (b) Lowry and 

Bronsted 
(c) Lewis  (d) All of these 

3. Which of the following is a Lewis base, 
(a) HCl (b) AICI3 (c) BF3 (d) F

-
 

4. Neutral solution has a pH value of  
(a) 3 (b) 5 (c) 7 (d) 14 
5. The pOH of 0.001 M solution of nitric acid is  
(a) 0.001 (b) 10.0 (c) 11 (d) 14 
6. When a strong base and weak acid react, the only products are 
(a) Neutral salt and 

water 
(b) Basic salt and 

water  
(c) Acidic salt and 

water  
(d) Acidic, basic salt 

and water 
7. NH3 is a base according to  
(a) Arrhenius (b) Lowery and 

Bronsted  
(c) Lewis  (d) Both b & c 

8. Which one of the following is a basic salt 
(a) KCI (b) NaCI (c) Pb(OH)CI (d) KHSO4 
9. The bases which are soluble in water are called  
(a) Acid (b) Alkalis (c) Salts (d) Amphoteric 

substance 
10. The example of weak acid is  
(a) HNO3 (b) CH3COOH (c) HCI (d) H2SO4 
ANSWERS 

1 c 2 c 3 d 4 c 5 c 

6 b 7 d 8 c 9 b 10 b 
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SHORT QUESTIONS 
Q1. When a clear liquid is placed in a beaker. How will you identify it as an acid, 

base or neutral (water)? 
Ans.  A litmus paper tells us that whether the clear liquid placed in a beaker is acid, base or a 

neutral liquid. The following procedure is used for carrying out a litmus test. 

For Acid: 
Take a blue litmus paper and dip it in the liquid. If the color of the blue litmus paper changes 
from blue to red then the liquid is acid. 

For Base: 
Take a red litmus paper and dip it in the clear liquid if the color of the red litmus paper turns 
blue then the liquid is a base. 

For Neutral: 
If the liquid has no effect on both the litmus papers then the liquid is neither an acid nor a 
base rather it is a neutral liquid (water). 

Q2. Justify H
+
 ion as a Lewis acid. 

Ans.  According to Lewis Concept those species can act as an acid, which  

 Can accept a pair of electrons (electrophile) 

 Have less than eight electrons in the valence shell of central atom. 

 Are positive ions or electron deficient specie. 
All of the above characteristics are present in H

+
 ion therefore we can say that H

+
 is a Lewis 

acid. 

Q3.  Distinguish Strong acid from Weak Acids? Give two examples. 
Ans.  Strong Acids: 

Those a ids hi h are completely ionize in aqueous solutions and give higher concentration 
of H

+
, ions are called strong acids. 

(OR) 
 Those a ids hi h are o pletel  disso iate i  ate  a e alled st o g a ids . 

The solutions of strong acids contain ions and almost no unionized molecules are left. 

Examples: 
HCl, H2SO4 and  HNO3 are the examples of strong acids because they completely ionize in 
water 

 HCl (aq)     H
+
 + Cl 


  

 H2SO4(aq)
  H

+
 + SO4 

-2 

 HNO3 (aq)   H
+
 + NO3 

-
 

Weak Acids: 
Those a ids hi h are partially ionize in water are called weak acids  

(OR) 
Those a ids hi h do ot o pletel  io ize i  ate  a e alled eak a ids.  

The solutions of weak acids in addition to ions also contain unionized molecules. 

Examples: 
H2CO3,H3PO4 etc. 

CH3C00H(aq)  H
+
+CH3COO

- 

Acetic acid slightly ionizes in water therefore, the solution of acetic acid in addition to H
+
 and 

CH3COO
-
 ions also contains unionized CH3COOH molecules, which indicate that it is a weak 

acid. Some other weak acids are H2S, H2SO3 and HNO2 etc. 

Q4. Compare the Physical Properties of Acids and Bases. 
Ans.  Acids: 
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 The te  a id is de i ed f o  Lati  o d A idus  hi h ea s sou . 
 So, acids are those substance having sour taste. 

Physical Properties: 
 Acids have sour taste. 

 It turns blue litmus paper red. 

 It changes the colour of acid-base indicator. 

 Aqueous solutions of acids conduct electric current. 

 Strong acids are very corrosive in nature (destroy fabric and cause burns on the skin) 

Examples; 
i. Acetic Acid: 

It is found in vinegar 

ii. Lactic Acid: 
It is found in fermented milk 

iii. Malic Acid: 
It is found in Apple 

iv. Citric Acid: 
It is found in citreous fruits like lemon, orange, grapes etc. 

v. Hydrochloric Acid: 
It is found in our stomach which helps in digestion of food. 

vi. Tartaric Acid: 
It is found in grapes. 

vii. Formic Acid: 
It is found in stings of ants, bee. 

Bases: 
The o d ase is take  f o  A a i  o d Ashes  hi h ea  alkalies . 
Physical Properties: 

 Bases have bitter taste and feel soapy touch. 

 It turns red litmus paper blue. 

 It changes the colour of acid base indicators. 

 Aqueous solution of bases is called alkalies and it produce hydroxide ions (OH
-
 ions) 

 Strong bases are corrosive in nature and conduct electricity when dissolved in water. 

 All alkalis are bases but all bases are not alkalies. 

Examples: 
1. Ammonia (NH3) 
2. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
3. Magnesium hydroxide Mg (OH)2 
4. Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) 

Q5. A carbonated drink has [H
+
] = 3.2 x 10

-3
 M, classify the drink as neutral, acidic 

or basic with reason. 
Ans.   For classifying the drink as neutral¸ acidic or basic in nature calculate the pH of the drink. 

 If the value of pH is greater than 7 then drink will be basic in nature. 

 If the value of pH is less than 7 then the drink will be acidic in nature. 

 If the value of pH is equal to 7 then the drink will be neutral in nature. 

Calculation of pH: 
Given Data: 
 [H

+
] = 3.2 x 10

-3
 M 

Solution: 
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We know that 
pH=

 
-log [H

+
] 

Putting values 
pH= -log (3.2 x 10

-3
) 

pH= (-log 3.2) + (-log10
-3

) 
pH= -log 3.2 + [-(-3log10)] 
pH= - 0.50 + (+ 3 x 1)  As log10 = 1 
pH = - 0.50 + 3 

Result: 
pH = 2.5 
Since, the carbonated drink having a pH of 2.5, which is less than 7 so we can say that the 
drink is acidic in nature. 

Q6.  Write the name of acid present in Apple, Grape Juice, Lemon Juice  and sour 
milk. 

 Material pH Acid 

1 Apple 2.9 – 3.3 Malic acid 

2 Grape Juice 3.0 – 3.3  Tartaric Acid 

3 Lemon Juice 2.2 – 2.4 Citric Acid 

4 Sour Milk 6.3 – 6.6 Lactic Acid 

Q7. What determines the strength of a base? Give one example each, of solutions 
that are strongly and weakly basic. 

Ans.   Hydroxyl ion (OH
-
) ionization determines the strength of a base. Greater the ionization of 

 Hydroxyl ion (OH
-
) of basic solution, stronger will be the base and vice versa. 

Examples: 
Examples of some of the strong bases are given below; 

 NaOH (aq)   Na
+
 + OH

 

 KOH (aq)   K
+
 + OH

 

 LiOH (aq)   Li
+
 + OH

 

Examples : 
Examples of some of the weak bases are given below; 

NH4OH (aq)  NH4
+
 + OH

- 

Ba(OH)2 (aq)  Ba
+2

 + 2OH
-
 

Mg(OH)2 (aq)  Mg
+2

 + 2OH
-
 

Q8. Calculate the pH and pOH of 0.5 M solution of HCI. 
Ans. Given data: 

 [H
+
] = 0.5M 

Required: 
 pH=? 
 pOH=? 

Solution: 
HCl(aq)  Water

H
+
 (aq) + CI 

0.50M  0.50M 
We know that; 
pH= --log [H

+
] 

Putting value of concentration of H
+
 we get 

pH= -log (0.50) 
pH= 0.301 
Now for finding pOH use the following formula 
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pH + pOH = 14 
Putting the value of pH in this equation 
0.301 + pOH = 14 
pOH = 14 – 0.301 
pOH = 14 – 0.301 

pOH = 13.69 
Result 

pH = 0.301, pOH = 13.69 
Q9.  Calculate the pOH of 0.005M Sulphuric acid (H2SO4). 
Ans. Given data: 

[H
+
] = 0.005M 

Required: 
pOH=? 

Solution: 
H2SO4(aq)  Water

2H
+
 (aq) + SO4 

-2
 (aq) 

0.005 M 

[H
+
] = 0.005 = 

      = 5×10
-3

  

pH = -log[H
+
]  

pH = -log [5×10
-3

] 
pH = -[log 5 – 3log10]              log10 =1 
pH = -[0.698 – 3 (1)] 
pH = 2.301 
Here  
pH + pOH = 14 
 pOH = 14 – pH 
 pOH = 14 – 2.301 
 pOH = 11.699 

Q10. Calculate the pH of 0.2M solution of NaOH. 
Ans. Given data 

 [OH
-
] = 0.2M 

Required 
 pH=? 
Solution 

NaOH(aq)  Water
Na

+
 (aq) + OH

-2
 (aq) 

0.2M   0.2M 

[OH
-
] = 

    = 2×10
-1

  

pOH = -log [OH
-
] 

pOH = -log [2×10
-1

] 
pOH = -[log 2 – 1 log10] 
pOH = -[0.301 – 1 (1)] 
pOH = 0.699 
Here  
pH + pOH = 14 
 pH = 14 – pOH 
 pH = 14 – 0.699 
 pH = 13.301 
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LONG QUESTION 

Q1.  (a) What is salt? 
Ans.  Salt: 

The compound which is formed as a result of neutralization reaction of an acid and a base is 
called salt. A salt comprises of two ions i.e. a cation (positive ion) and anion (negative ion). 
During neutralization reaction the cation comes from a base and the anion comes from an 
acid which leads to the formation of a salt. 

Example 
NaOH(aq)+HCl(aq)  Na

+
Cl

-
(aq)+H2O(aq) 

 Other metal positive ions are K
+
, Ag

+
, Mg

++
, Ca

++
 

 Other non-metal negative ions are Br , SO4

2
,PO4

-3
 

 (b) Write down the different types of salts with examples. 

Ans.  The common types of salts are: 

i. Normal salts (Neutral salts): 
Salts formed in neutralization reaction when the hydrogen ion of an acid is completely 
replaced by metal ions or a group of atoms behaving like metal ions are called Normal salt or 
neutral salt. 

Example: 
In the neutralization reaction of NaOH and HCl, both the species completely neutralize each 
other and H

+
 ions of HCl are completely removed by Na

+
 ions. Therefore, the salt formed is 

Normal salt or Neutral salt. 

 NaOH(aq)+ HCl(aq)  W ater
 NaCl(aq) + H2O(i) 

Other examples of normal salts are potassium sulphate, sodium sulphate, sodium carbonate, 
ammonium sulphate, sodium phosphate etc. 
ii. Acidic Salts (Non-metallic Salts): 
The salts formed in neutralization reaction, when the hydrogen ion of an acid is partially 
replaced by metal ions or a group of atoms behaving like metal ions are called acidic salt. 
These salts are formed as a result of neutralization reaction of a Poly-protic acid (Poly-basic 
acid) only. 

Examples: 
In the neutralization of reaction of KOH and H2SO4+ both the species do not completely 
neutralize each other and H

+
 ion of H2SO4 is not completely removed. Only one Hydrogen of 

H2SO4 is replaced by metal ion. Therefore, the salt formed is acidic salt. 

KOH(aq) + H2SO4(aq)  Water  KHSO4 +H2O(1) 
KHSO4 + KOH(aq)  

               →     K2SO4 +H2O(1) 
Acidic salts can further react with bases forming neutral salts. 

Other examples of acidic salts are NaHCO3, NaHSO4 etc. 

iii. Basic Salts 
Those salts in which Hydroxyl ion of a base is partially neutralized by an acid are called 
basic salts. These salts are formed by the neutralization reaction of poly-acid bases 
only. 

Examples: 
Let us consider the neutralization reaction of a poly-acid base like lead hydroxide Pb (OH)2 
with an acid like HCl, in this reaction only one OH

-
 ion is replaced from Pb (OH)2+ The 

chemical equation for this reaction is given as under. 

Pb(OH)2(aq) + HCl(aq)  Water
Pb(OH)Cl (aq) + H2O(1) 

Basic salts can further react with acids forming neutral salts. Another example of basic salt 
are Cu(OH)Cl, Pb(OH)Cl etc. 
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Q2.  (a) Define auto-ionization of water. How can you find the pH of water? 
Ans.  Self-ionization / Auto-Ionization of water 

Definition: 
The reaction in which two water molecules produce ions is called self-ionization or auto-
ionization of water. 

(OR) 
The reaction in which two water molecules react to produce hydronium ion (H3O

+
) and 

hydroxide ion (OH
-
) by the transfer of proton is also called self-ionization / Auto ionization of 

water. 
H2O + H2O  H3O

+
 + OH

-
 

  (aq)      (aq) 
Electrical conductivity experiments show that pure water is an extremely weak electrolyte. 
Water undergoes self-ionization to a very small extent. Pure water contains equal number of 
H

+
 ions and OH

-
 ions 

= H2O  H
+
 + OH

-
  

In the self-ionization of water two molecules of water produce equal number of H3O
+
 ions 

and OH
-
 ions. 

=H2O + H2O  H3O
+
 + OH

-
  

Explanation: 
In order to understand self-ionization of water, one molecule of water dissociate at 25C

o
 to 

produce H
+
 and OH

-
                 

The equilibrium expression for this reaction may be written as; 

Kc= 
][

][][

2OH

OHH 

 

As concentration of water is almost constant, so the above equation may be written as; 
Kc [H2O] = [H

+
] [OH

-
] 

Where, 
Kc [H2O] = Kw 

The mathematical product of [H
+
] and [OH

-
] remains constant in water and dilute aqueous 

solutions at a constant temperature. This constant mathematical product is called the 
ionization constant of water, Kw, and is expressed by the following equation. So we can write 
the above equation as; 

Kw = [H
+
] [OH

-
] 

Conductivity experiments show that the product of concentrations of H
+
 and OH

-
 ions in pure 

water is always 1.0×10
-14

 mol / dm
3
 of water at 25C

o
 and is called water dissociation constant 

K . 
Kw = [H

+
] [OH

-
] = 1.0×10

-14
 mol / dm

3
 of water at 25C

o
. 

As we know that one molecule of water produces one H
+
 and one OH

-
 ion on dissociation. 

Therefore, we can say that,  
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(b)  Why some acids are called monoprotic, diprotic and polyprotic  acids. Explain 
 your answer with suitable examples. 
Ans.  Monoprotic or monobasic acids: 

Those a ids hi h gi e o e p oto  pe  ole ule a e alled o op oti  a ids o  o o asi  
a ids.  

Examples:- 
HCl, HNO3, CH3COOH, HBr, HCN etc are some of the examples of monoprotic acids because 
they give only one proton per molecule. Their dissociation in water is as follows: 

 HCl (aq)    H
+
 + Cl 

– 

HNO3 (aq)    H
+
 + NO3 

– 

CH3COOH (aq)   H
+
 + CH3COO 

– 

HBr (aq)    H
+
 + Br 

– 

HCN (aq)    H
+
 + CN 

– 

Polyprotic acids:- 
Those a ids hi h gi e o e tha  o e p oto s pe  ole ule a e alled Polyprotic 

a ids or poly asi  a ids”: 
These are further divided into the following subgroups 

i. Diprotic acids:- 
Those a ids which give two protons per molecule are called diprotic acids or dibasic 

a ids.  

Examples:- 
H2SO4, H2CO3 etc are the examples of diprotic acids because they give two protons per 
molecule: 

 H2SO4 (aq)   2H
+
 + SO4

-2
 

H2CO3 (aq)  2H
+
 + CO3

-
 

ii. Triprotic acids:- 
Those a ids that gi e th ee p oto s pe  ole ule a e alled t ip oti  a ids o  t i asi  

a ids.  
Example:- 

Phosphoric acid is an example of triprotic acids as clear from the following chemical 
equation. 

H3PO4 (aq)  3H
+
 + PO4

-3 
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Q3. (a) Discuss the Concept of Lewis Acids and Bases with examples. 

Ans.  Lewis Concept / Electronic Concept:- 
In 1923, G.N Lewis presented his concept of acid and base, which is based on the transfer of 
electron pairs in an acid base reaction. Therefore, this concept is also known as electronic 
concept. 

Acid: 
 A  a id is a spe ie io  o  ole ule  that a epts o  te ds to a ept a pai  of ele t o s  

(OR) 
Compounds having less than eight electrons in their valance shell or positively charged ions 
that can accept on electron pair can act as Lewis acids. 
In a short, an acid will be electrophile, (electron loving) in nature (i.e. would get attracted 
towards electrons).  
An electron deficient specie whether it is neutral or positively charged is called electrophile. 

Base: 
 A ase is a spe ie io  o  ole ule that do ates o  te ds to do ate a pai  of ele t o s . 

(OR) 
Compounds having one pair of electron electrons in the valance shell or negative charged 
ions that can donate an electron pair can act as Lewis bases. 
In short, a base will be a nucleophile in nature (i.e. it would get attracted towards positive 
charge).  

 Any specie whether it is neutral or negatively charged is called nucleophile. 

Examples: 

4. BF3+  ̈3  water
 [BF:NH3] 

Acid    Base                   Complex 

5. H
+
+  ̈3  water

 [H:NH3]
+
 

Acid    Base             Ammonium Ion 

6. H
+
+H2 ̈  water

 [H2O:H]
+
 

Acid    Base              Hydronium Ion 

(b) Give the Bronsted-Lowry definition of acids and bases. Write  equations that 
 explain the definition.

 

Ans. Bronsted-Lowry Concept / Protonic Concept 
Danish chemist J.N Bronsted and English Chemist T.M Lowry presented this concept in 1923. 
This concept is also known as protonic concept because it is based on the transfer of proton 
in an acid base reaction. 

According to this concept: 
Acid:  

 An acid is a substance (molecule or ion) that is proton (H
+
) donor 

Base:   
A base is a substance (molecule or ion) that is proton (H

+
) acceptor. 

Examples:  
According to Bronsted-Lowry concept HCl, HNO3 and H2SO4 are acids because they have the 
ability to donate proton. 

HCl(aq)   +     NH3 (aq)  water
 NH4

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq)  

Acid  Base  

(Proton donor) (Proton Acceptor)
 

In the given chemical reaction HCl is an acid because it donates a proton and NH3 is a base 
because it accepts a proton. 
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Explanation:  
According to this concept only those species are acids which can donate a proton and only 
those species are bases, which can accept a proton. It is worth mentioning that strong 
Arrhenius base like sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) is not a base according to Bronsted-Lowry 
concept because NaOH cannot accept a proton. 
No specie can be declared as a permanent acid or a permanent base according to this 
concept because there are certain species, which can sometime donate a proton and 
sometime accept a proton depending upon the type of species with which it is treated. 

Amphoteric substance: 
Those su sta es hi h a  a t oth as a  a id a d a ase, a e k o  as A phote i  

substan es . 
For example, water (H2O) is an amphoteric substance, because it can donate a proton when it 
is treated with Ammonia (NH3), but it acts as a base when it is treated with a strong acid like 
hydrochloric acid (HCl), both the reactions are given as under. 

H2O(aq)    +   NH3 (aq)  water
 NH4

+
(aq) + OH 

–
 (aq)  

Acid  Base  

(Proton donor) (Proton Acceptor) 

In this reaction water (H2O) acts as an acid because it donates a proton (H
+
) and Ammonia 

(NH3) acts as a base because it accepts a proton (H
+
) 

HCl(aq)    +    H2O (aq)  water
 H2O

+
(aq) + Cl 

–
 (aq)  

Acid  Base  

(Proton donor) (Proton Acceptor) 

In this reaction water (H2O) acts a base because it accepts a proton from hydrochloric acid 
(HCl). 
Note: The amphoteric nature of water can be explained with the help of Bronsted-Lowry 
acid-base concept) 

Q4.  Below are two equations showing how two alkalis react with water. 
 NaOH(aq) +H2O   Na

+
 (aq) + OH (aq) 

 NH3(aq) H2O  NH4
+
 (aq) + OH (aq) 

(a) Name both the alkalis 
(b) Which is classified as weak alkali and why? 
(c) What is the pH of each alkali? 

Ans.  
a) Name of Alkalis 

1. Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) 
2. Ammonium Hydroxide (NH4OH) 

b) Ammonium Hydroxide (NH4OH) is a weak alkali because it does not 
dissociate completely. 

c) The pH of NaOH is 13 and pH of NH4OH is 10.09 
Q5.  (a) Write the balance neutralization reaction of 

(i) Strong acid and strong base 
(ii) Strong acid and weak base 
(iii) Weak acid and strong base 
(iv) Weak acid and weak base 

Ans. 
(i) Strong Acid and Strong Base 

HCI(aq) + NaOH(aq)   NaCI (aq) + H2O (I) 
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(ii) Strong Acid and weak Base 
HCI(aq) + NH4OH(aq)   NH4CI(aq) + H2O (I) 

(iii) Weak Acid and Strong Base 
CH3COOH(aq) + NaOH(aq)   CH3COONa+H2O (I) 

(iv) Weak Acid and Weak Base 
CH3COOH(aq) + NH4OH(aq)   CH3COONH4+H2O (I) 

(b)  Define pH and pOH. 
Ans. pH: 
 The negative logarithm of the molar concentration of H

+
 ions is called pH. 

  
pOH: 
The negative logarithm of the molar concentration of OH

-
 ions is called pOH. 

    poH = -log [OH
-
] 

       putting the value of [OH
-
] = 1.0×10

-7
  

    pOH = -log [1.0×10
-7

]  
    pOH = -[-7] log10      .    log10 = 1 
    pOH = 7×1 
    pOH = 7 

Note: It is clear from the above calculation that at 25C
o
 the sum of pH and pOH  for neutral 

solution is 14 i.e.  
    pH + pOH = 14 
      7  +    7   = 14 

Q6  (a) According to your understanding which one of the three acid 
 definitions is the broadest? Explain. 
Ans.  (a) Broadest definition of Acids 

Although, no definition can successfully explain the acidity of every acid but still the Lewis 
concept of acid and ase a  e ega d as oadest o ept. A o di g to Le is, a d a id is 
specie that can accept a pair of electrons . This defi itio  is o e ge e al tha  the defi itio s 
presented by Arrhenius and Bronsted-Lowry. Lewis concept is a broadest concept because of 
the following reasons. 

Not limited to Hydrogen atom 

Lewis concept is completely independent of hydrogen atom and it can explain the acidity of 
those species, which do not have hydrogen atom, but they are acidic in nature e.g. BF3 is an 
acid but it does not contain hydrogen atom. This was not explained by Arrhenius. 

Not Limited to Proton 

It can explain the acidity of those species, which do not donate a proton in a chemical 
reaction, but still they are acids. This was not explained by Bronsted-Lowry. 

Electronic concept 

 Instead of focusing on H
+
 or proton, Lewis focus on electron pairs. 

Since all compounds contain electron pairs. Therefore the Lewis definition is applicable to a 
wide range of chemical reactions. 

(b)  Write the uses of any three salts. 
Ans.  Uses of salts 
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Salts are used in different ways ranging from house hold to industry. Sodium Chloride (NaCl) 
is necessary for human life. Calcium Phosphate, Ca3 (PO4)2 is the main component of bones. 
Some salts and their uses are given below. 

i. Sodium Chloride (NaCl): 
Some of the uses of Sodium Chloride are given below. 

 It is used for taste improvements in food. 

 It is used as preservative for food like meat etc. 

 It is used in industry as raw material for the extraction of Sodium metal. 

 It is used as raw material for the preparation of NaOH. 

 It is used as raw material for the preparation of Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO3) 

 NaCl is used for de-icing of road ways in sub-freezing weather. 

ii. Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO3) 
It is also known as Soda Ash or washing soda. 

 It is used in laundries as cleaning agent and water softener. 

 It is used as raw material in glass industries. 

 It is used in paper industries. 

 It is used in petroleum refining industries. 

 It is used in leather industries etc. 

iii. Sodium sulphate (Na2SO4) 
Important uses of sodium sulphate are the following. 

 It is used in paper industries. 

 It is used in glass and detergent industries. 
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ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Chapter # 11 

Q1.  What is Vital force theory? 
Ans.  Vital Force Theory:- 
 A Swedish Chemist, Berzelius in 1815 put forward a theory called Vital Force Theory. 

According to this theory organic compounds cannot be prepared in laboratory. They are only 
prepared in the bodies of living organisms under the influence of a supernatural force called 
vital force. 

 Example:- 
Urea (from urine), tartaric acid (from grapes), citric acid (from lemon) and sucrose (from cane 
sugar) are organic compounds. 

Rejection of vital force theory: 
In 1828, a German chemist Friedrich Wohler prepared an organic compound (urea) in the 
laboratory by heating ammonium cynate and rejected the vital force theory.  

Reaction: 
Ammonium cynate is obtained by heating solid Ammonium chloride with solid potassium 
cynate  

 
Q2. Define organic compounds and organic chemistry. 
Ans.  Organic Compounds:  

The o pou ds of a o  a d h d oge  alled h d o a o s a d thei  de i ati es a e 
alled o ga i  o pou ds . 

Composition of Organic Compounds:  
All organic compounds contain carbon and hydrogen as an essential element. Beside these 
elements they may also contain halogens, sulphur, oxygen and nitrogen. 

Organic Chemistry:  
The branch of chemistry which deals with the study of hydrocarbons and their derivative is 
alled o ga i  he ist . 

Q3.  Give characteristics properties of Organic Compounds. 
Ans.  Characteristics Properties of Organic Compounds:  

Organic compounds have the following general properties. 

i. Composition: 
Carbon and hydrogen are an essential component of all organic compounds. They may also 
contain some other elements like sulphur, nitrogen, oxygen and halogen. 

ii. Thermal instability: 
Organic compounds are thermally unstable and decompose to form simple substances 
on heating. 

iii. Low melting points and boiling points: 
Organic compounds have generally low melting points and boiling points and they are 
generally volatile. 

iv. Bonding: 
Organic compounds are generally covalent in nature. 

v. Solubility: 
As most of the organic compounds are non-polar therefore, they are soluble in non-
polar solvent like benzene, acetone, ether and less soluble or insoluble in polar 
solvents like water. 
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vi. Electrical Conductivity: 
Organic compounds are non-polar in nature therefore they are, poor conductors of 
electricity in molten or solution form. 

vii. Inflammability: 
Most of the organic compounds are inflammable. They burn out to give carbon 
dioxide, water vapours and heat energy. 

viii. Reactivity: 
The reactions of organic compounds are much slower than the inorganic compounds. 

ix. Burn with Smoky Flame: 
When higher molecular organic compounds burn, they produce smoky (soot) flame 
due to incomplete combustion.  

x. Isomerism: 
The compounds having same molecular formula but different structures are called 
isomers and this phenomenon is called isomerism. Isomerism is common in most 
organic compounds. For example, butane has two isomers n-butane and iso-butane 
both have the molecular formula C4H10 but they have different structures. 

xi. Non-Ionic Character: 
They do not furnish ions; they show molecular reactions. Organic compounds have 
covalent bond between C-C and C-H. The electronegativity difference is very small, so 
they are non-polar in nature and show non-ionic character. 

xii. Similarity in Behaviour: 
Different organic compounds show close relationship with each other due to presence 
of same functional groups. 

Q4. Describe the sources of organic compounds 
Ans.  Sources of organic compounds:  
 Sources of organic compounds may be natural or they may be prepared synthetically. 

Natural Sources of organic compounds:  
Coal, petroleum and natural gas are the main natural sources of large variety of organic 
compounds. They are called fossil fuels. Similarly, plants are also a natural source of organic 
compounds. 

i. Coal:  
It is a brown black solid mass and a major source of organic compounds. It is believed that 
coal is formed from the remains of plants. It is formed under high temperature and pressure, 
below the earth surface. In millions of years, under the bacterial and chemical action on the 
remains of trees and plants, it is converted into peat. The peat under high temperature and 
pressure is converted into coal.  

Coal as a Source of Organic Compounds: 
Coal is a rich source of organic compounds. These organic compounds are obtained by the 
process of destructive distillation.  

Carbonization or Destructive Distillation: 
When coal is strongly heated in the absence of air, this process is called carbonization or 
destructive distillation of coal. During this process, the coal is converted into coal gas, coke 
and coal tar and ammoniacal liquor, which are the sources of other organic compounds.  

ii. Petroleum: 
The word petroleum is a combination of two Latin words Petra means Rock and Oleum 
means Oil. The petroleum is also called Mineral Oil, Crude Oil or Liquid Gold. It occurs under 
the ground at different depths. It is a complex mixture of solids, liquids or gaseous 
hydrocarbons, water, salts and in addition to that mixed with earth particles. It is generally 
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dark brown colored and an unpleasant smelling liquid containing mixture of hydrocarbons. 
These hydrocarbons are alkanes, cyclo-alkanes, and aromatic compounds. After refining, it is 
used as a fuel. It is also used for the production of useful products such as synthetic rubber, 
explosives and plastic etc.  

iii. Natural gas: 
The natural gas is a mixture of low molecular mass gaseous hydrocarbons. It is mainly 
composed of low boiling point hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons are methane, ethane, 
propane and traces of butane etc. Methane is the main component 85 — 95 percent of 
natural gas. In Pakistan, the natural gas is called Sui Gas. The origin of natural gas is the same 
as that of coal and petroleum. It is found in combination with petroleum reservoirs or it can 
also be found without petroleum. It is mainly used as fuel in homes as well as in industries. It 
is used as fuel in automobiles as compressed natural gas (CNG). It is used for the preparation 
of carbon black and also as a basic raw material in the preparation of fertilizers.  

iv. Plants: 
Plants are a rich source of organic compounds. These compounds are mainly proteins, 
carbohydrates, fats, oils, vitamins etc. These compounds are obtained from plants in the 
form of leaves, stems, fruits, flowers, seeds and roots etc. These compounds are called 
natural products. Most natural products are extracted from plants and are used as medicines.  

v. Animals  
Animals are also a good source of organic compounds. Most organic compounds such as 
proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, etc. are obtained from animals in form of milk, meat, 
butter and egg etc.  

Q5.   Describe the uses of organic compounds. 
Ans.  Uses of organic compounds:  

The Sources of organic compounds are given below: 

i. Uses as food  
The food we eat in our daily -life such as milk, meat, egg, vegetables, etc. consists of 
carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, fats etc. which are all organic compounds.  

ii. Uses as clothing  
The clothes we wear are made up of fibers. These fibers are either natural such as cotton, 
silk, wool etc. or synthetic fibers such as nylon, polyester and acrylic etc. all these are organic 
compounds.  

iii. Uses as medicine  
Most of the medicines that we use are organic compounds. These are naturally synthesized 
from plants and are used as medicines. Most of the lifesaving drugs such as antibiotics, anti-
inflammatory, anti-malarial etc. are synthesized in the laboratory.  

iv. Uses as fuel  
The fuels which we use, such as petrol, diesel oil, compressed natural gas (CNG), coal and 
natural gas are organic compounds.  

v. Uses as chemical materials  
The chemicals that we use such as rubber, paper, ink, plastics, fibers, fertilizers, pesticides, 
insecticides, cosmetics, paints, detergents etc. are all organic compounds.  

vi. Uses as life molecules  
Thousands of organic molecules are taking part in our body functions. There are four main 
groups of organic molecules that are carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and nucleic acids that 
combine to build cells and their parts. These molecules are called life molecules.  
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Q6. What are alkanes? 
Ans. Alkanes:  

The satu ated h d o a o s o tai i g all a o -carbon single bonds are called alkanes or 
PARAFFINE“ . 
Reason Of Calling Paraffines:  
Pa affi  is a Lati  o d ea i g little affi it  si e alka es contains C-C and C-H single 
bonds therefore they have little affinity towards chemical reactions that is why they are 
called paraffin. 

Reason of calling saturated hydrocarbons:  
Since in alkanes each carbon atom is bonded with four other atoms therefore no further 
atom can be added to alkanes. Hence, they are called saturated hydrocarbons. 

General formula:  
The general formula of alkanes is CnH2n+2 where n is the number of carbon atoms e.g. if n=1 
then the formula will be CH4, which is called methane. Similarly, if n=2 then the formula will 
be C2H6 called ethane etc. 

Structure of some alkanes:  
The structures of first three members are given below: 

 
Examples: 

No. Name of alkane Chemical formula (CnH2n+2) 

1 Methane CH4 

2 Ethane  C2H6 

3 Propane  C3H8 

4 Butane  C4H10 

5 Pentane  C5H12 

6 Hexane  C6H14 

7 Heptane  C7H16 

8 Octane  C8H18 

9 Nonane  C9H20 

10 Decane  C10H22 

Q7. Describe the types of formulae’s by which an organic compound can  be 
 represented. 
Ans.  There are four types of fo ulae’s which are commonly used for the representation of an 

organic compounds. 

i. Molecular Formula: 
The formula which shows the actual number of atoms present in a molecule of an organic 
compound is called the molecular formula. 

Examples:  
 The molecular formula of methane is CH4 and that of ethane is C2H6. It shows that: 

 Methane contains one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms. 

 Ethane contains two carbon atoms and six hydrogen atoms. 
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ii. Structural Formula 
The formula, which shows the arrangement of different atoms of different elements around 
the carbon atom present in a molecule of a compound, is called structural formula. 
Structure formula of an organic compound gives the following information: 

 Number of atoms in a molecule 

 Bonding arrangement of the atoms 

 Types of atoms in a molecule  
In a structural formula: 

 Single bond is represented by a single line (-) 
 Double bond is represented by double line (=) 
 Triple bond is represented by triple line ( ) 

Examples:  
Structural Formula Of Ethane 

 
Structural Formula of Propane 

 
Structural Formula of Butane 

 
iii. Condensed formula 

The formula, in which the groups of atoms are shown in order of a structural formula but 
without bonds and dashes is called condensed formula. 
A true condensed formula is written on a single line without any branching above or below it. 
The condensed formula shows 

 The symbol of every central atom 

 Atoms or group of atoms attached to the central atom 
Examples: 

           Condensed formula of pentane CH3 (CH2)3CH3 
Condensed formula of hexane CH3 (CH2)4CH3 
Condensed formula of heptane CH3 (CH2)5CH3 

iv. Dot and Cross Formula 
The structural formula of a compound in which electrons are shown as dots and cross 
between different bonded atoms in one molecules of a compound is called dot and cross 
formula. 
It is also called electronic formula. 
This formula shows: 

 The number of atoms in a molecule of a compound 
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 Types of atoms  

 The shared pair of electrons between the two atoms 
The electron shared by one atom for a covalent bond is represented by a dot ( ) and the 
electron shared by the other atom for a covalent bond is represented by a crass (×). 

Examples: 
Electronic/dot and cross formula of methane 

 
Dot and cross formula of ethane 

 
Q8.  How can you classify the organic compounds? 
Ans.  On the basis of carbon skeleton, organic compounds are classified into two main groups. 

1. Open chain or Acyclic Organic Compounds 
2. Close chain or Cyclic Organic Compounds 

ii. Open Chain (Acyclic Organic Compounds): 
Those organic compounds in which carbon atoms are linked together in an open chain 
skeleton (structure) are called open chain or acyclic organic compounds. These compounds 
are also known as aliphatic organic compounds. 
Open chain organic compounds are further classified into: 

a. Straight chain organic compounds 
b. Branched chain organic compounds 
a. Straight Chain Organic Compounds 

Those organic compounds, which are in the form of straight chains, are called straight chain 
organic o pou ds. A p efi   is itte  ith the a e of a st aight hai  o ga i  
compound, which shows that the organic compound is a straight chained and not a branched 
chained. 

Examples: 

 
b. Branched chain organic compounds 

Those organic compounds, which are in the form of branched chains rather than in the form 
of linear/straight sequence are called branched chain organic compound. In the branched 
chain organic compounds at least one carbon atom is linked to more than two other carbon 
ato s. A p efi  iso  is written with the name of a branched chain organic compound for 
distinguishing it from a straight chain organic compound. 

Examples: 
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Open chain organic compounds may be saturated or unsaturated depending upon the 
number of covalent bonds present in them. 

 Saturated organic compounds 

 Unsaturated organic compounds 

Saturated organic compounds 
Those organic compounds in which each carbon atom in a molecule forms four single 
covalent bonds with other atom are called saturated organic compounds. In the molecules of 
a saturated organic compound, all the bonds are single, and no double or triple covalent 
bond is present. Hydrocarbons that contain single covalent bond are called alkanes. 

Examples: 
 

          
Unsaturated organic compounds 
Those organic compounds, in which at least one double bond or triple bond is present are 
called unsaturated organic compounds. 
Unsaturated organic compounds have two types i.e. alkenes and alkynes 

 Alkenes are those hydrocarbons, which contain at least one double bond. 

 Alkynes are those hydrocarbons, which contain at least one triple bond. 

Examples: 

    
ii. Close chain (Cyclic Organic Compounds): 

Those organic compounds in which carbon atoms are connected in the form of a closed chain 
or rings are called close chain / Cyclic organic compounds. 
Close chain organic compounds are further classified into two groups: 
i. Homocyclic Organic Compounds  
ii. Heterocyclic Organic Compounds 

i. Homocyclic Organic Compounds (Carbo Cyclic Organic Compound):  
Those cyclic organic compounds in which the ring contains carbon atoms only are called 
homocyclic organic compounds. Homocyclic organic compounds are also known as 
carbocyclic organic compounds because all the atoms contributing to the ring structure are 
carbon only. 

a. Ali-Cyclic Organic Compounds  
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b. Aromatic Organic Compounds  

a. Ali-Cyclic Organic Compounds  
Organic compounds which are in the form of closed chains or ring but resemble in properties 
with acyclic organic compounds are called Ali-cyclic organic compounds. 

(OR) 
Those organic compounds which are both aliphatic and cyclic in nature are called Ali-cyclic 
o ga i  o pou ds. The p efi  lo  is used hile iti g the a e of a  Ali li  o ga i  
compound. They differ from aliphatic organic compounds by H2 e.g. formula of 
Aliphatic/Acyclic propane is   C3H8 and that of Cyclopropane is C3H6, i.e. cyclopropane has two 
less hydrogen atoms than propane. 

Examples: 
 

 
There organic compounds are further divided into two types. 

b. Aromatic organic compounds 
The cyclic organic compounds having alternate single and double bonds in its structure/ 
carbon ring are known as aromatic organic compounds. The important member of this 
class is benzene and other compounds that are derived from benzene. These compounds 
are called the derivatives of benzene. For example, Naphthalene, Anthracene etc. 
Examples  

 
ii. Hetero Cyclic organic compounds  

These are the organic compounds which contain one or more atoms other than carbon such 
as Sulphur, oxygen or nitrogen in the ring or cycle are called heterocyclic organic compounds.  

 Examples: 
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Q9. Explain the magnitude and diversity of organic compounds.  
Ans.  The di e sit  a d ag itude of o ga i  o pou ds is due to the u i ue ess of a o ’s 

o di g a d its st u tu e. Ca o ’s unique bonding properties allow the formation of a 
variety of structures, including chains and rings of many shapes and sizes. Carbon can make 
bond with many other types of atoms such as hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen etc. As carbon is an 
element but still its compounds are in millions due to the following reasons. 

i. Tetra-valent: 
Carbon is a tetra-valent atom. Carbon atom can form a total of four covalent bonds. 

ii. Mode of Bonding: 
The carbon atom can form a single, double or triple bond in their compounds. 

Example 

 
iii. Carbon-carbon bonding (Catenation) 

The linkage (bonding) of one carbon atom with another carbon atom is called catenation. 
(OR) 

 Self-linkage of carbon atom is called catenation. 
Carbon atoms have the ability to form long chains, branched chains, and rings of covalently 
bonded atoms with each other. This property of carbon also contributes to the diversity of 
organic compounds. 

                         
iv. Bonding with other elements: 

Carbon atoms can form bond with other atoms / elements like oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur and 
halogens. This ability of carbon is also responsible for the diversity of organic compound. 

v. Arrangement of atoms 
The different boning ability of carbon also allows for different arrangements of carbon 
atoms. This means that some organic compounds may contain the same atoms but have 
different properties because the atoms are arranged differently. For example, the molecular 
formula C2H6O represents both ethanol and dimethyl ether.  
 CH3-O-CH3   CH3-CH2-OH 

                              
vi. Strength of Covalent Bonds of Carbon Atoms 

Carbon atoms form strong covalent bonds with each other and with other atoms like 
hydrogen, oxygen, sulphur, nitrogen etc. carbon atom is small in size and in most of the 
compounds. This property of carbon also contributes to the diversity of organic compounds. 

Q10. How alkanes are named? OR Describe the rules for naming of alkanes. 
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Ans.  Naming of Alkanes (Nomenclature):  
The a i g of alka es u de  e tai  ules is alled nomenclature. 

Rules for Naming Alkanes (Straight Chain Alkane):  
Simple straight chain alkanes can be named by the following rules: 

i. Count the number of carbon atoms in the formula of alkanes. 
ii. Give prefixes meth for 1, eth for 2, prop for 3, but for 4 carbon atoms respectively etc. 
iii. Add suffix-ane to the corresponding prefix. Thus the full name of simple straight chain 

alkane is obtained. 

Rules for Naming Branched Chain Alkanes:  
i. Select the longest continuous chain having maximum number of carbon atoms. 

ii. Start numbering the carbon atoms so that the branch gets the lowest number. 
iii. Name the longest chain e.g. propane for 3, butane for 4 carbon atoms etc. it is called the 

base name or parent name of the compound. 
iv. Name each branch (substituent) attached to the longest chain and gives its location by the 

number of carbon atom to which it is attached. 
v. When two or more identical branches are present then use prefixes di, tri, tetra, etc. 

however if branches are not identical then alphabetical order will be used. 
vi. At last write the name of the compound by first writing the position of branches separated by 

commas followed by the name of branches and base name (parent name) of the compound. 

Examples: 
The following examples explain the above rules: 

 
The name of the above compound is 3- methyl hexane 

Q11. What are Alkyl Radicals? Explain with examples. 
Ans.  Alkyl Radicals/Groups:  

A adi als or group of atoms that are obtained by removing one hydrogen atom from 
alka es is alled alk l g oup . 
General formula:  
The general formula of alkyl radical is CnH2n+1, where n is the number of carbon atoms i.e. 
1,2,3,4 etc. 

General symbol:  
Alkyl radicals are denoted by a general symbol –R. 

Naming of Alkyl Radicals:  
Alkyl radicals are named by replacing –ane of corresponding alkanes by    –yl. 

Examples: 
Number of C- Name of Formula Name of alkyl Formula 
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atoms alkanes (CnH2n+2) radical (CnH2n+1) 

1 Methane CH4 Methyl CH3 

2 Ethane C2H6 Ethyl C2H5 

3 Propane C3H8 Propyl C3H7 

4 Butane C4H10 Butyl C4H9 

5 Pentane C5H12 Pentyl C5H11 

6 Hexane C6H14 Hexyl C6H13 

7 Heptane C7H16 Heptyl C7H15 

8 Octane C8H18 Octyl C8H17 

9 Nonane C9H20 Nonyl C9H19 

10 Decane C10H22 Decyl C10H21 

Activity: 
Name the following alkyl groups. 
i. CH3CH2CH2-           
ii. CH3CH2-    
iii. CH3 
iv. CH3 (CH2)2 CH2- 
v. CH3(CH2)4CH2- 

Ans. 

No. Give structural formula Name of alkyl radical 

i) CH3CH2CH2- or  C3 H7          Propyl 

ii) CH3CH2-  or C2 H5          Ethyl 

iii) CH3 Methyl 

iv) CH3 (CH2)2CH2- or C4 H9          Butyl 

v) CH3(CH2)4CH2- or C6 H13          Hexyl 

Q12. What are functional groups? Explain with examples. 
Ans.  Functional Groups:  

A  ato  o  g oup of ato s hi h  epla e the h d oge  ato  i  a  alka es a d gi e 
ha a te isti  he i al p ope ties to it is alled fu tio al g oup . 

(OR) 
A  ato  o  g oup of ato s which specify the chemical properties of an organic compound is 
alled fu tio al g oup . 

Explanation:  
 A functional group is the active part of an organic compound. 

Organic compounds consist of two parts i.e. 
i. The hydrocarbon part which is an alkyl group. 
ii. The functional group parts. 

For Example:  
In methanol (CH3-OH),-CH3 is the alkyl group (R) while –OH is the functional group. 

 
Example:  
The most common functional groups are given in the table below: 

Functional group Name of the class Example 
Name of 

compound 

-OH Alcohols CH3-OH Methyl alcohol 

-CHO Aldehydes CH3-CHO Ethanal 

-CO- Ketones CH3-CO- CH3 Propanone 
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-COOH Carboxylic acids CH3-COOH Ethanoic acid 

-NH2 Amines CH3-NH2 Methyl amine 

-X Alkyl halides CH3-Cl Methyl chloride 

-O-R Ether CH3-O-CH3 Di methyl ether 

Activity: 
 Name the class of the compounds to which each of the following belongs. 

i. CH3CH2CH3           
ii. CH3CH2Br  
iii. CH3COOH 
iv. C2H5CHO  
v. CH3CH2OH 

Ans: 
i. Compound formula = CH3CH2CH3 

Name of the class = Alkane 
ii. Compound formula = CH3CH2Br 

Name of the class = Alkyl halide 
iii. Compound formula = CH3COOH 

Name of the class = Carboxylic acid 
iv. Compound formula = C2H5CHO  

          Name of the class = Aldehydes 
v. Compound formula = CH3CH2OH 

Name of the class = Alcohol. 

Q13. Define Homologous series. Write down its characteristics and give examples. 
Ans.  Homologous series:  

Homologous series is a series of organic compounds that have similar structural features but 
different from adjacent members by a –CH2- groups. 

OR 
A series of organic compounds, in which every successive member is greater by a –CH2- group 
from the previous member, is called homologous series. 

      Each member of the homologous series is called homologue. 
Homologous series have the same chemical properties and same functional group. 

Example: 
Alkane is a homologous series in which each member in alkane is greater by a -CH2- group 
from the preceding member. e.g. propane is greater by –CH2- group than methane. 

Characteristic of Homologous series:  
        Homologous series have the following characteristic  

 They have the same general formula. 

 They have same functional group. 

 They have same chemical properties. 

 They have similar methods of preparation. 

 Each member differ from the previous one by methylene (-CH2) group. 

Q14. What are Cyclo-Alkanes? How are they different from acyclic alkanes? 
Ans.  Cycloalkanes:  
 Alkanes, in which the carbon atoms are arranged in the form of ring or closed chain, are 

Cycloalkanes. 

 The general formula of cycloalkane is CnH2   is the u e  of a o  ato . 
 They are generally unstable than open chain alkanes. 

 The prefix cyclo is used for naming Cycloalkanes, e.g. cyclopropane, cyclobutane etc. 
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 Cyclopropane is the first member of Cycloalkanes and as the name indicates it contains 3 
carbon atoms. 

 Cyclic alkanes are less by two hydrogens atoms from acyclic alkanes. 

Examples: 
 The formula of acyclic propane is C3H8 and that of cyclopropane is C3H6. 

Acyclic butane is C4H10 while that of cyclobutane is C4H8. 

 
OR 

Simple geometrical shapes are also used in which each corner represents a carbon atom e.g. 

 
Q15. Describe the classification of functional groups. 
Ans.  Classification of Functional Groups:  

a. Functional Groups Containing Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen: 
 Functional group containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen are as follows; 

i. Alcoholic Functional Group: 
Functional group of Alcohol is –OH. General formula of Alcohol is R-OH. Where R represents 
alkyl group and OH represents alcoholic group. 

Examples: 

Alkyl Groups Functional Groups Derivative Name 

CH3- -OH CH3-OH Methanol 

C2H5- -OH C2H5-OH Ethanol 

ii. Ether Functional Group: 
Functional group of ether is –O-. General formula of ether is    R-O-R. Where R represents 
alkyl group and –O- represents ether functional group. 

Examples: 

Alkyl Groups 
Functional 

Groups 
Derivative Name 

CH3- -O- CH3-O-CH3 Dimethyl Ether  

C2H5- -O- C2H5-O-CH3 Ethyl Methyl Ether 

iii. Carbonyl Group: 
 Carbon double covalently bonded with oxygen atom is called a carbonyl carbon. 

Functional group containing a carbonyl carbon is called carbonyl functional group and 
compounds containing carbonyl group are called carbonyl compounds. 
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General formula of carbonyl compounds is          

Carbonyl group is further divided into two group Aldehydes and Ketones. 

a. Aldehydes: 
Functional group containing a –CHO group is called Aldehydes functional group. In Aldehydes, 
carbonyl carbon is attached to hydrogen atom one side and a carbon atom on the other side. 

 
Examples: 

 
b. Ketone: 

Carbonyl carbon is the functional group of Ketones. Compounds containing carbonyl group 
bonded to a carbon atom (in the form of alkyl groups) on both sides are called Ketones. 

Examples: 

 
iv. Carboxylic Acids: 

Functional group of carboxylic acid is –COOH. General formula of carboxylic acid is R-COOH 
where R represents Alkyl group. 

 
Examples: 

 
b. Functional groups containing carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen: 
Those organic compounds containing carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen are called amines. The 
functional group of these compound is –NH2. The general formula is R-NH2. Where R stands 
for alkyl group. 

Example: 
Methylamine (CH3-NH2) 
Ethylamine (C2H5-NH2) 

c. Functional groups containing carbon, hydrogen and halogens: 
Compounds containing carbon, hydrogen and halogens are called alkyl halides. Functional 
group of halides is represented  X  a  e F, Cl, B  a d I. Ge e al fo ula of alk l halide is 
R-X. where R represent alkyl radical. 
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Examples: 

 
Double and triple bonds: 

a.  Double bonds hydrocarbons: 
 Hydrocarbons containing double between carbon atoms are called alkenes. 

Examples: 

        
      Ethene     Propene     Butene  

b.  Triple bonds hydrocarbons: 
Hydrocarbons which consist of triple bonds between two carbon atoms are called alkynes. 

Examples: 
 

                      
   Ethyne      Propyne 
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EXERCISE 
A. Choose the correct option. 

i. The condensed structural formula of butane is 
a. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH3   b. CH3(CH)2 CH3 

 
 c.  C4H10     d.   
 

ii. The compounds C6H12 must have 
a. All single bonds   b. At least one double bond 

 c.  At least one triple bond  d. All double bond 
iii.  Which of the following is inorganic compound? 

a. CH4     b. CH3OH 
 c.  NaCN     d. CH3Cl 

iv.  Alkyl halides is composed of carbon, hydrogen and  
a. Oxygen      b. Nitrogen 

 c.  Halogen     d. Sulphur 
v. Which of the following is an alcohol? 

a. CH3-O-CH3    b. CH3-CH2-OH 
 c.  CH3COOH    d. CH3-COH 

vi. Unsaturated hydro carbon is  
a. C3H8     b. C2H6 

 c.  C3H6     d. CH4 

vii. The functional group of Ketones is  

a.      b.  

 c .     d.   
viii. Natural gas is mainly composed of  

a. CH4     b. C2H8 
 c.  C2H6     d. C2H2 

ix. Catenation is the linkage of carbon with other 
a. Oxygen atoms    b. Carbon atoms 

 c.  Nitrogen atoms     d. Halogens 
x. Oxygen is attached on both sides to carbon atom in 

a. Alcohol      b. Ketone 
 c.  Aldehyde     d. Ether 

 Answers:- 

1 b 2 b 3 c 4 c 5 b 

6 c 7 b 8 a 9 b 10 d 
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SHORT QUESTION 
Q1. Define the functional group. Give some example of functional group containing 

oxygen. 
Ans.  Functional Groups:  

A  ato  o  g oup of ato s hi h epla e the h d oge  ato  i  a  alka e a d gi e 
characteristic chemical p ope ties to it is alled fu tio al g oup . 

(OR) 
A  ato  o  g oup of ato s hi h spe if  the he i al p ope ties of a  o ga i  o pou d is 
alled fu tio al g oup . 

Explanation:  
 A functional group is the active part of an organic compound. 

Organic compounds consist of two parts i.e. 
i. The hydrocarbon part which is an alkyl group. 
ii. The functional group parts. 

For Example:  
In methanol (CH3-OH),-CH3 is the alkyl group (R) while –OH is the functional group. 

 
Functional Groups Containing Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen: 

 These functional group containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen are: 

i. Alcoholic Functional Group: 
Functional group of Alcohol is –OH. General formula of Alcohol is R-OH. Where R represents 
alkyl group and OH represents alcoholic group. 

Examples: 
Alkyl Groups Functional Groups Derivative Name 

CH3- -OH CH3-OH Methanol 

C2H5- -OH C2H5-OH Ethanol 

ii. Ether Functional Group: 
Functional group of ether is –O-. General formula of ether is    R-O-R. Where R represents 
alkyl group and –O- represents ether functional group. 

Examples: 
Alkyl Groups Functional Groups Derivative Name 

CH3- -O- CH3-O-CH3 Dimethyl Ether  

C2H5- -O- C2H5-O-CH3 Ethyl Methyl Ether 

Q2. How can we obtain the organic compounds from natural sources? 
Ans.  Sources Of Natural Organic Compounds: 

Fossil fuels are the main sources of natural organic compounds. Fossil fuels comprise of coal, 
petroleum and natural gas. 
Fossil fuel is formed under the surface of the earth due to the anaerobic decomposition of 
plants and animals under high temperature and pressure in millions of years. Organic 
compounds like proteins are obtained from animals and carbohydrates are obtained from 
plants.   

Q3. What are Cycloalkanes? 
Ans.  Cycloalkanes:  
 Alkanes, in which the carbon atoms are arranged in the form of ring or closed chain, are 

Cycloalkanes. 

 The general formula of cycloalkane is CnH2   is the u e  of a o  ato . 
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 They are generally unstable than open chain alkanes. 

 The prefix cyclo is used for naming Cycloalkanes, e.g. cyclopropane, cyclobutane etc. 

 Cyclopropane is the first member of Cycloalkanes and as the name indicates it contains 3 
carbon atoms. 

 Cyclic alkanes are less by two hydrogens atoms from acyclic alkanes. 

Examples: 
 The formula of acyclic propane is C3H8 and that of cyclopropane is C3H6. 

Acyclic butane is C4H10 while that of cyclobutane is C4H8. 

 
OR 

Simple geometrical shapes are also used in which each corner represents a carbon atom e.g. 

 
Q4. Write down the examples of three unsaturated hydrocarbons with structural 

and condensed formula? 
Ans.  Examples of unsaturated hydrocarbons are 

Ethene: 

Structural Formula 

 
Condensed Formula CH2 = CH2  

Propene: 

Structural Formula 

 
Condensed Formula CH2 = CH CH3   

Butene: 

Structural Formula 

 
Condensed Formula CH2 = CH CH2 CH3   
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Q5. Define Hydrocarbons and briefly discuss their importance. 
Ans. Hydrocarbons: 
 Those compounds, which contain carbon and hydrogen, are called hydrocarbons. 

Importance: 
 Hydrocarbons are among the most important natural resources. 

 The diesel and gasoline that are used in bus, trucks and cars as fuel are hydrocarbon. 

 They are the main source of electrical and heat energy. 

 Various gases like liquefied petroleum gas (L P G), natural gas (Sui Gas) used as domestic fuel 
are hydrocarbon. 

 Hydrocarbon like diesel, petrol and compressed natural gas (CNG), are used for running 
automobiles. 

 They are important, as they are used for manufacturing polymers like polythene (plastic), 
polystyrene etc. 

 The thinner we used as a solvent for paints are hydrocarbon in nature. 

Q6. How Alkyl Radicals are formed? Discuss it with examples. 
Ans.  Alkyl Radicals: 

 Alkyl radicals are a group of atoms that are formed after removing one hydrogen atom from 
an alkane molecule. 

 It is ge e all  ep ese ted  E glish alpha et R . 
 The generally formula of alky radical CnH2n+1. 

 Alk l adi al a e a ed  epla i g the a e  of alka e  le . 
Examples: 

ALKANES Removing one hydrogen Alky radical formed Named of alky radical 

CH4 -H CH3- Methyl 

C2H6 -H C2H5- Ethyl 

C3H8 -H C3H7- Propyl 

C4H10 -H C4H9- Butyl 

C5H12 -H C5H11- Pentyl 

Q7. List some uses of organic compounds. 
Ans.  Uses of organic compounds:  

The Sources of organic compounds are given below: 

i. Uses as food  
The food we eat in our daily -life such as milk, meat, egg, vegetables, etc. consists of 
carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, fats etc. which are all organic compounds.  

ii. Uses as clothing  
The clothes we wear are made up of fibers. These fibers are either natural such as cotton, 
silk, wool etc. or synthetic fibers such as nylon, polyester and acrylic etc. all these are organic 
compounds.  

iii. Uses as medicine  
Most of the medicines that we use are organic compounds. These are naturally synthesized 
from plants and are used as medicines. Most of the lifesaving drugs such as antibiotics, anti-
inflammatory, anti-malarial etc. are synthesized in the laboratory.  

iv. Uses as fuel  
The fuels which we use, such as petrol, diesel oil, compressed natural gas (CNG), coal and 
natural gas are organic compounds.  

v. Uses as chemical materials  
The chemicals that we use such as rubber, paper, ink, plastics, fibers, fertilizers, pesticides, 
insecticides, cosmetics, paints, detergents etc. are all organic compounds.  
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vi. Uses as life molecules  
Thousands of organic molecules are taking part in our body functions. There are four main 
groups of organic molecules that are carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and nucleic acids that 
combine to build cells and their parts. These molecules are called life molecules.  

Q8. Give the general molecular formula of the following homologue series. 
a. Alkanes b. Alkenes c. Alkynes 

Ans.  a. Alkanes CnH2n+2 

 b. Alkenes CnH2n 

 c. Alkynes CnH2n-2 

Q9. Why organic compounds are volatile in nature? 
Ans. Organic compounds are volatile in nature because they have weak intermolecular force 

between the atoms and can be easily broken down at very low temperature. Therefore, they 
have high vapour pressure, low boiling points and are volatile in nature  

Q10. Why are the chemical properties of a homologous series always same? 
Ans.  HOMOLOGOUS SERIES: 

A series of organic compounds, in which every successive member is greater by a –CH2- group 
from the previous member, is called homologous series. 

 Member of homologous series are said to be homologous of one another. 
The chemical properties of an organic compound is due to the types of functional group that 
they possess. As homologous contain the same types of functional group, therefore they 
have the same chemical properties. 
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LONG QUESTIONS 
Q1.  (a) List the different characteristics of Organic Compounds. 
Ans. Composition, Covalent nature, Solubility, low melting point and boiling point, Inflammability, 

Reactivity, Burn with smoky flame, Isomerism, Non-ionic character, Homologous series 
(Similarity in behavior), Electrical conductivity. 

(b) Which of these is not an unsaturated molecule? 
i. C4H6    ii. C6H6    iii. C8H18    iv. C3H6 

Ans.  C8H18. 

(c) Define destructive distillation of coal. Name the different types of products 
 obtained by the destructive distillation of coal. 
Ans. Destructive distillation of coal (Carbonization of coal):- 

Heating of coal at high temperature in the absence of air is called destructive distillation of 
coal or carbonization. 
They products obtained by the destructive distillation of coal are coal gas, coke, coal tar and 
Ammoniacal liquor. 

Q2.  (a) What is Catenation? 
(b) How does catenation contribute to the diversity organic compounds? 

Ans. (a) Carbon-carbon bonding (Catenation) 

 The linkage (bonding) of one carbon atom with another carbon atom is called catenation. 
(OR) 

 Self-linkage of carbon atom is called catenation. 
Carbon atoms have the ability to form long chains, branched chains, and rings of covalently 
bonded atoms with each other.  

                         
(b) Carbon atoms have the ability to from long chains, branched chains, and ring of 

covalently bonded atoms with each other. This property of carbon also contributes to the 
diversity of organic compounds. Due to catenation of carbon its compounds are in millions in 
numbers. 
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Q3. (a) What information about a compound is provided by a structural  formula? 
 (b) How are structural formulae used in organic chemistry? 
Ans.  (a) The formula, which shows the arrangement of different atoms of different elements 

around the carbon atom present in molecules of a compound, is called structural formula. 
Structural formula of an organic compound gives the following information:  

 Number of atoms in a molecule. 

 Bonding and arrangement of the atoms. 
In a structural formula: 

 Single bond is represented by a single line() 

 Double bond is represented by a double line () 

 Triple bond is represented by triple line () 

(b) Structure formula are used to show the number of atoms, bonding and arrangement 

of atoms around the carbon atoms in organic compound in organic chemistry. 

Examples: 
(Structural formula of ethane) 

 
 

(Structural formula of n-Propane) 

 
 

(Structural formula of n-Butane) 
 

 
Q4. (a) What do the terms saturated and unsaturated mean when  applied to 

hydrocarbons? 
 (b) What other means these terms have in chemistry? 
 (c) Classify alkenes, alkanes, alkynes and aromatic hydrocarbons as  either 
 saturated or unsaturated. 
Ans. (a) Saturated hydrocarbons: 
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Those hydrocarbons in which each carbon atom in molecule form four single covalent bonds 
with other atoms are called saturated hydrocarbons. In the molecules of a saturated 
hydrocarbon, all the bonds are single and all the orbitals of carbon are completely filled by 
sharing their four valance electrons, and no double or triple covalent bond is present. 
Addition reaction is unfavorable in saturated hydrocarbons. 

Example:  
 Propane 

 
Unsaturated hydrocarbons: 
Those organic compounds, in which at least one double bond or triple bond is present 
between the carbon-carbon atoms. Addition reactions are favorable in unsaturated 
hydrocarbons. 

Example:  
Ethene 

 
(b)   The other meaning of saturated and unsaturated may refer to saturated solution and 

unsaturated solution. 

Saturated solution: 
A solution, which cannot dissolve any more solute at a particular temperature, is called 
saturated solution. 
As no more hydrogen can be added to alkanes. Therefore, they are known as saturated 
hydrocarbons. 

Unsaturated solution: 
A solution, which can dissolve more solute at a particular temperature, is called unsaturated 
solution. 
As more hydrogen, halogen is added to alkenes and alkynes, therefore they are known as 
unsaturated hydrocarbons. In short addition reactions are taken place in alkenes and alkynes.  

(c) Alkanes are saturated hydrocarbons because they have carbon-carbon single covalent bond 

and no double or triple covalent is present. 
Alkenes and aromatic hydrocarbons are unsaturated hydrocarbon because alkenes and 
aromatic hydrocarbon contain a carbon-carbon double covalent bond. 
Alkynes are also unsaturated hydrocarbons because they contain carbon-carbon triple 
covalent bond. 

Q5. (a) Can you explain the term Homologous series. 
 (b) How the straight chain hydrocarbons are named? 
 (c) Name the straight chain alkane with the molecular formula C8H18 
Ans. (a)  Homologous series: 

Homologous series is a series of organic compounds that have similar structural features but 
different form the adjacent members by a ___CH2__ group. 

OR 
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A series of organic compounds in which every successive member is greater by a __CH2__ 
group from the previous member, is called homologous series. 

 Each member of the homologous series is called homologous. 
Homologous have the same chemical properties and same functional group. 

Example: 
Alkane is a homologous series because each member of alkane is greater by a __CH2__ group 
form the preceding member. e.g. propane is greater by __CH2__ than ethane an ethane is 
greater by a __CH2__ group than methane. 

 
(b) Naming of alkanes(Nomenclature):  

The a i g of alka es u de  e tai  ules is alled o e latu e. 
Rules for Naming Alkanes(Straight Chain Alkane):  

 Simple straight chain alkanes can be named by the following rules: 
i. Count the number of carbon atoms in the formula of alkanes. 
ii. Give prefixes meth for 1, eth for 2, prop for 3, but for 4 carbon atoms respectively etc. 
iii. Add suffix-ane to the corresponding prefix. Thus, the full name of simple straight chain 

alkane is obtained. 

(c) The name of the straight chain alkane with molecular formula C8H18 is Octane. 
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HYDROCARBONS 
Chapter # 12 

Q1. Write a brief note on hydrocarbons. 
Ans.  Hydrocarbons: 

The simplest type of organic compounds which are compose of only carbon and hydrogen, 
are called hydrocarbons. 

 Hydrocarbons are non-polar and are insoluble in water. 

 They are soluble in polar solvents only. 

 They are covalent compounds; are they possess covalent bond. 

 Hydrocarbons are the most important natural resources. They are the main source of 
electrical and heat energy. Various gases like liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), natural gas (Sui 
gas) used as domestic fuels are hydrocarbons. 

 They are used for manufacturing polymers like polythene (plastics), polystyrene etc. 

 Hydrocarbons like Diesel, petrol and compressed natural gas (CNG), are used for running 
automobiles. 

 Hydrocarbons are further classified into saturated hydrocarbons i.e. alkanes and unsaturated 
hydrocarbons i.e. alkenes and alkynes. 

Q2.  Write brief note on alkanes. 
Ans.  Alkanes: 

Hydrocarbons that contain only single covalent bond between the C–C, C–H atoms are called 
alkanes. They are also known as saturated hydrocarbons because in alkanes all four bonds of 
carbon are single covalent bonds. 

Reactivity: 
They are less reactive that is why they are also k o  as pa affi . The o d pa a  ea s 
little, hile affai  ea s affi it  i.e. the  ha e little affi it  to a ds ea tio s. 
Mode of reactions: 
Although, they are less reactive, but they undergo substitution reactions under certain 
conditions. Addition reactions are unfavorable in alkanes. 

Alkane as a homologous series: 
Alkane is a homologous series because each member of alkane is greater by a methylene 
(CH2) group from the previous member e.g. propane is greater by –CH2- than ethane and 
ethane is greater by a    –CH2- group than methane.   

Classification: 
Alkanes are classified into closed chain alkanes (cyclic alkanes) and open chain alkanes 
(acyclic alkanes). Cyclic alkanes have two hydrogen less than acyclic alkanes. 

General formula: 
The general formula of open chain alkanes is CnH2n+2, he e   
represents the number of carbon atoms. 

Examples: 
First five members of alkane are given below: 
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Q3. List the IUPAC rules for Naming Alkanes. 
Ans. In international union of pure and applied chemistry (IUPAC) rules, each of the different 

compounds has a different name.  
These rules are given below: 

1. Select the longest continuous chain containing maximum number of substituents. This 
change is called parent chain. 

 
2. Numbering the carbon atoms of the parent chain in such a way that the substituent comes 

on lower number. Example is given below: 

 
3. Parent name will be given to alkane according to the common system i.e. pentane for five 

carbons and hexane for six carbons. 
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Parent name in the case will be heptane as there are seven carbons 

4. Nu e  of the su stitue t’s, follo i g the a e of the su stitue t s  is itte  fi st a d 
parent name is written after the name of the substituent i.e. 

 
5. Number and name of the substituent is separated by a dash (-). 
6. If two or more than two same substituents are attached to a parent chain, each substituent 

will be numbered accordingly and the prefix di-, tri- etc. will be written before the name of 
the substituent 
As we have three substituents in this example so IUPAC name in this case will be; 

 
7. If same substituent is attached to same carbon atom then the number of that carbon atom 

will be repeated twice i.e. 

 
8. If different substituents are attached to a parent chain, then the substituent will be named 

in alphabetical order i.e. methyl will be named after ethyl i.e. 
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9. If more than one longest continuous chain is present, the one with greater number of 
substituents will be taken as the parent chain. For example 

 

 
10. When first substituent occurs at an equal distance from either end of the longest chain, 

start numbering from that end which gives lowest number to next substituent. 
 

 
Q4.  How alkanes are prepared? 
Ans. Alkanes are saturated hydrocarbons. It is further divided into cyclic alkanes and acyclic 

alkanes. The methods of preparation for both type of alkanes is similar. There are various 
methods used for the preparation of alkanes. The two common reactions used for the 
preparation of alkanes are 

 Addition reaction 

 Reduction of alkyl halides 

Addition reaction: 
Addition reaction is favorable in unsaturated hydrocarbons like alkenes and alkynes. It is a 
type of reaction in which an atom or group of atoms are added to unsaturated compounds to 
form saturated hydrocarbon. There are various types of addition reactions. 

One of them is hydrogenation. 
Hydrogenation of alkenes and alkynes: 
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Addition of hydrogen to alkenes and alkynes is termed as hydrogenation reaction. During this 
reaction, the unsaturated hydrocarbons like alkenes and alkynes are converted to saturated 
hydrocarbons like alkanes. Conditions necessary for this reaction are Ni/Pt catalyst and 
250

o
C- 300

o
C temperature. 

a. Hydrogenation of alkenes: 
Addition of hydrogen across the double bond of alkenes in the presence of nickel or platinum 
as a catalyst and 250

o
C-300

o
C temperature is called hydrogenation of alkenes. 

The reaction is given below: 

H2C=CH2 + H2 H3CCH3 

b. Hydrogenation of Alkynes: 
Alkynes can be hydrogenated to alkanes in two steps. In the first step alkynes are 
hydrogenated to alkenes in the presence of nickel or platinum as catalyst and 250

o
C%-300

o
C 

temperature. The second step is the hydrogenation of alkenes to alkanes under the same 
conditions. The reactions are given as under. 

HC   CH+H2 H2C = CH2 

    Ethene 

 

H2C=CH2 + H2 H3CCH3 

    Ethane 

Reduction of Alkyl Halides: 
Reduction of alkyl halides is the addition of atomic hydrogen also known as nascent hydrogen 
(hydrogen at the time of its formation/birth) to alkyl halides. As a result, a hydrogen atom 
substitutes the halogen (X) group of alkyl halide.  This reaction occurs in the presence of Zinc 
(Zn) dust and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The alkyl group of alkyl halide is converted to their 
corresponding alkane. For example, methyl will be converted to methane and ethyl is 
converted to ethane. 
The general reaction for the reduction of alkyl halide is given below: 

R-X + 2[H]   HCIZn / R-H+HX 

Example (1): 
Methyl iodide is reduced to methane, then the reaction will be: 

CH3-I+2[H]   HCIZn /  CH3-H + H-I 

Example (2): 
Ethyl bromide is reduced to ethane, then the reaction can be written as: 

CH3-CH2-Br + 2 [H]   HCIZn /  CH3-CH3 + HBr 

Q5. Write down the physical properties of alkanes. 
Ans.  Physical properties of Alkanes: 
 The physical properties of alkanes are given below: 

i. First four members of alkanes are colorless gasses, next thirteen members are colorless 
liquids while higher alkanes are solids. 

ii. They are insoluble in water because they are non-polar and soluble in non-polar solvents like 
benzene, ether, acetone etc. 

iii. Alkanes have low melting and boiling points. Their melting and boiling points increase  with 
the increase in molecular weight. Thus, higher alkanes have high melting point and boiling 
point than lower alkanes. 

iv. Density of alkanes also increases with the increase in molecular weight. Thus, higher alkanes 
have greater density than lower alkanes. 
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v. Viscosities of alkanes also increase with the increase in molecular weight. Thus, higher will 
more viscous than lower alkanes. 

vi. Alkanes are inflammable. Their inflammability decreases with the increase in molecular size 
of alkane. This is due to the increase in percentage of carbon in higher alkanes. 

Q6. Write down the chemical properties of alkanes.  
Ans. Alkanes are less reactive; therefore, they are also known as paraffin. This is due to the 

presence of strong covalent bonds between C-C and C-H. Although, they are less reactive, but 
they undergo substitution reactions by providing certain conditions. While addition reactions 
are unfavorable in alkanes. Substitution reaction is that type of reaction in which an atom or 
a group of atoms are replaced by another atom or group of atoms. 
Alkanes generally undergo the following reactions 

 Halogenations 

 Combustion 

Halogenation: 
The substitution of hydrogen of alkane by a halogen is called Halogenation. Halogenation of 
alkanes occurs in the presence of ultra violet (UV) sunlight. Alkane undergoes substitution 
reactions easily as they are saturated hydrocarbons.  

H3C-H+Cl - Cl   lightUV H3C-Cl+HCl 
  Methane  Chloromethane  or methyl chloride 
This reaction does not stop at this point, it enters into a series of reactions and in every 
reaction a chlorine atom replaces a hydrogen atom until all the hydrogen are replaced by 
chlorine atoms. 
As a result, di, tri and tetra chloromethane are formed.  
The chemical reactions are given below: 

CH3-Cl +Cl-Cl   lightUV  CH2Cl2 + HCl 
   Di-chloromethane  

CH2-Cl2 + Cl-Cl   lightUV  CHCl3 + HCl 
Tri-chloromethane 

CHCl3 + Cl-Cl   lightUV  CCl4+HCl 
Tetra-chloromethane 

Combustion: 
The second common reaction of alkane is combustion reaction. It is commonly known as 
burning. In combustion reactions alkanes are burned completely in the presence of oxygen to 
produce carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) molecules. It is an exothermic reaction, as it 
yields a great amount of heat. That is why alkanes are used as a fuel. The reaction is as under. 

CH4 + 2O2   combustionComplete  CO2 + 2H2O + Heat 
Incomplete combustion of alkanes occurs in limited supply of oxygen, which produces carbon 
monoxide, water and un-burnt carbon. 
The reaction is given below: 

3CH4 + 4O2

                      →                    2CO + 6H2O + C 
Carbon mono-oxide produced in this reaction is a poisonous gas that creates suffocation and 
causes death. Modern vehicles have catalytic converter fitted in their silencers, which 
convert the carbon mono-oxide produced in the internal combustion engine to carbon 
dioxide which is less harmful gas. 

Q7. Write a note on alkenes. 
Ans.  Alkenes: 

Those unsaturated hydrocarbons which contain at least one double covalent bond between 
carbon, carbon atoms are called alkenes. They are also known as Olefins. Olefins is a Latin 
word which means oil producing products. 
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Reactivity: 
As alkenes contain a double covalent bond, therefore they are more reactive than alkane and 
alkyne i.e. the   electrons of the double covalent bond are loosely held and are responsible 
for the reactivity of alkenes. 

Functional group of alkenes: 
The double bond present in alkenes is the functional group of alkenes as it gives some 
characteristic features to alkenes and is responsible for the chemical properties of alkenes. 

Mode of reactions: 
As alkenes are unsaturated hydrocarbons therefore, they undergo addition reactions. 

Alkene as a homologous series: 
Alkene is a homologous series because each member of alkene is greater by a methylene 
(CH2) group from the preceding member e.g. butene is greater by CH2 group than ethene. 

General formula: 
The general formula of alkenes is CnH2n he e  ep ese ts the u e  of a o  ato s. 
The first member of alkenes is ethene i.e. C2H4 

Examples: 
First four members of alkenes and their structural, dot and cross formulae are given below: 

 
Q8. How alkenes are named according to IUPAC? 
Ans.  Basic rules of nomenclature of alkanes and alkenes are same. The following rules should be 

obeyed while naming alkenes. 
1. Select the longest continuous chain containing a double bond. The  number of 
carbons in the longest chain will determine the parent name. 
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2. The pa e t a e ill e si ila  to that of alka e, o l  the a e  of alka e  will be 
 epla ed  e e  

 
2. Numbering the carbon atoms of the parent chain would be in such a way that the double 

bond gets lowest number and both carbons of double bond must be included in numbering 
as given below: 

3. The number of first atom of the double bond determine the position of the double bond. 
4. Designate the location of the double bond by using the number of the first atom of the 

double bond as a prefix. 

 
5. Indicate the location of the branches (substituents) by numbers of the carbon atoms to which 

they are attached.. 
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Q9. Write down the preparation of alkenes. 
Ans.  Preparation of Alkenes: 

Alkenes are unsaturated hydrocarbons and they are generally prepared by elimination 
reactions. Elimination reaction is that type of reaction in which an atom that are attached to 
adjacent atoms of a molecules are removed to form a double or triple bond. Elimination 
reaction is opposite to the addition reaction. 
Following are the two common elimination reactions used for the preparation of alkenes. 

Dehydration of alcohol: 
Removal of water molecule from alcohol is called dehydration of alcohol. This reaction occurs 
in the presence of concentrated sulphuric acid (H2SO4) at 180

o
C. sulphuric acid acts as a 

dehydrating agent in this reaction. 
The dehydration of alcohol for the preparation of alkene is given below: 

 
Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides: 
The removal of hydrogen and halogen from alkylhalide to converting it to alkene is called 
Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides. 
As alkyl halides contain an alkyl group and halogen group, therefore, they can be converted 
to alkene in the presence of hot alcoholic KOH solution. 
In this reaction an alkyl halide like ethyl chloride heated with an alcoholic solution of 
potassium hydroxide (KOH) as a result a molecule of hydrogen halide is removed along with 
the formation of ethene. The reaction is given below:  

 
Q10.  Write down the physical properties of alkenes. 
Ans.  Physical properties of Alkenes: 
 The physical properties of alkenes are given below: 

1. Alkenes exit in all three states, first three members of alkenes are colorless gases, next 
fourteen members liquid while higher alkenes are solids. 

2. They are insoluble in water because they are non-polar. 
3. They are polar and soluble in non-polar solvents only. 
4. The melting points, boiling points and densities of alkenes increase with increase in 

molecular mass. 

Q11. Give Important Reactions of Alkenes. 
Ans.  Reactions of Alkenes: 

As alkenes contain double bonds, therefore, this bond can be broken down to add other 
atoms to alkene molecules. Thus, addition reactions occur in alkenes by the breaking of 
double bond and they are changed into saturated hydrocarbons i.e. alkanes. 

 Some important reactions of alkenes are given below; 

1. Addition of halogens: 
Chlorine and bromine are quickly added to the alkenes, with breaking of double bond of 
alkenes, in the presence of an inert solvent like carbon tetrachloride to form dihalo 
compounds. This reaction does not need high energy or sunlight. 
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Example: 
i. For example, Bromine (a red liquid) is reacted with ethene it adds to ethane to form 1,2-

dibromoethane. During this reaction the red colour of bromine is disappears. Thus, bromine 
is used to detect the double bonds of alkenes. 

 
2. Addition of hydrogen halides: 

When a hydrogen halide is reacted with alkene its molecules is added with alkene to form 
alkyl halides. 

Example: 
i. CH2CH2+HBr  CH3-CH2-Br 

(Ethene)  (Ethyl bromide) 

ii. CH2CH2+HCl  CH3-CH2-Cl 
(Ethene)               (Ethyl Chloride) 

3. Oxidation of alkenes by KMnO4 Baeyer’s test : 
Alkenes react with cold dilute potassium permanganate solution (alkaline) to form glycol. 
Glycols are the alcohols containing two hydroxyl groups (-OH) on two adjacent carbon atoms. 
The reaction of potassium permanganates with ethene is given below:  

3CH2CH2 + 2KMnO4+4H2O  3CH2-CH2+2MnO2+2KOH 
    | | 
                                            OH    OH 

            (Ethylene glycol) 
During this reaction potassium permanganate is changed to manganese dioxide and 
potassium hydroxide due to which its purple colour disappears. This is a very useful test for 
the dete tio  of alke es a d is alled Ba e ’s test. 

4. Hydrogenation: 
Hydrogen is added to alkenes is presence of nickel as catalyst at 240

o
C to form the 

corresponding alkane. 
Hydrogenation of alkene is an exothermic process. 

Examples: 

i. CH2CH2+H2   CNi 0240/
CH3-CH3 + Heat 

ii. H-C   C-H+2H2   CNi 0240/
 CH3-CH3 + Heat 

 Hydrogenation of alkenes is also used industrially to convert vegetable oil into ghee. 

Q12. Write a note on alkynes. 
Ans.  Definition: 

Those unsaturated hydrocarbons, which contain at least one triple covalent bond between 
carbon, carbon atoms, are called alkynes. 

Reactivity: 
They are more reactive than alkanes but less reactive than alkenes because the  - electron in 
alkynes are more tightly held than alkenes by the nucleus of both the atoms. Its due to the 
presence of three covalent bonds. 
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Functional group of alkynes: 
The triple bond present in alkynes is the functional group of alkynes as it gives some 
characteristic feature to alkynes and is responsible for the chemical properties of alkynes. 

Mode of reactions: 
As alkynes are unsaturated hydrocarbons therefore, they undergo addition reactions. 

Alkynes as a homologous series: 
Alkynes is a homologous series because each member of alkynes is greater by a methylene 
(CH2) group from the preceding member e.g. butyne is greater by a CH2 than propyne and 
similarly, propyne is greater by a CH2 group than ethyne. 

General formula: 
The general formula of alkynes is CnH2n-2 he e  ep ese ts the u e  of a o  ato s. 
The first member of alkynes is ethyne i.e. C2H2. Acetylene is the common name of ethyne. 

Examples: 
First four members of alkynes and their structural, dot and cross formulae are given below: 

 
Q13. How alkynes are named according to IUPAC rules? 
Ans.  Basic rules of nomenclature for alkanes, alkenes and alkynes are same except some 

difference. IUPAC rules for naming alkynes are given below: 
1. Select the longest continuous chain containing a triple bond. 

 

Pentyne      C5 H8 
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2. The number of carbons in the longest chain will determine the parent name of alkyne. As 
e ha e fi e a o s i  the gi e  ase so the pa e t a e ill e pe t e  i  this ase. 

 
3. The a e  of alka e ill e epla ed  e  e.g. pe t e has given in example of step-

ii. 
4. Numbering from that end of the chain which is nearer to the triple bond e.g. 

 
 

5. Numbering will be along the triple bond i.e. both carbon of the triple bond must be 
included in numbering i.e. 

 
6. Indicate the position of the triple bond with the lowest possible number for example 

 
7. The number of the first atom of the triple bond will determine the position of the triple 

bond for example 

 
8. Indicate the position of the substituents by the number of the carbon atom to which they 

are attached, for example. 
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Q14. Write down the preparation of alkynes. 
Ans. Alkynes are prepared from saturated organic compounds by elimination reactions. In this 

way saturated organic compounds are converted to unsaturated organic compounds. 
Elimination reaction is that type of reaction in which atoms that are attached to adjacent 
atoms of a molecule are removed to form a double or triple bond. Elimination reaction is 
opposite to addition reaction. 
Some of the examples of elimination reactions that are used for the preparation of alkynes 
are given below: 

1. Dehydrohalogenation of adjacent Dihalides: 
In Dehydrohalogenation of adjacent di-halides, hydrogen and a halogen are removed 

from the adjacent carbons. This reaction occurs in two steps. 

Step 1: 
First step is the conversion of vicinal dihalides like 1,2-dibromoethane with alcoholic 

potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution to 1, bromoethene. Hydrogen from one carbon atom 
and bromine from the adjacent carbon atom is removed and bromoethene along with the 
HBr is produced. The reaction is given as under. 

 
Step 2: 

In the second step another HBr is removed from the bromoethene to form ethyne 
(common name acetylene). 

 
2. Dehalogenation of tetrahalides: 
Those compounds which contain four halogen atoms on the adjacent carbon atoms are 
called tetra halides. When tetrahalide like 1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane is heated with zinc (Zn) 
dust, the formation of ethyne takes place along with ZnBr2. The reaction is given below: 

 
Q15. Write down the physical properties of alkynes. 
Ans.  Physical properties of alkynes: 

 Alkynes exist in all three states of matter. First three members of alkynes are gases. Next 
eight members are liquids while higher are solids. 

 All alkynes are colorless odourless except ethyne. 
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 Boiling points of alkynes is greater than corresponding alkenes. 

 The melting points, boiling points and densities of alkynes increase with the increase in 
molecular mass. 

 They are non-polar; therefore, they are insoluble in water but soluble in organic solvents like 
benzene, acetone etc. 

 They release a huge amount of energy on complete combustion and produce carbon dioxide 
and water. 

Q16. Write down the important chemical reaction of alkynes. 
(OR) Write the chemical properties of alkynes. 

Ans. Chemical properties of alkynes: 
Alkynes are unsaturated hydrocarbons. They contain a triple covalent bond. The triple 
covalent bond comprises of one   (sigma) bond and two   (pi) bonds are weak, which can be 
broken easily thus making alkynes more reactive (i.e. more reactive than alkanes and less 
reactive than alkenes). Alkynes undergo addition reaction in which they are converted to 
saturated hydrocarbons some of the addition reaction of alkynes is given below: 

Halogenation: 
Addition of halogens like fluorine, chorine, bromine etc. is called Halogenation. Halogenation 
of alkynes occurs in the presence of phosphorous tri-chloride as a catalyst. The order of 
reactivity of halogens with alkynes is as; Cl> Br > l  

Step 1: 
The first step is the conversion of a triple bond to a double bond. It is the addition of halogen 
molecules like chlorine to the triple bond of alkyne like ethyne. The formation of 1, 2-
dichloroethene takes place in the first step. 
The reaction is given as under 

 
Step 2: 
The next step is the addition of another chlorine molecules to the double bond of 1,2-
dichlorethene formed in the first step. As a result, the double bond is converted to single 
bond and 1,1,2,2-tetra chloroethane are formed. 

 
Oxidation of alkynes with KMnO4: 
Oxidation of ethyne occurs in the presence of nascent oxygen(O) and potassium 
permanganate (KMnO4). As a result, oxalic acid is produced. 

 

+CO2 
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EXERCISE 
A. Choose the correct option. 
1. Which one of the following is a substitution reaction? 

a. Halogenation of alkynes b. Halogenation of alkenes 
c. Halogenation of alkanes d.  Oxidation of alkene 

2. When ethene reacts with HBr, the compound formed is. 
a. CH3–CH2–Br   b. Br–CH2–CH2–Br  

c. CH3–CH2–CH8  d. CHCH 
3. Halogenation of methane in the presence of diffused sunlight occurs. 

a. Quickly, only in one step b. Slowly, only in one step 
c. In a series of four steps d. Quickly, in two steps 

4. Dehydrohalogenation of alky halide is.  
a. Removal of hydrogen  b. Removal of halogen 
c. Removal of halogen and hydrogen   
d. Addition of hydrogen and halogen 

5. Which one of the following decolorizes Br2water. 
a. Ethane     b. Ethene 
c.  Propane    d. Methane 

6. The general formula of alkane is. 
a. CnH2n    b. CnH2n×2 
c.  CnH2n+2    d. CnH2n-2 

7. Dehydration of ethyl alcohol with conc.H2SO4 form  
a. Ethane     b. Methane 
c.Ethyne    d. Ethene 

8. Substitution reaction is the characteristic of. 
a. Alkynes     b. Alkenes 

c.  Alkanes    d. None of these 
9. Which one is the least reactive, 

a. Ethyne    b. Propene 
c. Ethene    d. Ethane 

10. The order of reactivity of hydrogen halides with alkenes is. 
a. HI>HCI>HBr   b. HI<HBr<HCI 
c.  HCI>HBr>HI   d. HI>HBr>HCI 

Answers:- 

1 c 2 a 3 c 4 c 5 b 

6 c 7 D 8 c 9 d 10 b 
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SHORT QUESTIONS 
Q1. How would you test that alkenes undergo an addition reaction? 
Ans. When oxidation of alkene is carried out by acidified potassium permanganate, the purple 

colour of potassium permanganate KMnO4 disappears. 
The disappearance of purple colour of potassium permanganate proves that an addition 
reaction has taken place in alkenes. The two hydroxyl (OH) groups have been added across 
the double bond of ethene.  
When the same reaction is carried out for a saturated hydrocarbon like ethane no change in 
colour occurs. The purple colour of potassium permanganate retains which proves that no 
addition reaction has occurred. 
This test is called Ba e ’s a d it is used fo  the dete tio  of alke es. The ea tio  is gi e  
below:   

3CH2CH2 + 2KMnO4+4H2O  3CH2-CH2+2MnO2+2KOH 
    | | 
                                                 OH    OH 

            (Ethylene glycol) 

Q2. Which one is more reactive between Alkane and Alkene? Explain. 
Ans. Alkanes are less reactive than alkenes because they have single covalent bond between C-C 

and C-H atoms. Also, the electronegatively of carbon and hydrogen is almost similar which 
makes the C-H bond more stable. 
Therefore, for a reaction to take place, an appreciable amount of energy is required for 
breaking these bonds under certain conditions, they undergo substitution reactions only. 
On the other hand, alkenes contain a double covalent bond i.e. a  - (sigma) bond and a   - 
(pi) bond. Breaking a   - bond requires less energy than a  -bond which makes alkenes more 
reactive than alkanes. In other words, the   – electrons of the double covalent bond are 
readily available for addition reaction to takes place. Thus, we can say that, the   – electrons 
are responsible for the reactively of alkenes. 

Q3. Justify alkenes and alkynes as unsaturated hydrocarbons. 
Ans. Alkenes are unsaturated hydrocarbons because they contain a double covalent bond. A 

carbon atom can from maximum four bonds with four other atoms, and the presence of 
double bond means it is bonded with two other atoms to form saturated hydrocarbon 
therefore they can undergo addition reaction like; 

 Hydro Halogenation (addition of hydrogen halides). 

 Hydrogenation 

 Oxidation 
Similarly, alkynes are also unsaturated hydrocarbons due to the presence of a triple covalent 
bond. The have a deficiency of four atoms. Therefore, they can also under addition reaction 
like 

 Hydrogenation 

 Halogenations 

 Oxidation with KMnO4. 

Q4. Why Alkanes are inert in nature? 
Ans.  Alkanes are inert in nature because they have single covalent bonds between the C-C and C-H 

atoms. These are strong bond i.e. sigma ( ) bonds and are difficult to break. In addition, the 
electronegativily of carbon and hydrogen is almost similar which makes the C-H bond more 
stable. Thus, we can say that alkanes are inert in nature. Under certain conditions, they 
undergo substitution reaction only. 
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Q5. What happens when alkyl halide is reduced? 
Ans.  Reduction of alkyl halides:  

When alkyl halides are reduced it form alkane. 

Example: 
Reduction of alkyl halides is the addition of atomic hydrogen also known as nascent hydrogen 
(hydrogen at the time of its formation/birth) to alkyl halides. As a result, a hydrogen atom 
substitutes the halogen(X) group of alky halide. This reaction occurs in the presence of Zinc 
(Zn) dust and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The alkyl group of alky halide is converted into methane 
and ethyl is converted to ethane. 
The general reaction for the reduction of alkyl halide is given below: 
 R-X+2[H]   HClZn / R-H + HX 

Examples: 
1. Methyl iodide is reduced to methane, then the reaction will be: 
 CH3-I+2[H]   HClZn / CH3-H + H-I 
2. Ethyl Bromide is reduced to ethane then the reaction will be: 
 CH3-CH2-Br + 2[H]   HClZn /  CH3-CH3+HBr 

Q6. Can you predict the product if KMnO4 solution reacts with alkenes? 
Ans. Oxidation with KMnO4: 

Alkene like ethene reacts with potassium permanganate (KMnO4) in acidic medium. The 
purple colour of KMnO4 disappears due to the formation of ethylene glycol, manganese 
dioxide (MnO2  a d potassiu  h d o ide KOH . This ea tio  is o o l  k o  as Ba e ’s 
test. 

3CH2CH2 + 2KMnO4+4H2O  3CH2-CH2+2MnO2+2KOH 
            |      | 
                                           OH   OH 

                  (Ethylene glycol) 

Q7. Why the colours of bromine water discharge an addition to ethene? 
Ans. Bromine is a reddish-brown color liquid, when it is added to an alkene like ethene in the 

presence of an inert solvent like carbon tetra chloride (CC4), the reddish brown colour of 
bromine disappears due to the formation of a colorless liquid known as 1,2-dibromoethane. 
Ethene is reactive in nature containing double bond. Therefore, it decolorized the bromine 
water.  

 
Q8. Compare the reactivity of alkane and alkene. 
Ans.  A comparative study of the reactivity of alkanes and alkenes show that alkanes are less 

reactive than alkenes because alkanes have single covalent bond C-C and H-C atoms (sigma     bonds). Also, the electronegativily of carbon and hydrogen is almost similar which makes 
the C-H bond more stable. These bonds are strong and for a reaction to take place, an 
appreciable amount of energy is required for breaking these bonds. Therefore, alkanes are 
less reactive than alkenes. On the other hand, alkenes contain a double covalent bond i.e. a  -bond and a   bond. As electron in a   bond is loosely held, breaking a   bond requires less 
energy. Therefore, a   bonds makes the alkenes more reactive than alkanes. In other words, 

Br        Br 

 H 
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the   electrons of the double covalent bond are readily available for an addition reaction to 
takes place, that is why the   electrons are responsible for the reactivity of alkenes. 

Q9. Why addition reactions take place in ethene and ethyne but not in ethane? 
Ans.  Addition reactions take place in ethene and ethyne because they are unsaturated 

hydrocarbons. Unsaturated hydrocarbons are those hydrocarbons, which contain at least one 
double or triple covalent bond in between two carbon atoms i.e. the carbons containing the 
double or triple bonds are not bonded to four other atoms, thus they are capable of adding 
more atoms. Ethene has a double covalent bond. One is   - bond and the other one is   
bond. Ethyne has a triple covalent bond one is   – bond and the other two are    bonds all   
– bond is stronger than   bonds. In an addition reaction   bond is converted to   – bond thus 
making the compound more stable in ethane all the bonds are   – bond and it has already 
attained stability therefore it does not undergo addition reaction.   

Q10. Write equations for the preparation of ethene form ethyl alcohol and ethyl 
chloride. 

Ans.  Chemical equations for the preparation of ethene from ethyl alcohol and ethyl chloride are as 

under: 

From Ethyl Alcohol: 

1. CH3-CH2-OH 
              →           CH2=CH2+H2O 

                   

2. From Ethyl Chloride: 

CH3-CH2-Cl 
                  →               CH2=CH2+HCl 
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LONG QUESTIONS 
Q1. (i)  Write down the equations for the preparation of alkanes,  alkenes 

 and alkynes. 
 (ii) Draw the molecular, dot and cross, condensed formula and  structural 

 formula of each of the following? 
a. Propene   b. butyne       c. pentane    d. Heptyne    e. butane 

Ans: (i) Alkane: 
a. Hydrogenation of alkenes and alkynes: 

Addition of hydrogen to alkenes and alkynes is termed as hydrogenation reaction. During this 
reaction, the unsaturated hydrocarbons like alkenes and alkynes are converted to saturated 
hydrocarbons like alkanes. Conditions necessary for this reaction are Ni/Pt catalyst and 
250

o
C- 300

o
C temperature. 

i. Hydrogenation of alkenes: 
Addition of hydrogen across the double bond of alkenes in the presence of nickel or platinum 
as a catalyst and 250

o
C-300

o
C temperature is called hydrogenation of alkenes. 

The reaction is given below: 

H2C=CH2 + H2 H3CCH3 

ii. Hydrogenation of alkynes: 
Alkynes can be hydrogenated to alkanes in two steps. In the first step alkynes are 
hydrogenated to alkenes in the presence of nickel or platinum as catalyst and 250

o
C%-300

o
C 

temperature. The second step is the hydrogenation of alkenes to alkanes under the same 
conditions. The reactions are given as under. 

HC   CH+H2 H2C = CH2 

    Ethene 

 

H2C=CH2 + H2 H3CCH3 

    Ethane 

b. Reduction of alkyl halides: 
Reduction of alkyl halides is the addition of atomic hydrogen also known as nascent hydrogen 
(hydrogen at the time of its formation/birth) to alkyl halides. As a result, a hydrogen atom 
substitutes the halogen (X) group of alkyl halide.  This reaction occurs in the presence of Zinc 
(Zn) dust and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The alkyl group of alkyl halide is converted to their 
corresponding alkane. For example, methyl will be converted to methane and ethyl is 
converted ethane. 
The general reaction for the reduction of alkyl halide is given below: 
R-X + 2[H]   HCIZn / R-H+HX 

Example (1): 
Methyl iodide is reduced to methane, then the reaction will be: 
CH3-I+2[H]   HCIZn /  CH3-H + H-I 

Example (2): 
Ethyl bromide is reduced to ethane, then the reaction can be written as: 
CH3-CH2-Br + 2 [H]   HCIZn /  CH3-CH3 + HBr 
(ii) Alkene: 

a. Dehydration of alcohol: 
Removal of water molecule from alcohol is called dehydration of alcohol.  
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This reaction occurs in the presence of concentrated sulphuric acid (H2SO4) at 180
o
C. 

sulphuric acid acts as a dehydrating agent in this reaction. 
The dehydration of alcohol for the preparation of alkene is given below: 

 
b. Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides: 

The removal of hydrogen and halogen from a halide to converting it to alkene is called 
Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides. 
As alkyl halides contain an alkyl group and halogen group, therefore, they can be converted 
to alkene in the presence of hot alcoholic KOH solution. 
In this reaction an alkyl halide like ethyl chloride heated with an alcoholic solution of 
potassium hydroxide (KOH) as a result a molecule of hydrogen halide is removed along with 
the formation of ethene. 

 The reaction is given below:  

 
iii. Alkyne: 
a. Dehydrohalogenation of adjacent Dihalides: 

In Dehydrohalogenation of adjacent di-halides, hydrogen and a halogen are removed from 
the adjacent carbons. This reaction occurs in two steps. 

Step 1: 
First step is the conversion of vicinal dihalides like 1,2-dibromoethane with alcoholic 
potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution to 1, bromoethene. Hydrogen from one carbon atom 
and bromine from the adjacent carbon atom is removed and bromoethene along with the 
HBr is produced. The reaction is given as under. 

 
Step 2: 
In the second step another HBr is removed from the bromoethene to form ethyne (common 
name acetylene). 

 
b. Dehalogenation of tetrahalides: 

Those compounds which contain four halogen atoms on the adjacent carbon atoms are 
called tetra halides. When tetrahalide like 1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane is heated with zinc (Zn) 
dust, the formation of ethyne takes place along with ZnBr2. The reaction is given below: 
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Ans. (ii) 

Name of compound Molecular formula Condensed formula 

Propene C3H6 (CH2)3 

Butyne C4H6 CH CH2-CH3 

Pentane C5H12 CH3 (CH)3 CH3 

Heptyne C7H12 CH C-(CH) CH3 

Butane C4H10 CH3 (CH2)2 CH3 

Propene C3H6:- 
 

 
Butyne:- 

 

 
Pentane:- 

 

 
Heptyne:- 
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Butane:- 

 
Q2.  (i) The general formula of alkanes is CnH2n+2. Determine the  general 

formula of Cycloalkanes. 
Ans.  Cycloalkanes have two hydrogen less than alkanes therefore the general formula of 

cycloalkanes will become CnH2n. 

(ii) Write a balanced equation for the complete combustion of  each of  the 
 following? 
Ans.  

a. Methane: 
CH4+2O2  CO2 + 2H2O + Heat 

b. Ethene: 
C2H4+2O2  2CO2 + 2H2O + Heat 

c. Ethyne: 
2C2H2+5O2  4CO2 + 2H2O + Heat 

(iii) Explain briefly that why ethyne (acetylene) undergoes addition reaction in two 
steps? 

Ans.  As ethyne is an unsaturated hydrocarbon that contains a triple bond therefore it undergoes 

addition reaction in two steps. 

Step 1: 
The first step is the conversion of a triple bond to a double bond. It is the addition of halogen 
molecules like chlorine to the triple bond of alkyne like ethyne. The formation of 1, 2-
dichloroethene takes place in the first step. 
The reaction is given as under 

 
Step 2: 
The next step is the addition of another chlorine molecules to the double bond of 1,2-
dichlorethene formed in the first step. As a result, the double bond is converted to single 
bond and 1,1,2,2-tetra chloroethane are formed. 

 
Q3. i. Give an example reaction that would yield the following products. Name the 

organic reactants and products in each case. 
a. Alkane          b. Mono-halogenated alkane       
c. Di-halogenated alkane        d. Tetra halogenated alkane      
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Ans.  a. Alkane: 
Alkanes are produced by hydrogenation of ethene. The reaction is given below: 

 
b. Monohalogenated alkanes:                  
Monohalogenated alkanes (simple alkyl halides) are formed when hydrogen bromide (HBr) 
reacts with ethene and as a result bromo ethane is formed which is a Monohalogenated 
alkane. 

 
c. Dihalogenated alkanes:                  
Bromine is a reddish-brown color liquid when it is added to ethene in the presence of an 
inert solvent like carbon tetra chloride (CCl4) a dihalogenated alkane like 1,2 dibromoethane 
is formed. 

 
d. Tetra halogenated alkanes:                  
When a chlorine molecule is added to the double bond of 1,2 dicholorethane, the double 
bond is converted to single bond and a tetra halogenated alkane like 1,1,2,2 –tetra 
chloroethane is formed  

 
ii. Alkene are unsaturated hydrocarbons. Explain the word unsaturated. 

(a) Ans.  
 Alkenes are unsaturated hydrocarbons because they have double bond between the C = C 

atoms and they have deficiency of two atoms as compared to the corresponding Alkane. 
They have the ability to adjust bonds by addition reaction to form saturated hydrocarbon. 
Alkenes are generally made saturated by hydrogenation reaction. Addition of hydrogen 
across the double bond of alkenes in the presence of nickel or platinum as a catalyst and 
250

o
C – 300

o
C temperature is called hydrogenation of alkenes.  

 The reaction is given below:  

 H2C=CH2+H2  H3C  CH3 

  

Br        Br 

 C  -  H   

CCl4 
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b.  Describe the bonding between the two carbon atoms in ethene. 
Ans.  There is a double covalent bond between the two carbon atoms of ethene. One  is sigma ( ) 

– bond and the other is pi ( ) – bond. Sigma ( ) – bond is strong bond and pi ( ) – bond is 
weak bond. The presence of pi – electrons makes ethene more reactive. The pi – bond is 
weak and can be broken easily which facilitates addition reactions in ethene. 

C. What functional group is present in ethene? 
Ans.  Single bond, double bond, triple bond or an atom or group of atoms, which gives specific 

characteristics to an organic compound, is called functional  group. As the double bond 
present in alkene gives specific characteristic to alkene, therefore the functional group of 
alkenes is double bond. 

d.  Describe a simple chemical test to determine whether an unknown 
hydrocarbon is unsaturated. Describe the result if the test is positive. 

Ans.  When oxidation of alkene is carried out by acidified potassium permanganate, the purple 

colour of potassium permanganate KMnO4 disappears. 
The disappearance of purple colour of potassium permanganate proves that an addition 
reaction has taken place. The two hydroxyl (OH) groups have been added across the double 
bond of ethene. 
When the same reaction is carried out for a saturated hydrocarbon like ethane no change in 
colour occurs. The purple colour of potassium permanganate retains which proves that no 
addition reaction has occurred. 

          This test is alled Ba e ’s test and it is used for the detection of alkenes. The  reaction is 
given below: 

3H2C=CH2+2KMnO4+H2O Acid  

 
 This test show that unknown hydrocarbon is unsaturated and show positive result 

Q4.  Using structural formula, give balanced aquations for the following 
 reactions? 
Ans.  a. Ethene with chlorine 

b. Ethene with hydrogen. Name the catalyst used. Which industrial process 
uses a similar reaction? 
c. Ethene with hydrogen bromide 
d. Ethene with KMnO4 

 a. Ethene with chlorine 

 
b. Ethene with hydrogen: 

 The reaction of hydrogen with ethene is given below. 

H2C=CH2+H2  H3C-CH3 
Nickle (Ni) / platinum (Pt) is used as a catalyst.   
Hydrogenation of ghee from oil used industrially the similar reactions for conversion of 
unsaturated vegetable oils into saturated hydrocarbons like ghee. 

c. Ethene with hydrogen bromide: 
 When hydrogen bromide HBr reacts with ethene ethyl bromide is formed. 
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d. Ethene with KMnO4: 

 Ethene reacts with acidified potassium permanganate to form glycol  

 3H2C=CH2+2KMnO4+H2O 

Acid  
 

Q5. illustrate the following accordingly as been instructed. 
a.Alkane from Alky Halide 
b.Bromoethane form Ethene 
c.Ethylene glycol (1,2 – Ethan diol) from Ethene 
d.Ethyne from Tetrahalides 
e.Oxalic acid from Acetylene 

Ans. a. Reduction of Alkyl Halides (Alkane from Alkyl halide):  
Reduction of alkyl halides is the addition of atomic hydrogen also known as nascent hydrogen 
(hydrogen at the time of its formation/birth) to alkyl halides. As a result, a hydrogen atom 
substitutes the halogen X group of alky halide. This reaction occurs in the presence of Zinc 
(Zn) dust and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The alkyl group of alky halide is converted to their 
corresponding alkane. For example, Methyl will be converted to methane and ethyl is 
converted ethane. 
The general reaction of the reduction of alkyl halide is given below. 

  R–X+2[H]   HClZn /
R–H+HX 

 Examples: 
i. If methyl iodide is reduced to methane, then the reaction will be: 

  CH3–I+2[H]   HClZn /
CH3 –H+H–I 

ii. If ethyl bromide is reduced to ethane than the reaction will be: 

CH3–CH2–Br+2[H]   HClZn /
CH3–CH2–H+HBr 

b.  Bromoethane form ethene: 
 Bromoethane is formed when hydrogen bromide (HBr) reacts with ethene. 

 
c. Ethylene glycol (1,2 – ethanediol) from ethene: 

 Ethylene glycol (1,2- ethanediol) is formed when ethene reacts with acidified  potassium 
permanganate KMnO4. The reaction is given below. 

3H2C=CH2+2KMnO4+H2O Acid  

 
d.Ethyne from tetra halides: 

Those compounds which contain four halogen atoms on the adjacent carbon atoms are 
called tetra halides. When tetra halide like 1,1,2,2 – tetra bromoethane react with Zinc (Zn) 
dust, the formation of ethyne takes place along with ZnBr2. The reaction is given below: 
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e.Oxalic acid from acetylene: 

Oxidation of ethyne occurs in the presence of nascent oxygen (O) and potassium 
permanganate (KMnO4). As a result, oxalic acid is produced. 

 

+CO2 

 

 Br      Br 





 

 

Chapter No: 10 
(Topic Wise Questions) 

Q.1. Define oscillatory motion. Explain with examples. 
Ans. OSCILLATORY MOTION 

“The to and fro motion of a body about its mean position is called oscillatory 
motion”. 

OR 
“The back and forth motion of a body about its mean position (equilibrium) is 
called oscillatory motion” 
Explanation:- 
The oscillatory motion is also known as vibratory motion. The mean position or 
equilibrium position is the original or initial position of the body in the absence of 
applied force. 
If a body moves back and forth over the same path, then such a motion is called 
oscillatory motion. 
EXAMPLES:- 
1. Motion of a body attached to an elastic spring. 
2. Motion of wires of sitar. 
3. Motion of simple pendulum. 

Q.2. Define periodic motion. Explain with examples. Find the relation 
between the frequency and time period of a periodic motion. 

Ans. PERIODIC MOTION:  
“The motion which repeats itself in equal interval of time is known as periodic 
motion.” 
EXAMPLES:- 
1. Motion of simple pendulum is an example of periodic motion it repeat itself in 

equal interval of time about mean position. 
2. Motion of mass spring system is the example of periodic motion. 
3. Motion of metallic strip is periodic motion. 
Relation between frequency and time period  
If T represents the time period and f represent. The frequency, then we have the 
relation 

 f=
T

1
 

Q.3. Define the following terms. (i) Vibration or cycle    (ii) Time period    
(iii) Displacement   (iv)  Frequency   (v) Amplitude 

Ans.   VIBRATION / CYCLE:- 
“A complete round trip of an oscillating body about its mean position is known 
as vibration (OR) cycle” 
EXAMPLE:- 
In the motion of a simple pendulum the, body move from point A to A  and then from 
A to A is one complete cycle or vibration. 
TIME PERIOD:- 
“The time taken by a body to complete one vibration (or) cycle is known as time 
period” it is denoted by “T” and its SI unit is sec. 
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MATHEMATICAL FORM:- 

 T= 
f

1  

FREQUENCY:- 
“The number of vibration in one second is known as frequency”. It is represented 
by “f” and its SI unit is hertz (HZ). 

 
MATHEMATICAL FORM:- 

f=
t

N
 

DISPLACEMENT:- 
“The straight distance of a vibrating body from mean position is known as 
displacement” it is represented by “x” and its unit is meter (m)  
AMPLITUDE:- 
“The maximum displacement of a vibrating body from mean position is known 
as amplitude.” It is represented by “xo”. The amplitude is measure in meter (m)  

 
WAVE LENGTH:- 
“The shortest distance between points where the pattern repeats itself is called 
wavelength” 

 
 

OR 
“The distance covered by a wave in one time period “T” is called wavelength” It 
is represented by “” its unit is meter (m) 
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Q4.  Define the following terms  (i) Crest  (ii) Trough (iii) Compression  

(iv) Rarefraction 
 

Ans. (i) CREST: The part of wave above the equilibrium position is called crest  
 

(ii) TROUGH:- The part of wave below the equilibrium position is called trough. 

 
(iii) COMPRESSION:- The region of high density and pressure relative to the 
equilibrium density or pressure of the medium are termed as compression. 

 
(iv) RAREFRACTION:- The region of low density and pressure relative to the 
equilibrium density or pressure of the medium are called rare fraction. 

  

Q5.  Discuss the simple harmonic characteristic of simple pendulum. 
Ans: 1.   PERIODIC:  

The motion of the simple pendulum is an example of periodic motion because it 
repeats itself. 
2.   OSCILLATION 
The motion of the pendulum is performing oscillation between A and B. 
1. DISPLACEMENT 

The instantaneous distance of the bob on either side from the mean position is 
called displacement. It is denoted by x 

2. AMPLITUDE 
The maximum displacement covered by the bob on either side is called amplitude. 
For simple pendulum the amplitude Xo= OB or OA  

3. VELOCITY 
The velocity  ⃑ of the bob is maximum at mean position O and minimum at A or B 
extreme positions. 

4. ACCELERATION 
The acceleration “ ⃑” of the bob is maximum at extreme positions (A or B) and 
minimum at mean position O. 

5. P.E 
The potential energy is maximum at A or B and minimum at “O” 

6. K.E 
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The kinetic energy is maxi at O and minimum at A or B. 
 

7. CONSERVATION OF TOTAL ENERGY 
The total energy of the bob remain conserved according to law of conservation of 
energy. 

8. TIME PERIOD 

The time period for simple pendulum is given by     √    

9. FREQUENCY 

The frequency of simple pendulum is given by      √   
10. RESTORING FORCE 

This whole system oscillates under the action of a restoring force which is given 
by:                   

Q6.  Define Simple Harmonic characteristics of spring mass system? 
1. PERIODIC 

The motion of the spring mass system is an example of periodic motion because it 
repeats itself. 

2. OSCILLATION 
The motion of the spring mass system is performing oscillation between E and  ́. 

3. DISPLACEMENT 
The distance of the mass on either side from the mean position is called 
displacement. It is denoted by “x” 

4. AMPLITUDE 
The maximum displacement covered by the mass on either side is called amplitude 
for spring mass system the amplitude Xo=OE or   ́ 

5. VELOCITY 
The velocity “ ⃑” of the mass is maximum at mean position “O” and minimum at E 
or  ́ extreme positions. 

6. ACCELERATION 
The acceleration “ ⃑” of the mass is maximum at extreme position (E or  ́) and 
minimum at mean position O. 

7. POTENTIAL ENERGY 
The potential energy is maximum at E or  ́ and minimum at “O” 

8. K.E 
The kinetic energy is maximum at O and minimum at E or  ́. 

9. CONSERVATION OF TOTAL ENERGY: 
The total energy of the system remain constant according to the law of 
conservation of energy. 

10. TIME PERIOD 
The time period for spring mass system is given by  

         √   

11. FREQUENCY 
The frequency     for spring mass system is given by       √    
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“COMPREHENSIVE QUESTIONS” 
 

Q1. What is simple Harmonic motion what are the condition for an object 
to oscillate with SHM? 

 
Ans. STATEMENT:-  “The type of motion in which the acceleration of the oscillating 

body is directly proportional to the displacement from its mean position is known 
as simple Harmonic motion”. 

 

EXPLANATION:-   Simple Harmonic motion is a vibratory motion in which the 
acceleration is always directed towards the mean position. In simple Harmonic 
motion, the displacement covered by the body is from mean position towards extreme 
position and acceleration is from extreme position to mean position. 
 

 
 

MATHEMATICALLY:-  If “a” represents acceleration of the oscillating body and 
„x‟ represents displacement of oscillating body from mean position to extreme 
position, then    

a-x 
NOTE:  The negative sign shows that acceleration is directed towards the mean 
position 
 

FORCES:-  There are two type of forces acting on an oscillating body in SHM. 
 

1. EXTERNAL FORCE:-  The force applied to displace the body from its mean 
position (rest position) is called applied force. 
 
 

2. RESTING FORCE:-  A force that tends to bring back the body to its mean position 
is called restoring force. 
 

Characteristics Of Sample Harmonic Motion (Ball-Bowl System): 
The Ball-Bowl system execute sample harmonic motion. The characteristics of sample 
harmonic motion in ball-bowl system is given below.  
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1. VIBRATORY 

The simple harmonic motion is a vibratory motion. It moves back and forth about 
its mean position. 

2. DISPLACEMENT 
The instantaneous distance of the vibratory object from the mean position is called 
displacement. 
REPRESENTATION 
It is denoted by (   

3. AMPLITUDE 
The maximum distance covered on either side of the mean position is called 
amplitude. It is denoted by     

4. RESTORING FORCE 
The force which continuously acting on the vibratory object tends to restore its 
original position 
This force is given as  
                                           

5. ACCELERATION 
The restoring force cause acceleration which is directed toward the mean position. 
This  ⃗ is maximum at A or B and 0 at O. This acceleration is given as  
                                                 

6. VELOCITY 
The velocity of vibrator is maximum at mean position (O) and minimum A and B.   

7. KINETIC ENERGY 
The K.E is minimum at extreme positions and maximum at mean position. 

8. POTENTIAL ENERGY 
Potential energy is maximum at extreme positions and minimum at mean position. 

9. LAW OF CONSERVATION OF ENERGY 
The S.H.M obeys the law of conservation of energy. 

10. TIME PERIOD 
A specific time is required for the vibrator to complete its round cycle. This is 
called time period 
REPRESENTATION  
It is denoted by T. 

Time period for spring mass system is given by       √   
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Whereas time period for simple pendulum is given by      √    

11. FREQUENCY  
The number of cycle completed in one second is called frequency. 
 
REPRESENTATION  
It is denoted by “f” 
Frequency is reciprocal of T 

         

Frequency for simple pendulum: 

         √   
And frequency for spring mass system: 

         √    

 UNIT  

 In SI unit of frequency is 
                  . 

CONDITION 
The motion of a body is said to be simple Harmonic motion if it satisfy the following 
condition. 
1. The motion should be performed along same straight path about the mean position. 
2. The acceleration of the body must be directly proportional to the displacement 

from mean position. 
a-x 

3. The motion should be repeated in equal interval of time. 
4. The displacement of the oscillating body must be kept small. 
5. The motion should be performed under the action of restoring force. 
EXAMPLE:   Examples of SHM is given below: 
1. Motion of a mass attached to a spring. 
2. Motion of a simple pendulum. 
3. Motion of a swing. 
4. Motion of a metallic strip is an example of simple Harmonic motion. 
CONCLUSION:-  The acceleration produced in simple harmonic motion is directly 
proportional to the displacement x. Simple Harmonic motion is performed under the 
action of two forces (i) Applied force and  (ii) Restoring force 

Q2. Show that the mass-spring system executes simple Harmonic motion. 
Ans. STATEMENT:- 

MASS SPRING SYSTEM:- A mass attached to an elastic spring is called mass-
spring system. 

 
 “The motion of a mass spring system is a simple Harmonic motion.” 

PROOF:-  Consider a body of mass „m‟ attached to the end of an elastic spring. Now 
if we displace the body from its mean position “O” to the extreme position “A” then 
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on releasing the body at “A”. The body comes back towards the mean position “O” 
due to restoring force “F”. On the way, its velocity increases due to which the body 
does not stop at mean position “O” and moves towards left side of mean position.  

 
Again due to restoring force, the body comes to rest at extreme position   “A” and then 
moves back towards the mean position “O” on the way, again its velocity increases 
due to which it does not stop at “O” and moves towards right of mean position. So the 
body perform simple harmonic motion about mean position.  
 To prove that a mass-spring perform SHM we will use two laws. 

1. HOOK’S LAW:  According to Hook‟s law elastic restoring force is directly 
proportional to the displacement from mean position.    

F= -kx  (i) 
2. NEWTON’S 2ND LAW:  According to Newton‟s second law acceleration and force 

are directly proportional of a body of mass “m”.   
F=ma  (ii) 

Comparing equation (i) and (ii)  
ma=-kx 

dividing both sides by „m‟   

a= - x
m

k
 

Since k and mass of the body are constant, therefore, 
a= constant (-x) 

To remove the constant we put sign of proportionality. 
a-x   (iii) 

equation (3) is the mathematical form of SHM. Hence the mass-spring execute simple 
Harmonic motion SHM. 
CONCLUSION:-   The mass spring system execute simple harmonic motion because 
the acceleration of the mass is directly proportional to the displacement of mass m 
from mean position. And the acceleration is directed towards the mean position.  
TIME PERIOD FOR SPRING MASS SYSTEM: 
General equation is  

                                   
We know that from S.H.M 
     a= - 2x                  
For spring mass system 

                                  
Comparing eq (i) and (ii) 
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                                           √   √   

       √                        
Putting values of “ ” in eq (A)     √   

         √                        
is the required equation of time period for spring mass system  

FREQUENCY  
DEFINITION: 
The number of vibrations completed in one second is called frequency. It denoted by 
f. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM: 
The relation of     and     is reciprocal  

   i.e.                                     √                      
Putting value of T frin = (I) in eq (A) 
          √                           

          √                        
Q3.  What is simple pendulum? Diagram show the forces acting on simple 

pendulum. Also show that simple pendulum executes simple 
Harmonic motion? 

Ans. SIMPLE PENDULUM:- A simple pendulum consist of a small and heavy metatic 
spherical bob which is suspended by a light and in extensible string from a fixed 
support. 
MOTION OF PENDULUM:-  A simple pendulum perform periodic motion or 
simple Harmonic motion about mean position between two extreme points. 
FORCES ACTING ON PENDULUM:-  
There are two forces acting on the pendulum  

1. WEIGHT OF THE BOB  
2. TENSION OF THE STRING 
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Consider a simple pendulum. At mean position “O” the weight “W” of the pendulum 
is acting in downward direction while tension “T” in the string is acting in upward 
direction these two forces are same in magnitude but are acting in opposite direction. 
With the help of external applied force, if we bring the bob from mean position “O” to 
extreme position “A” then its weight is resolved into two components, which is called 
rectangular component. 
MOTION OF PENDULUM IS SHM:- The motion of simple pendulum is simple 
Harmonic motion that is  

a-x 
COMPONENT OF WEIGHT:- 
To prove it resolve the weight of pendulum “W” into two component “mgcos” 
horizontal component and “mgsin” vertical component. To prove that motion of a 
pendulum SHM, we will resolve “W” in its component that is “mgCOS” horizontal 
component and “mgSin” vertical component. 
RESTORING FORCE:- 
While the vertical component “mgsin” is acting towards the mean position “O” 
which is also called “restoring force” The restoring force bring back the body toward 
the mean position.  

T=mgcosc”  (1) 
and 

F=-mgsin  (2) 
EXPRESSION FOR ACCELERATION:- 
Now according to Newton‟s second law 

F=ma (3) 
Comparing equation 2 and 3  

ma= -mgsin 
a= -gsin    (4) 

Now in the triangle OPA  

Hypotenuse

larPerpendicu
Sin  

Sin=
l

x  (5) 

Putting equation 5 in equation 4 

a=-g (
l

x
) 
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(OR) 

a=x (
l

g
) (6) 

Since „g‟ and „l‟ of the pendulum is constant (
l

g
) = constant 

Equation (6) can be written as  
a= constant (-x) 

a-x 
This relation represents mathematical form of simple Harmonic motion. 
CONCLUSION:- Since the relation a-x represents mathematical form of SHM. 
Therefore, it is concluded that the simple pendulum perform simple Harmonic motion. 
Time period and its mathematical form. 

 DEFINITION: 
Time required for one complete cycle vibration is called time period. 
REPRESENTATION:  
It is denoted by T 
GENERAL EQUATION   we know that general equation of time period is 
given by; 
                                                                  
                                       

in  case of simple pendulum a is given as                                           
comparing eq (i)  and (ii)            

                                                      

Taking square root on both sides √   √                   √                                                                               √        √   

     √   

    √                                       
Is the required equation for time period of simple pendulum 
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FREQUENCY AND ITS MATHEMATICAL FORM 
 

DEFINITION:  
 The number of vibrations completed in one second is called frequency. 

REPRESENTATION: 
 It is denoted by    

MATHEMATICALLY: 
 The relation of   and   is reciprocal i.e.                            
 but          √                      

 put  (II) in (I) 
      √    
            √                       

 UNIT: 
 The SI unit of frequency is S-1 or hertz(HZ). 
Q4. What is wave motion? How waves can be categorized? 
Ans. WAVE MOTION: “The motion of the particles of a medium in mechanically 

propagated waves” A wave is a traveling disturbance which carries energy from one 
place to another. A wave motion is in a form of disturbance which travels through a 
medium due to the vibration of the particles of the medium it is the disturbance which 
travels in the forward direction and not the particles. The particles simply vibrate 
about the mean position. 
TYPES OF WAVES :- There are two main types of wave which are given below 

 

 

1. MECHANICAL WAVES 
 

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
 

1. MECHANICAL WAVES: “Those waves which are produced due to the 
oscillation of material particles are called mechanical waves.” 

OR 
“The waves which needs material medium for their propagation” 
Examples: Water waves, sound waves, seismic waves.  
Mechanical waves are divided in two types. 
(i)  TRANSVERSE WAVES:  
“Those waves in which the disturbance occurs perpendicular to the direction of 
motion of the waves is called transverse waves”. 
EXPLANATION: Transverse waves consist of crest and trough which are produced 
one after another in a certain order. The crest represents the part of the waves above 
the mean position and the trough represents the part of wave below the mean position. 
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The distance between two nearest crest or two nearest trough is equal to wavelength 
“ “. The velocity, frequency and wavelength of transverse waves are related to each 
other by the following question  

V=f 
PRODUCTION:- Transverse waves can be produced in a stretch string. They can be 
also generated in slinky. If one end of the slinky is moved up and down continuously, 
then transverse is generated which moves towards right. 
(ii) LONGITUDINAL WAVES:-  
“Those waves in which the disturbance occurs parallel to the direction of motion 
of the waves are called longitudinal waves”. 
EXPLANATION:  The longitudinal waves consist of compression and rare fraction 
which are produced one after another in a certain medium. Compression represents the 
region of high density to pressure relative to mean pressure or density of the medium. 

The rare fraction represents the region of low density or pressure relative to the 
density or pressure of the medium. 
The distance between two nearest compression or two rare fraction is equal to 
wavelength. 

 
The velocity, frequency and wavelength of these waves are related to each other by 
the following equation.   

V=f  
 

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES:- “The waves that propagate by oscillation 
of electric and magnetic fields are called electromagnetic waves”. 
The electromagnetic waves needs no material medium for their propagation. The 
electromagnetic waves are the combination of travelling electric and magnetic fields. 
Both fields varies in magnitude and both oscillates at right angle to each other and to 
direction of propagation of the wave. 
Example: Micro waves, radio waves, X-rays etc. 

 
Q5. How waves transport energy without carrying the material medium? 
Also describe the connection between oscillatory motion and waves? 
Ans.  WAVES:- A wave is a moving disturbance in a medium which carries energy from 

one place to another. 
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TRANSPORTATION OF ENERGY: Wave is a source of transportation of energy 
from one place to another in a medium waves transfer energy in a medium without 
carrying the medium particles. 
EXAMPLE AND EXPLANATION:- Waves are source of transportation of energy, 
it can be explain with help of an example. 
Take a tub and filled it with water. Now take a pencil and move it up and down at one 
edge of the tub. As a result, a disturbance is produced in the water. The particles of 
water begin to oscillate about their mean position. The disturbance spread out in the 
form of waves on the surface of water. During the propagation of these waves, the 
particle of water does not change its position permanently they perform only 
oscillatory motion. 

 
OSCILLATION OF MEDIUM PARTICLES: 
If we place a piece of cork in the middle of the tub, the waves will spread out and will 
pass through the cork and will reach the edge of the tub. But the cork will still remains 
in the middle of the tub and will perform only up and down motion i.e. oscillatory 
motion. This shows that during propagation of waves, the particles of the medium 
does not change its position permanently and perform oscillatory motion only. 
CONCLUSION:- 
Waves carries energy from one place to another without the actual moment of medium 
particles, the medium  particles only execute oscillatory motion i.e. moves ups and 
down about its mean position. 

Q6. Prove the relation between wave speed, wavelength and frequency of 
waves. 
Ans.  PROOF: 

We know that the speed is given by   

V=
t

s
  (1) 

In case of waves, we know that the distance covered by a wave in one time period “T” 
is equal to wavelength “”  
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Put S=    
and 
t=T  

in equation (1) 

V=
T


 (2) 

We also know that,  

T=
f

1  (3) 

Time period and frequency are reciprocal of each other 
Put equation (3) in equation (2) 

V= 
T

1
 

V= f  
Equation (4) represents the relation between wavelength, wave speed and frequency of 
wave. 

Q7. Using ripple tank explain reflection refraction and diffraction of waves. 
Ans.    RIPPLE TANK: it is a device with the help of which we can study the various 

characteristics of water waves. 

 
CONSTRUCTION: It consist  of a rectangular tray containing water fitted with a 
glass bottom. A light bulb is fixed above the tray while a viewing screen is placed 
well below the tray. Now when a disturbance is produced in water with the help of 
uniform rod, then transverse waves are produced. The pattern of the wave can be 
obtain on the screen with the help of parallel rays of light. The crest of the waves 
appear as bright bands while the trough appears as dark bands. 
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WORKING:  various type of waves can be produced in the tank by disturbing the 
surface of water in different wave. Some of these disturbance are given below: 
1. CIRCULAR RIPPLES:  

Circular ripples can be produce by sample dipping fingers in the tank. 
2. STRAIGHT WAVES: 

Straight waves in ripple tank are produced by dipping straight rod into the surface 
of water. 

BRIGHT BANDS 
When waves are produced the crust converge the light into the screen and we get 
bright circular bands. 
DARK BANDS 
When waves are produced the trough diverge the light in different direction in the 
region and we get dark band on the screen. 
PROPERTIES OF WAVES:  With the help of ripple tank, we can study the 
following properties of waves. 
1.  REFLECTION OF WAVES:   When an obstacle is placed in the path of 
travelling waves, then the waves strike the obsticle and reflect through various angles, 
such a phenomenon is called reflection of waves. 
In ripple tank the reflection of wave can be studied by placing a upright surface in 
water. 

 
2.  REFRACTION OF WAVES:   When waves enter from a race medium into a 
denser medium, then the waves bends away slightly from its original path, which is 
called refraction of waves. 
In ripple tank, refraction of waves can be studied by placing a plastic sheet at the 
bottom of ripple tank. The speed of waves is greater in rare medium (shallow water) 
as compared to denser medium (Deep water). 

 
3. DIFFRACTION OF WAVES:- “When waves 
passes through a narrow opening, then the waves 
spread out about the opening. Which is called 
diffraction of waves”. 
In ripple tank, the diffraction of waves can be studied 
by placing two obsticles in such a way that a small 
opening is left between them. Waves will diffract 
around the corners of the opening after passing 
through it. 
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CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS 
Q1. Is every oscillatory motion simple harmonic? Give examples. 
Ans.  STATEMENT: Every oscillatory motion is not simple harmonic motion. 

REASON: Every oscillatory motion is not simple harmonic motion because in 
oscillatory motion a body moves to and fro about a fixed point. While for SHM ,the 
following two condition must be satisfied. 
Condition 1: Acceleration of the vibrating body is directly proportional to the 
displacement from mean position. 

ax 
 
Condition 2: The acceleration of the vibrating bod is always directed towards the 
mean position. 

a-x 
 

 
EXAMPLES:-  
(i) The motion of pendulum is SHM. 
(ii) The motion of a mass attached to a spring is SHM. 
CONCLUSION:-  Every oscillatory motion does not satisfy the above two 
conditions, therefore every oscillatory body does not perform SHM. 

Q2.  For a particle with simple harmonic motion, at what point of the 
motion does the velocity attains maximum magnitude? Maximum 
magnitude? Minimum magnitude? 
Ans. STATEMENT: The velocity of a body in simple harmonic motion is maximum at 

mean position and is minimum at extreme position. 
 REASON:As from characteristics of simple harmonic motion we know that kinetic 

energy of the vibrating body is maximum at mean position. Therefore velocity of the 
vibrating body will also maximum because 

K.EV2 
Kinetic energy is directly proportional to the square of velocity, greater the K.E, 
greater will be velocity. 
Similarly, Kinetic energy is minimum at extreme position, therefore velocity of the 
vibrating body is also minimum at extreme position. Because the K.E and velocity is 
directly proportional  
CONCLUSION: Velocity of the vibrating body in SHM depends on Kinetic energy 
of the body in simple harmonic motion. 

Q3.  Is the restoring force on a mass attached to a spring in simple 
harmonic motion ever zero? If so, where 
Ans. STATEMENT:- “The restoring force on a mass attached to a spring is zero at 

mean position” 
REASON: Hook‟s law states “the restoring force is directly proportional to the 
displacement from mean position. 

F=-Kx (1) 
Now at mean position, the displacement of the body is zero 

X=0 (2) 
Put equation (2) in equation (1) 
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F=-k(0) 
F=0 (3) 

Equation (3) shows that the restoring force at mean position is zero. 
CONCLUSION:-   
Since the body is at rest at mean position, therefore it does not cover any displacement 
from mean position. Therefore the restoring force is zero at mean position. 

Q4. If we shorten the string of a pendulum to half its original length¸ what 
is the affect on its time period and frequency? 
 

Ans.   STATEMENT:  The decrease or increase in length of pendulum affect the time 
period and frequency of the pendulum. 
REASON:-  Time period of a pendulum does not depends on mass of the bob, it 
depends on length of the pendulum. 
AFFECT ON TIME PERIOD: The time period of a simple pendulum is given by  

T= 2 g
  (1) 

Now if the length becomes half that is = 2
 , put in equation (1) 

T=2 g2
  

T= 





g
2

2

1  (2) 

Putting equation (1) in equation (2) 

T‟=
2

1 (T) 

 

 T‟=
2

T (3) 

Equation (3) shows that the time period will decrease by a factor 
2

1  when the length 

of the string becomes half. 
(b) EFFECT ON FREQUENCY:   Frequency of a simple pendulum is given by. 

f=


g
2
1  (4) 

Now by given condition 

 = 2
 put in equation (40 

f = 2/2

1


g


 

f = 







g
2
1

2  (5) 

Put equation 4 in equation 5  
f = f2  

f = f2  (6) 

Equation (6) shows that the frequency of simple pendulum will increase by 2 , when 
the length of the string becomes half. 
CONCLUSION:- Making the string of pendulum half, the time period of the 

pendulum will decrease by a factor 
2

1 and frequency will increases by a factor 2  
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Q5. A thin rope hanger from dark high tower so that its upper end is not 
visible. How can the length of rope be determined? 
 

Ans. STATEMENT:  The length of the wire hanging from a dark tower can be determined 
by a simple pendulum. 
PROOF: Attach a small piece of stone to the lower end of the wire. So that the 
arrangement becomes like a simple pendulum. Now set the pendulum into vibration 
and note the time for one vibration and note the time for one vibration.  
Time period of simple pendulum is given by  

T= 2 g
  

Taking square of both sides  

T2=42( g
 ) 

Multiplying both sides by g  
T2g=42  

Dividing both sides by 42 

 = 2

2

4
gT

  (1) 

As we know that g=9.8m/s2 and =3.14, put these values in below equation (1) 
CONCLUSION:- By putting the values of Time period g and  in equation 
We can find the length of the string hanging from a dark tower. 

 

Q6. Suppose you stand on a swing instead of sitting on it. Will your 
frequency of oscillation increases or decreases? 
Ans. STATEMENT:- The frequency of oscillation increases the person stands up instead 

of sitting. 
REASON:- The swing perform simple harmonic motion and may be considered as a 

simple pendulum the frequency of oscillation is given by   f= l
g

2
1 (1) 

The length of the swing decreases as the person stands up on the swing, i.e. centre of 
gravity (Navel) of the person rises up. Using equation (1), it is clear that frequency of 
oscillation is inversely 
proportional to the square root of 
length of the pendulum. So, 
frequency of oscillation 
increases as length decreases 
when the person stands up 
instead of sitting. 
CONCLUSION:- When the 
man on the swing rises up, the 
centre of gravity also rises and 
the length of the swing 
decreases, which causes the 
frequency increases. 
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Q7. Explain the difference between the speed of a transverse wave 
travelling along a cord and the speed of tiny colored part of the cord. 
Ans. STATEMENT:- Transverse waves move in the forward direction while the coloured 

tiny part of the string moves up and down executing SHM. 
 EXPLANATION:- Consider a cord having a coloured tiny part, its one end is fixed 

and the other end is in our hand. If we move our hand up and down, transverse waves 
are preplaced moving in the forward direction. i.e. from left to right. As there are 
transverse waves, so each part of the string moves up and down and the transverse 
waves move in the forward direction with speed V. 
CONCLUSION: 
Transverse waves are perpendicular to the vibration of medium particles. 

 
Q 8.  Why waves refract at the boundary of shallow and deep water? 
 

Ans.   STATEMENT:- Waves refract at the boundary of shallow and deep water. 
REASON:- As refraction of waves involves a change in the direction of waves, when 
they passes from one medium to another. The speed of waves depends upon the 
properties of a medium through which it travel. The speed of waves is not same in 
deep water and in shallow water. Thus, if water waves are passing from deep water 
into shallow water they slow down. This decreases the speed and wave length, so 
when waves are transmitted from deep water into shallow water, its speed and 
wavelength decreases and wave change its direction, which is called refraction of 
waves. 

       
 
 
CONCLUSION:- 
When waves enter from a rare medium to denser medium, its speed increases and its 
direction is slightly change. 

 
Q9. What is the effect on diffraction if the opening is made small? 
Ans. STATEMENT:- Diffraction is the slight bending of waves and it depends on size of 

the opening through which it passes. 
 EXPLANATION:- When the waves passes through a small opening it slightly bends. 
 If the opening is much larger than the wavelength, then very less bending occur, 

However, if the opening is equal to the size of wavelength then the bending of waves 
occurs and can be seen easily. 

 CONCLUSION:- The waves bends more and more if the opening is made small. 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
Assignment (10.1) 
Given data: 
Frequency= f=0.5HZ 
Required data: 
Time period= T=? 
Formula: 

T=
f

1
 

Solution:- 
From definition of time period 

T=
f

1
 (1) 

Putting values from the above given data in equation (1) 

T=
5.0

1
 

T=2 Sec 
Result:- 
The required time period of an oscillating objects is 2 second. 
 
Assignment (10.2) 
Given data: 
Displacement=X=1.5M 

Spring constant=K=30 m
N  

Required data: 
Restoring force= Fres=? 
Formula: 
F=-kx 
Solution:- 
From Hook‟s law Restoring force is directly proportional to the displacement from mean 
position. 
Fres= -Kx  (1) 
Putting values from the above data in equation (1) 
Fres=-301.5 
Fres=-45N 
 
Assignment (10.3) 
Given data: 
Mass of body=m=0.2kg 
Spring constant=K=4 m

N  

Required data: 
Time period= T=? 
Formula: 

T=
k

m2  

Solution:- 
Time period of a mass attached to a spring is given by 
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T=
k

m2  (1) 

Putting values from given data from above data 

T=23.14
4

2.0
 

T=6.28 05.0  
T=6.280.223 
T=1.46 Sec 
Result:- The required time period of a mass attached to a spring is 1.46 second. 
 
Assignment (10.4) 
Given data: 
Restoring force= Fres=4.00N 
Mass of bob=m=500.0g 
  =0.5kg 
Gravitational acceleration=g=9.8m/s2 
Required data: 
Angle==? 
Formula: 
Fres= -mgSin 
Solution:- 
From horizontal component of pendulum 
Fres= -mg Sin (1) 
Putting values from above given data in equation (1) 
4=-0.59.8 Sin 
4=-4.9 Sin 

- 
9.4

4
Sin 

Sin=-0.816 
Dividing both sides by sin 
= Sin-1

 (-0.816) 
=+54.68 
Result: The required angel is 54.6o 

 
Assignment (10.5) 
Given data: 
Time Period: T= 2sec 
Length of pendulum= =1m 
Required data: 
Gravitational field strength=g=? 
Formula: 

T=2 g
  

Solution:- 
The time period of simple pendulum is given by 

T=2 g
   (1) 

Putting values from the above given data in equation (1) 
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2.01 T=23.14 
g

1
 

2.01=6.28
g

1
 

0.320=
g

1
 

Taking square of both sides 

(0.320)2= 
g

1  

Taking square of both sides 

g=
1024.0
1

 

g=9.76m/s2 
Result: The required field strength is 9.76 N/Kg 
 

Assignment (10.6) 
Given data: 
Wavelength==1.7102m 
Velocity=V=343.4m/s 
Required data: 
Frequency=f=? 
Formula: 
V=f 
Solution:- 
The speed of wave is given by the relation  
V=f  (1) 
Dividing both sides by  

f
v



 

Putting values from above given data 

f=
2107.1

4.343


 

f=202.10-2HZ 
f=2.0210-2-2HZ 
f=2.0210-4HZ 
Result: The required frequency of sound is 2.0210-4 HZ 
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NUMERICALS 
Q1. A mass hung from a spring vibrate 15 times in 2sec. Calculate  
(a) The frequency and (b) the time period 
 
Given data: 
Time=t=12sec 
Required data: 
(a) Frequency =f=? (b) time period=T=? 
 

Formula: 

(a) f=
T

1
 

(b) T=
f

1
 

Solution:- 
By definition of frequency 

f=
t

N
=

takentime

vibrationofNo
 

f=
12
15

 

f=1.25 HZ 
(b) by definition of time period 

T=
f

1  

T=
25.1
1

 

T=0.8 Sec 
Result:- The required frequency and time period is 1.25HZ and 0.8 Sec 
 
Q2. A spring requires a force of 100N to compares it to a displacement of 4cm. what is 
its spring constant. 
(2) Given data 
Force=F=100N 

Displacement=x=4cm= m04.0
100

4
  

Required Data:- 
Spring constant=k 
Formula:- 

Fres=Kx 
Solution:- 
From definition of Hook‟s law, restoring force is directly proportional to the displacement 
from mean position 

F= kx  (1) 
Putting values from the above given data in equation (1) 

100=K (0.04) 
Dividing both sides by –(0.04) 

K
04.0

100
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K=2500. N/m 
K=2.5103 N/m 

Result:- The requires spring constant is 2.5103 N/m 
 
Q3. A second pendulum is pendulum with S period of 2sec. How long must a second 
pendulum be on the earth (g=9.8m/s2) and moon (where g=1.62m/s2) what is the 
frequency of second pendulum at earth and on moon? 
 
Given data:- 
Time period=T=2 sec 
Acceleration on earth = gE=9.8m/s2 
Acceleration on moon= gm=1.62m/s2 
Required:- 

(i) Length of pendulum on earth =  1 
(ii) Length of pendulum on moon=  2 
(iii) Frequency of pendulum on earth = fE 
(iv) Frequency of pendulum on moon= fm 

Formula:- 

T=2 g


 
Solution:- 
The time period of simple pendulum is  

T=2 g
   (1) 

(1)  To find the length of the pendulum on earth, put values from above data in equation (1) 

2=23.14 8.9
1

 
 

2=6.28 8.9
1

 


28.6

2

8.9
1

 

0.3184= 8.9
1

 

Squaring both sides  

(0.3184)2= 8.9
1

 

0.1014= 8.9
1

 

1 = 0.10149.8 

1 = 0.993m 
(ii) To find length of pendulum on moon put values from above given data in equation (1) 

2=2.314
62.1
2  

2=6.28
62.1
2  
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28.6

2

62.1
2  

0.3184=
62.1
2  

Squaring both sides 

(0.3184)2 = 
62.1
2  

0.1013=
62.1
2  

2 = 0.10131.62 

2 = 0.164m 
 

(iii) Frequency on earth  

fE =
12

1


g


 

fE =
993.0

8.9

14.32

1


 

fE = 869.9
28.6

1
 

fE = 141.3
28.6

1
  

fE =0.1592  3.141 
fE =0.500 HZ 

 
(iv)  Frequency of pendulum on moon 

fm= 
2

1
 

g
2  

fm= 
 14.32

1
 

62.1

164.0
 

fm= 
28.6

1
 1012.0  

fm= 
28.6

1
 0.3181 

fm= 0.15920.3181 
fm= 0.05 HZ 

 
Q4. Calculate the period and frequency of a propeller on a plane if it 
completes 250 cycles in 5 Sec. 
Given Data:- 
Time=T= 5 sec 
No of cycles = N = 250 
Required:- 

(i) Time period = T=? 
(ii) Frequency = f =? 
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Formula:- 

(i) f=
time

VibofNo
 

(ii) 
frequency

T
1

  

Calculation:- 
(i) From definition of frequency, the no of vibration completed in 1 second 

f= HZ50
5

250
  

f= 50 HZ 

(ii) Time period= 
frequency

1
 

T= 
50

1
 

T= 0.02 sec 
Result:- The required frequency and time period is 50HZ and 0.02 sec 
 
Q5. Water waves with wavelength 2.8m, produced in a ripple tank¸ travel 
with a speed of 3.80 m/s. What is the frequency of the straight vibrator 
produced them. 
Given data:- 
Wavelength = =2.8m 
Speed of wave= V=3.80m/s 
Required frequency=f=? 
Formula:-   

v=f 
Calculation:- 
The speed of wave is given by  

v=f 
dividing both sides by „‟ 

f=

v
 (1) 

Putting values from above given data in equation (1) 

f=
8.2

80.3
 

f =1.35 HZ 
Result:- The required frequency is 1.35 HZ 
 
Q6. The distance between successive crests in a series of water waves is 4m, 
and the crests travel 9.0m in 4.5 sec. What is the frequency of the waves? 
 

Given data:- 
Wavelength= =4M 
Time=T=4.5 sec 
Distance travelled =d= 9m 
Required:- frequency= f =? 
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Formula:-  
V= f  

Solution:- To find out the frequency, first of all we will find out speed of wave 

v=
t

d
 

v=
5.4

9
 

V=2m/s 
Now to find frequency, we will use the following equation 

V= f  
Dividing both sides by „‟ 

f =

V

 

Putting values in above equation  

f=
4

2
 

f=0.5m HZ 
Result:- Hence the required frequency is 0.5 HZ 
 

Q7. A station broadcasts in AM radio wave whose frequency is 1230103 
HZ (1230 KHZ on the dial) and FM radio waves whose frequency is 9/.9x106 
HZ (91.9 KHZ on the dail) find the distance between adjacent crests in each 
waves. 
Given data:- 
Frequency of AM radio= f A=1230103HZ 
Frequency of FM radio= f F=91.9106HZ 
Speed of waves= V= 3108m/s 
Required:- 

(1) Wavelength=A=? 
(2) Wavelength=F=? 

Formula:- 
v= f  

Solution:- 
By relation between speed of waves, frequency and wavelength we know that 

V=f 
Dividing both sides by „f‟ 

=
f

V
  (1) 

(1) To find wavelength for AM radio waves, put  
f A=1230x103HZ 

and 
V=3108m/s 

in equation (1) 

3

8

101230

103




AM  

3810
1230

3 AM  
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HZAM
610002439.0   

Put V= 3108m/s 
ffm=91.9106 HZ 

In equation (1) 

6

8

109.91

103




FM  

6810
9.91

3 FM  

210032644.0 FM  

mFM 26.3  
Result:-  Hence the required wavelength of AM and FM radio waves is 244m and 3.26m. 
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CONCEPT COLUMN 

Tuning fork produces sound 

waves. Sound waves are 

longitudinal waves which 

propagate in the form of 

compression and rarefaction. 

When the prong A of the 

tuning fork moves toward B it 

produces rarefaction (a region 

where the density and 

pressure of molecules are low) 

when the prong B of the 

tuning fork moves toward A it 

produces compression (a 

region where density and 

pressure of molecules are 

high. The molecules are 

crowded in compressed 

region. 

 

Chapter No: 11 
(Comprehensive Questions) 

Q.1. What is sound? How it is produced, transmitted and received? 
Ans. SOUND: 

“The form of energy which produces the sensation of hearing is called sound” 
NATURE OF SOUND: Following are the nature of sound. 
1. Sound is a form of energy  
2. Sound is produced because of vibrating body. 
3. There must be a material medium for propagation of sound 
4. Sound produces a hearing sensation, when it falls on our ear drum 
1. GENERATION (OR) PRODUCTION 

A vibrating body produces sound. As the vibrating body vibrates, it set the 
molecules or particles of the medium into vibration. These vibrating particles 
transfer energy to the neighboring particles and in this way sound is generated so 
we can say that without a vibrating source sound cannot be produced. 

 
Example: A turning fork is a device which is used in 
a laboratory for producing sound. It has two prongs 
when a turning fork is strike on a rubber pad, the 
prongs begins to vibrate and a special sound is 
produced. 

   
2. PROPAGATION OR TRANSMITTING 

MEDIUM 
MEDIUM:  The matter or substance through 
which sound is transmitted is called medium. 
PROPAGATION:  Traveling of sound is called 
propagation of sound. 
MECHANISM:  When a body begins to vibrate, 
then it produces a disturbance in the surrounding 
medium due to which the energy is transmitted to 
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CONCEPT COLUMN 

The medium must have the 

following characteristic  for 

propagation of sound.  

 Medium must be elastic so 

that the medium particles 

(molecules) have the 

tendency to return back to 

their original position after 

the displacement. 

 Medium must have the 

inertia so that its particles 

have the capacity to store 

the energy. 

the nearest particle of the medium. These particles 
of the medium also start vibration after getting 
energy, and they transfer their energy to the 
neighboring particles. Thus these neighboring 
particles also start vibration. In this way, the 
energy of vibration propagates through the medium 
from the source to the receiving end. 

3. RECEIVING OF SOUND WAVES (OR) 
HEARING DEVICE 
When sound waves fall on the ear or any hearing 
device, the energy of sound waves set the 
membrane of the ear or device into vibrations. The 
vibration of source and vibration of membrane 
possesses the same characteristics, so the listener hears the sound. 

 
Q2. What is audible frequency range? 
Ans. The human ear can hear only those sounds whose frequency is between 20Hz and 

20000Hz. We cannot hear the sound whose frequency is above 20000Hz because the 
membrane of our ear cannot vibrate with such high frequency. 

 Similarly, we cannot hear the sound whose frequency is below 20Hz, because 
loudness of such sound is very low to be heard. 

 EXAMPLES:   
(i) The top end of a human‟s hearing range is 20000Hz. 
(ii) The top end of a dog‟s hearing range is 45000Hz. 
(iii) The top end of a cat‟s hearing range is 64000Hz. 
(a) INFRASONIC SOUND:  The sound whose frequency is less than 20 Hz is called 

infrasonic sound. 
f<20Hz 

The sound produced by whales, elephant etc. are infrasonic  
(b) ULTRASOUND OR ULTRASONIC SOUND: The sound whose frequency is 

above 20,000Hz is known as ultrasonic sound.  
f<2000Hz 

These are very powerful waves and can be used in medical and industrial fields for 
various purposes. 

APPLICATION OF ULTRASONIC SOUND 
(1) Automatic door opener:  A common ultrasound application is an automatic door 

opener, where an ultrasonic sensor detects a person‟s approach and opens the door. 
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CONCEPT COLUMN 

The speed of sound is highest 

in solid. The speed of sound 

depends on the density of the 

medium through which it is 

traveling. The higher the 

density of the medium, the 

faster is the propagation of 

sound. Since density of solid is 

higher than that of liquids and 

gases. So sound travel faster in 

solids. The molecules in solids 

are packed. 

(2) Non Destructive Testing: A nondestructive testing is commonly used to find 
flaws in materials and also to measures the thickness of objects. 

(3) Sonar:   A common use of ultrasound is in underwater range finding; this is also 
called sonar. (Sound navigation and ranging) 
An ultrasonic pulse is generated in a particular direction. If there is an object in the 
path of this pulse, part or all of the pulse will be reflected back to the transmitter as 
an echo and can be detected through the receiver path. 

(4) Kidney stone breaker:An intense beam of ultrasound is concentrated onto a 
kidney stone that must be removed. After being hit with as many as 1000 to 3000 
pulses of sound (at 23 joules per pulse), the stone is fractured into small pieces that 
the body can then eliminate on its own. 

Q3. What is the speed of sound?  
Ans. SPEED OF SOUND:  The distance travelled per unit time by a sound wave is called 

speed of sound. 
 EXPLANATION:  The speed of sound depends on the material medium through 

which it propagate. The sound waves can pass through solid with greater speed as 
compare to liquids and gases. 

 The speed of sound can be calculated by dividing the distance covered by the sound 
waves in time “T”  

Speed of sound = 
Time

ceDis tan

 

T

S
V   

SPEED OF SOUND IN AIR:  The speed of sound in 
air is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
density of air  

v   1 
The speed of sound in air is directly proportional to 
the square root of temperature. 

v T  2 
Now when the temperature of air increases, its density 
decreases and as a result the speed of sound increases. The speed of sound in dry air at 
0oC is 331m/s. 
The speed of sound increased by 0.6m/s for each 1oC rise in temperature. Now for a 
certain temperature “T” the speed of sound in air can be written as  
V=331+0.6T 
Example: If the temperature of air is 20oC, then we put T=20oC in equation 
V= 331+0.6T 
V=331+0.620 
V=331+12 
V=343m/s 
Thus the speed of sound in air at 20oC will be 343 m/s. 

Q4. Describe the terms loudness, pitch and quality. Explain each by giving 
an example. 
Ans.  LOUDNESS:  “The magnitude of auditory sensation produced by sound is called 

loudness of sound.” 
        DEPENDENCE:  The loudness of sound depends upon the following factors. 
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(i) Area of vibrating body:   Larger the area of vibration of a body, larger will be 
amplitude of sound produced. 
Example:  A drum produces loud sound if its membrane is struck strongly, 
because the vibrating body starts to oscillate with large amplitude. 

(ii)  Distance from the source of sound:  Loudness of sound depends upon distance 
from the source of sound. The farther away, the smaller the amplitude. 

L
2

1
d  

Example:  A train at a large distance has feeble sound. As the distance decreases 
in the train come nearer , its loudness increases. 

(iii)  Material through which sound is travelling:  Loudness of sound depends upon 
material through which sound is travelling. Amplitude of sound is different in 
different material. 
Example:  The sound is louder in elastic medium (solid). 

(iv) Amplitude of vibrating body:  Loudness is directly depends upon the square of 
amplitude of vibrating body. 

LX2
o 

Example:  A drum produces louder sound when its membrane struck strongly, 
while the sound is paint when its struck gently. 

2.  PITCH:   “The characteristic of sound by which a shrill sound can be distinguish 
from a grave sound is known as pitch of sound” 
Dependence:  The pitch of sound depends upon the frequency of the sound source. 

Pitch  Frequency 
Pitch of sound is directly proportional to the frequency of vibrating body greater the 
frequency of vibrating body, higher will be the pitch of sound. 

High Pitch:  The sound with greater frequency is of high pitch sounds.  
The sound produced by women, birds, cat, etc. of high pitch. 
Low Pitch: The sound with lower frequency is of low pitch. The sound produced by 
man, dogs, frogs etc. are of low pitch. 
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3. QUALITY:   “The property of sound by which two sounds of same loudness and 
pitch are distinguished from each other is known as quality of sound” 
Explanation:  We can distinguish between sound of one instrument from sound of 
another instrument with the help of quality of sound, although they have the same 
pitch and loudness. 
Example:   The sound produce by tuning fork and piano have different wavelength, 
so their quality is different, although they have same pitch and loudness. 

 
Q5.  What is the intensity level? Describe the decibels scale for the intensity of different 
sound levels. 
Ans.   Sound Intensity:   “ The amount of sound energy reaching a unit of area in unit 

time is called sound intensity” 
 Mathematically:  Let us consider “E” is the amount of energy carried by sound 

waves through an area “A” placed perpendicularly to the direction of waves and time 
“T”  

I=
TimeArea

Energy


 

I=
    

 

I=
   

 UNIT:  Sound intensity is measured in pico watts per square metre. 
Pw/m2 OR J/S.m2 

 

 Intensity level:  The difference between the loudness of source sound and reference 
loudness is called intensity level.  

 Reference loudness of intensity:  “The loudness or intensity of the faintest audible 
sound of a source which is to be measured is called source loudness or intensity. It is 
denoted by Lo and Io 

   Mathematical Form:  Let L and I represent the loudness and intensity of the source 
sound and Lo and Io are reference loudness and intensity. 

 Then according to the law  
L  Log I 

L= K log I  1 
 Where K is the constant of proportionality 
 Source Loudness or Intensity:  
 “The loudness or intensity of sound source which is to be measured is called source 

loudness or intensity. It is denoted by Lo and Io 
 Similarly for reference loudness or intensity 

L oLog Io 
L o=KLog I o  2 

 Subtracting equation 2 from 1 
L-L o=K LogI – K Log I o 

L-L o=K (log I – log Io)  3 
 Taking K common 
 From laws of log, we know that  

Log 
b

a
= Loga –logb 
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 Therefore equation 3 can be written as  

L-L o= K 
  �   �  o

 

 Since L=L-Lo 

L=K 
  �   �  o

 

 Where L is the intensity level. 
 UNIT:   The unit of intensity is bel. 

 Bel:  “Bel” is the loudness of that sound whose intensity is 10 times greater than the 
intensity of faintest audible sound. 

 Smaller unit:  Generally a smaller unit called decibel (dB) is used 1bel=10db 

 Intensity level of ordinary sound:  The intensity of faintest audible sound            
Io=10-12W/m2 and the intensity of ordinary sound is I=10-6W/m2  

 Here we take K=10 
 So the intensity level ordinary conversation (sound) is given by intensity level            

= 10log 















212

26

10

10

wm

wm
 

 I.L= 10 log (10-61012) 
 I.L=10 log (1012-6) 
 I.L=10 log 106 
 I.L=10 log 10 

 I.L=1061  (       =1) 
 I.L=60dB 
 This is the intensity level of ordinary conversation 
 Intensity level of faintest audible sound 

 Here I=Io=106 
2m

W

 
 K=10

 

 Then I.L= log   O

 1 

 Putting values  

 I.L=10 log 2

2

6

6

10

10



















wm

wm
 

 1.L = 10 log 1  
 1.L = 10  0  Log 1=0 
 1.L = 0 dB 
 The intensity level of faintest audible sound is 0dB  
Q6.  What is noise? Explain why noise is nuisance? 
Ans.  NOISE:   “The sound which produces a displeasing sensation in the ear is called 

noise” 
 The noise sound is composed of irregular intervals and there is sudden change in its 

loudness, these sounds have no regularity in vibrations, amplitudes and frequency and 
have no regular shape. 
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 Examples:  The sounds of crow, horns, explosion, donkey etc are the examples of 
noise. 

 Noise is nuisance:  Noise is an undesirable sound that is harmful for health and other 
species. Noise has negative effects on human health as it can cause condition such as 
hearing loss, sleep disturbance, aggression, high stress level. 

 Nuisance:  A nuisance can be anything that has an adverse impact on a persons ability 
to enjoy their home or other premises. Noise is the largest nuisance problem. 

 Effects:  Noise pollution effect us in the following way. 
 

 
1. Noise induced hearing less:The major effect of noise is the so called noise 

induced hearing loss in the form of temporary or permanent deafness. 
2. Reduction in efficiency:  Noise reduces the working efficiency. 

3. Interferes with communication:  Noise interferes with communication. 

4. Increase of error:Noise increases the rate of errors. 

5. Accidents:Noise causes the road accidents 

6. Disturb different ability: Regular exposures to loud noise decrease, the ability to 

read, learn and understand over time. 

7. Distress and emotional disturbance:  Noise interrupts sleep, thereby causing 

distress an emotional disturbance   

8. Causes different diseases:  Sometime too much noise causes blood pressure, heart 

problems and mental illness etc. 

9. Effect on animals: The noise damages animal‟s nervous system and decrease 

their productivity. 

10. Effect on plants:  The noise also effects the normal growth of plants. 

 Causes:  The following are some of the common cause of noise pollution.     
1) Vehicles and horn system. 
2) Construction and industrial machinery. 
3) Low flying aircraft and their sonic booms. 
4) Wood cutting machines and metal work. 
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Q7.  How sound is reflected? Describe the difference between echo and reverberation. 
Ans.   Reflection of sound “The bouncing back of sound from a hard surface is called 

reflection of sound”  

 
 ECHO: “The repletion of a sound by reflection of sound waves from a surface is 

known as echo “echo”  

 
CONDITION FOR FORMATION OF ECHO: 

 Condition 1:  The minimum distance between the source of sound and a 
reflecting body should be 17.2m. 

 Condition 2:  The wavelength of sound should be less than the height of the 
reflecting body. 

 Condition 3:  The intensity of sound should be sufficient so that it can be heard 
after reflection. 

EXPLANATION: The problem of echo is generally present in halls which have large 
flat surfaces as well as the dimension i.e. (length and breadth) are greater than 17m. 
This distance is taken as 17m because the speeds of sound is 330m/s and human ear 
can separately hear two sounds when they have time interval between them greater or 

equal to 
    second. If s = total distance covered by sound = (17 + 17)m = 34m 

  v = 330m 
  t = ? 
  v = s × t   t     …………………..(i)   

Putting values 

  t = 
      sec 

           
EXAMPLE: If we stand in one corner of a big empty hall and shout the word hello 
we will hear the word hello coming from the empty hall in the form of echo a little 
while later. It appears as if the hall is repeating our hello. This process takes place 
because of reflection of sound. 

 
HOW TO AVOID AN ECHO: 

  We should follow the following instructions: 
i) There should be no large flat surface or dimensions of the hall should be less 

than 17m. 
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ii) Using sound absorbing materials such as carpet etc. in halls. 
iii) By avoiding curved surfaces. 
REVERBERATION DEFINITION: 

The presence of sound after the sounding source has stopped is called 
reverberation. 

OR 
The sound heard repeatedly after multiple reflections within rooms, auditorium 

or hall when sound source ceased to emit energy is known as reverberation. 
CAUSE OF REVERBERATION: 

Generally the cause of reverberation is the reflecting bodies. If the walls are 
made of concrete which have greater reflecting property then reverberation will be 
maximum singers and speaker do not like such halls because they are acoustically 
dead, so we keep equilibrium of reflection and absorption.  
 

ELIMINATION OF REVERBERATION: 
Reverberations can be prevented if sound absorbing materials are used and 

curved surfaces are avoided. It can also be prevented if we keep the reverberation time 
between 0.5sec to 1.5sec for words to be clearly heard a separate sound. 

Q8.  What is acoustic protection? Why is it important? 
DEFINITION: The branch of physics which deals with study of the production, 
propagation and properties of sound as well as the applications of the results of 
scientific study of sound in the design of buildings etc. is called acoustic. 

OR 
 The branch of physics which deals with the production, propagation and 

proper listening of sound in big buildings and halls is called acoustics.  
EXPLANATION: Acoustics basically deals with the designing of auditorium halls 
etc. so that the sound can be properly heard at all places. But if these places are built 
without the application of acoustics, then a loud sound will be heard at some spots and 
low sound at other spots in these places. 
ACOUSTICS PROTECTION: The elimination of echoes reverberation and 
focusing of sound at certain spot from some places in big halls and rooms such that 
the sound is equally transmitted throughout the building is called acoustics protection. 

OR 
The construction of big halls etc. according to the rules of acoustics in such a 

way that sound is heard clearly by each and every person in the halls is called acoustic 
protection. 

 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACOUSTICS OF A HALL: 
The acoustics of a hall etc. is affected by; 
(i) Echoes (ii) Reverberations (iii) Focusing of at certain spots.  
 

IMPORTANCE Acoustic protection is also necessary to minimize stress levels 
generated due to high noise. Acoustic protection may also be required to protect 
structures against vibrations generated by objects, such as trains and earthquakes. This 
is also required to control the noise generated during construction and/or development 
activities.  
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TOPIC WISE QUESTIONS 
Q1. What do you know about audible frequency range? 
Ans: DEFINITION: 

The range of frequencies to which a normal human ear is sensitive is known as 
audible frequency range  

OR  
Sounds of frequency which the average human ear can hear is called audible 
frequency range or audible sound. 
GENERATION: 
Audible frequencies sound can be generally produced by a variety of ways such as by; 

 (i)  Musical Instruments  
(ii)  Human Vocal Cords and    
(iii)  Loud speaker etc. 
Numerical Vale of audible frequencies Range: 
A typical human ear can hear the range of frequency which starts from 20Hz to 
20,000Hz. This range from 20Hz – 20,000Hz is the numerical values of audible 
frequencies range. If the frequency is less than 20Hz or greater than 20,000Hz, then 
these cannot be heard by human. 
EXAMPLES: 
The following are the examples of such frequencies. 
i) Sound waves produced by simple pendulum have frequency less than 20Hz 

that is why they cannot be heard. 
ii) Sound waves produced by sonar as well as bats have frequencies greater than 

20,000Hz that is why they are not heard. 
iii) Sound waves produced by human and some animals are in between 20Hz to 

20,000Hz. Therefore these are audible sounds.  

 
Q2. Differentiate between infrasonic sound and ultrasonic sounds. 

Ans: 
INFRASONIC ULTRASONIC 

Definition:  Those sound waves whose 
frequencies are less than 20Hz are called 
infrasonic. 

 Those sound waves whose frequencies 
are greater than 20,000Hz are called 
Ultrasonic. 

Detection: The Infrasonic sounds are not 
detected by human ear. 

 The Ultrasonic sounds are not heard by 
human ear, but some animals can detect 
it. 

Generation: Infrasonic can be generated by 
simple pendulum or tuning fork etc. 

 Ultrasonic are usually produced by 
setting a quartz crystal to oscillate 
electrically it can be of the order 109Hz 
etc. 
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Numerical: Numerically it can be given as;        
 Numerically it can be given as;           

Application & Examples: Sound waves 
produced by simple pendulum and 
earthquake.  

 Sound waves produced by sonar and 
bat which help them to change their 
direction during movements. These are 
also used for different medical 
purposes. 

 Wave form: 

 

 

 Wave form: 
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CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS 
Q1. Why sound produced by a simple pendulum is not heard? 
Ans.  STATEMENT:  Sound produced by a simple pendulum cannot be heard. 

REASON:  The human hear can hear only those sounds whose frequency is between 
20Hz and 2000Hz. The membrane of human ear can be vibrated by those sounds 
whose frequency is greater than 20Hz and below than 20,000Hz. The frequency of 
waves produced by a simple pendulum is below 20Hz, therefore such waves can not 
vibrate the membrane of our ear and thus we cannot hear the sound. 

 
Example:  
(1) The sound produce by a vibrating strip cannot be heard (f <20Hz)  
(2) The sound produce by a mass attach to a spring cannot be heard (f <20Hz) 
(3) The sound produce by a swing cannot be heard (f <20Hz) 
CONCLUSION: the audible frequency range for human ear is 20Hz20,000Hz. 
Below or above this audible range is not audible (can not be heard). 

Q2. If a ringing bicycle bell is held tightly by hand, it stops producing sound why? 
Ans.   STATEMENT:  Sound cannot produced by a ringing bicycle bell which is held 

tightly. 
 Reason: Sound is produce due to a vibrating body. A ringing bicycle bell produces 

sound due to vibrations. Now if we held the ringing bell tightly by hand, then its 
vibrations will stop and as a result the bell will produce no sound. 

 CONCLUSION:  Hence it is concluded that without a vibrating body sound can not 
be produced. 

Q3. Why is the intensity of an echo less than that of original sound?  
Ans. STATEMENT:  The intensity of echo is less than the intensity of original sound.  
 Reason: The reflected sound that can be distinguished from the original sound is 

called echo. 
 When the sound strike with wall, it imparts some of its energy to the wall. Thus the 

reflected wave passes less energy and becomes less internes. 
Therefore, the intensity of an echo is less than original sound waves. 
CONCLUSION:  Hence it is concluded that intensity of echo is less than original 
sound due to loss of energy. 
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Q4.  In which medium air or water, an echo is heard sooner? Why. 
Ans.  STATEMENT:  Echo is heard sooner in water as compare to air. 

REASON:  Because the speed of sound depends upon the elasticity of the medium i.e. 
more the medium is elastic, greater will be the speed of sound. Now water is more 
elastic than air, so the sound waves will travel faster in water. That is why, we heard 
an echo sooner in water as compare to air. 
CONCLUSION:  The echo can be heard sooner and denser or elastic medium 
(water). 

Q5. Why sound cannot be heard on moon? 
Ans.  STATEMENT:  Sound cannot be heard on moon.  

REASON: Sound waves are mechanical waves which needs a material medium for 
their propagation. As there is no material medium in the atmosphere of moon through 
which sound waves can pass, thus a sound cannot be heard on moon. 
CONCLUSION:  Hence it is concluded that for propagation of sound there must be a 
material medium. 

Q6. If a person places his ear on a rails of railroads for determination of coming train, 
why is this done, and how does it work? 
Ans.  REASON: The sound depends upon the medium in which it propagate. Sound waves 

travel very  fast in solid than in gas. At standard temperature and pressure (STP) the 
speed of sound in air is 332m/s, while in steel (railway track) it is about 5100m/s. i.e. 
15 times faster. Thus by placing ear on the rails of railroads, a person may easily hear 
the sound of an approaching train long before he sees it. 

 CONCLUSION:  Hence it is concluded that the sound propagate faster in elastic or 
denser media. 

Q7. When you watch a thunderstorm, you see the lightening first, and you hear the 
thunder afterward, why is the thunder delayed? 
Ans.  STATEMENT:  We see the lightening first and hear the thunder afterward. 

REASON: Watching a thunder storm, we see lightening flash before hearing the 
thunder because light travels much faster than sound in air. The speed of light is about 
3108m/s in air while that of sound is 340m/s. 
CONCLUSION:  Hence it is concluded that the speed of light is faster than the speed 
of sound. That‟s why we see lightening first than sound. 

Q8. If the speed of sound is dependent on frequency, would music from marching band 
be enjoyed? 
Ans.  STATEMENT:  If the speed of sound is dependent on frequency then it will not be 

possible for us to enjoy the music played by a marching band. 
REASON: The speed of sound in an ideal gas depends only on temperature and 
properties of the medium. 
One of the more important properties of sound is that, its speed is nearly independent 
of frequency. If this independence were not true, we would certainly notice it for 
music played by a marching band. 
CONCLUSION:  The speed of sound does not depend on frequency, it depends upon 
temperature and media. 
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Q9. Why does your voice sound fuller in the shower? 
Ans.   STATEMENT:  The sound is fuller and richer in shower. 

REASON: Most showers are made up of tiles or other hard non-absorbent surfaces. 
The multiple reflections from there walls enrich the sound and making voice louder 
and more powerful. Secondly, there is reverberation and resonance as well. Due to 
there effects, the sound in a shower is fuller and richer.  
CONCLUSION:  The tiles in the shower does not absorb sound, which causes 
multiple reflection and the sound is fuller. 

Q10. Why is it so quiet after a snowfall? 
Ans.   STATEMENT: It is quiet after a snowfall. 

REASON: Snow is a good absorber of sound because it is porous. When snow 
accumulates on the ground, it acts as a sound absorber, damping sound waves like 
other sound absorbing materials. Snow wrap everything in a thick blanket, which acts 
as a sound barrier. A very little sound energy is reflected when sound waves hit 
against the snow surface. And due to its porous nature, sound waves enter into its 
surface and make multiple reflections, due to which a considerable amount of sound 
energy is absorbed. Thus there is so quiet after a snow fall. 
CONCLUSION:  Due to the force nature of snow, it acts as a sound absorber, and 
does not allow sound to energy to reflect which causes so quite after snowfall. 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
Assignment (11.2) 
Given data: 
Time=t=5sec 
Speed of sound=V=343 m/s 
Required data: 
Distance =S=? 
Formula: 
S=vt 
Calculation 
By definition of speed we know that  

V=
t

S
 

OR  
S=Vt  (1) 
Putting values in equation (1) 
S=3435 
S=1715m 
Result: Hence the required distance is 1715m 
 
Assignment (11.3) 
Given data: 
Wavelength==0.25m 
Temperature=T=32oC 
Required: 
Frequency=f=? 
Formula: 
V=f 
Calculation 
Since speed of sound at 0oC is 331m/s and for each one degree Celsius rise in temperature, 
the speed of sound increases by 0.6m/s.  
Therefore 
V=331+0.6T 
As T=32oC 
Therefore  
V=331+0.632 
V=350.2m/s 
Now to find the frequency put values in equation 

V=f 
OR 

f=

V

 

f=
25.0

2.350
 

f=1400.8 Hz 
Result: Hence the required frequency is 1400 Hz. 
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Assignment (11.4) 
Given data: 
Speed of sound=V=331m/s 

Time for first echo= t1= sec5.1
2
sec3

  

Time for second echo= t2= sec5.2
2
5

Sec  

Required: 
Distance between cliff=S=? 
Formula: 
S=vt 
Solution 
First we would calculate the distance between man and cliffs 
Therefore 
The distance between man and first cliff 
S1=Vt1 
S1=3311.5 
S1=496.5m  (1) 
The distance between man second cliff 
S2=Vt2 
S2=3312.5 
S2=827.5m  (2) 
Distance between two cliff 
S=S1+S2 
S=496.5 + 827.5 
S=1324m 
Result: Hence the distance between two cliff is 1324m 
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NUMERICALS 
Q1. The sound intensity 3m from a jackhammer is 8.2010-2 W/m2. What is the sound 
intensity level is decibels? (Use the usual reference level of Io=1.0010-12 W/m2). 
Given data: 
Intensity of sound=I=8.210-2 w/m2 
Usual reference level=Io=1.010-12w/m2 
Required data: 
Intensity level=I.L=?  
Formula: 

I.L=10 Log [   O

] 1 

Calculation: 
Putting values in equation (1) 

I.L=10 Log 

















12

2

100.1

102.8
 

I.L=10Log 





   12210

0.1

2.8
 

I.L=10log(8.21010) 
I.L=10Log (820000000000) 
I.L=1010.91381385 dB 
I.L=109.138 dB 
I.L= 109.138dB 
Result: The required intensity level is 109.138 dB 
 
Q2. A ship is anchored where the depth of water is 120m. An ultrasonic signal sent to 
the bottom of the lake returns in 0.16s. What is the speed of sound in water? 
Given data: 
Depth of water=d=120m 

Time=t=0.16sec= 
2

16.0
=0.085 sec 

Required data: 
Speed of sound=V 
Formula: 
V=St 
Solution: 
The speed is given by  

V=
t

S
  (1) 

Putting values in equation 1 

V=
08.0

120
 

V=1500m/s 
Result: Hence the speed of waves is 1500m/s 
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Q3. A gunshot from a .22 rimfire rifle has an intensity of about I = (2.5  1013) Io. Do we 
need to wear ear protection? (Considering that prolonged exposure to sound above 85 
decibels can cause hearing damage or loss). 
Given data: 
Intensity =I=2.51013 Io 
Intensity level limit= 85 dB 
Required data: 
(a) Intensity level = I.L=? 
(b) Ear protection = ? 
Formula: 

I.L=10 Log 








OI

I
 

Calculation: 
By definition of intensity level, we know that  

I.L=10 log 








OI

I  (1) 

Putting values in equation 1  

I.L=10 Log 








 

0

0
13105.2

I

I
 

I.L=10Log 








 

OI

I13105.2
 

I.L=10log(2.51013) 
I.L=10 Log (2.51013) 
1.L=1013.39 
I.L=133.9 dB 
As we have given that safe intensity level limit is 85 dB, so 134 dB is too greater than 85 dB, 
so we need to wear ear protection 
Result: Hence the required intensity level is 134 dB 
 
Q4. What sound intensity level is dB is produced by earphones that create an intensity 
of 4.00  10-2 W/m2? (Use the usual reference level of Io= 1.0010-12 W/m2) 
Given data: 
Intensity of sound=I=4010-2 w/m2 
Usual reference level=Io=1.010-12 w/m2 
Required data: 
(a) Intensity level=I.L=? 
Formula: 

I.L=10 Log 








OI

I
 

Calculation: 
By definition of intensity level,  

I.L=10 log 








OI

I  (1) 

Putting values in equation 1  
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I.L=10 Log 

















12

2

101

104
 

I.L=10 Log  122104   

 
I.L=10 log(41010) 
I.L=10 Log (40000000000) 
1.L=10 10.60205999 
I.L=106.02 dB 
Result: Hence the required intensity level is 106.02 dB 
 
Q5. What is the speed of sound in air at -20oC? 
Given data: 
Temperature =t= -20oC 
Required data: 
Speed of sound=v=? 
Formula: 
V=331+0.6T 
Calculation: 
As we know that the speed of sound in air for a certain temperature is given by 
V=331+0.6T  (1) 
Putting values in equation (1) 
V=331+0.6 (-20) 
V= (331-12) 
V= 319m/s 
Result: The speed of sound in air for -20oC is 319 m/s 
 
Q6. Army man wearing binoculars see the flash from enemy tank fire 5s before the fire 
is heard, he records 26oC temperature on his personal thermometer. What is the 
distance of the tank from him? 
Given data: 
Time=t= 5sec 
Temperature=T=26oC 
Formula: 
S=Vt 
Calculation: 
As the speed of sound in air for a certain temperature is given by  
V=331+0.6T 
V=331+0.626 
V=331+15.6 
V=346.6 m/s 
Now the distance traveled by the sound is given by  
S=Vt  (1) 
Putting values in equation (1) 
S= 346.65 
S=1733m 
To convert it in kilometer  
1km=1000m 
OR 
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1m= km
100

1
 

S= km
1000
1733

 

S=1.733km 
Result: Hence the required distance travelled by the sound is 1.733 km 
 
Q7. Calculate the wavelength of sounds at the extremes of the audible range, 20Hz and 
20,000 Hz, at normal room temperature of 20oC? 
Given data: 
Frequency=f1=20Hz 
Frequency= f2=20000Hz 
Temperature=T=20oC 
Required 

(i) Wavelength at “ f1”=1=? 
(ii) Wavelength at “ f2”=2=? 

Formula 
V=f 
Calculation 
As we know that the speed of sound at room temperature 20o is 343m/s i.e. 
V=331+0.6T 
V=331+0.620 
V=331+2 
V=343m/s 
We know that 
V=f 

1=
     (1) 

Putting values in equation (1) 

1=
20
343

 

1=17.15m 
Now for frequency f2 

2=
2f
v

 

2=
20000
343

 

2=0.017M 
OR 
2=1.7cm 
Result: Hence the frequency wavelength for frequency 20Hz and 20000Hz are 17m and 
1.7cm 
 
Q8. Ishfaq stand between two high rise buildings A and B, such that he is at 33m 
distance from building A. When he blows the whistle, he hears the first echo after 0.2s 
and second echo after 0.8s. Calculate (a) the speed of sound and (b) distance of building 
B from him. 
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Given data 
Distance of Ishfaq from building “A”  
S1=33m 
Total time for 1st echo =T1=0.2 sec 
Total time for 2nd echo=T2=0.8 sec 
Required 
Speed of sound=V=? 
Calculation 

(i) Time taken by sound waves to reach building “A”=t1=
Sec

T 1.0
2
2.0

2
1   

Now the speed of sound waves is given by 
S1=Vt1  (1) 
Putting values in equation (1) 

V=
1

1

t

S
 

V=
1.0

33
 

V=330m/s 
 
(ii) Time taken by sound waves to reach building “B” is given by  

t2= sec4.0
2
8.0

2
2 

T  

t2= 0.4 sec 
Distance of building “B” from Ishfaq is given by  
S2=Vt2 
Putting values in equation  
S2=3300.4 
S2=132 m 
Result: Hence the speed of echo and distance of Ishfaq from building “B” is 330m/s and 
132m. 
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Chapter No: 12 
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS 

(Comprehensive Questions) 
Q.1. What is meant by reflection of light? State and explain laws of 
expression with diagram. 
Ans.  REFLECTION OF LIGHT 

The bouncing back of light after striking a hard surface is called reflection of light.  
EXPLANATION: 
A beam of light travels in straight line in a homogenous medium but when it falls on 
the boundary of another medium then a part of it bounces back from there in the same 
medium as shown in the figure.  

 
This phenomenon is known as reflection of light. 
DEPENDENCE: 
The amount of light reflected from a surface depends upon. 
1. Nature of surface: 
2. Smoothness of surface 

From a highly polished and smooth surface nearly all light is reflected. 
TYPES: 

There are two types of reflection. 
a. Regular reflection 
b. Irregular reflection 

FIRST LAW 
STATEMENT: 

The incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal at the point of incidence all 
lies in the same place. 
EXPLANATION: 
Consider the given figure, it is clear from this figure that   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ,    ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ,    ́ and O all lie 
in the same plane. 

SECOND LAW 
STATEMENT: 
The angle of incidence is always equal to the angle of reflection. 
MATHEMATICAL: 
From the figure      is the angle of incidence and      is the angle of reflection. 
Then according to this law…                         
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Q2. Derive spherical mirror formula? 
Ans. DEFINITION: 

A formula or equation which gives the relationship among image distance, object 
distance and focal length of a mirror is known as the mirror formula. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM:          

DERIVATION (FIRST METHOD): 
Let an object AB of size ho be placed at distance “P” from pole of the mirror between 
center of curvature and focus “F”. Two rays   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  are incident on the mirror. 
After reflection from the mirror, these rays meet at point  ́ which is the image of A. 
Similarly the entire image  ́ ́ of size “hi” is formed by the concave mirror as shown in 
the figure. 

 
Let “q” be the distance of the image form the pole and “f” is the focal length of the 
mirror.  
It is clear from the following figure that the right angled triangles PAB and P ́ ́ are 
similar. 
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Therefore   

   ́ ́      ́ ………………(i) 

OR   
       …………………(a) 

Similarly triangles ABF and EPF are similar as given in the figure. 

 
   Therefore   

         ……………….(ii) 
   Since     ́ ́     and FB = PB – FP  
   Putting in (ii)     ́ ́         …………….(iii) 

OR          ………………..(b) 
     Comparing equation (a) and (b)         

     By cross multiplication  
      Pf = q (P – f)  
      Pf = qp – qf……………..(iv) 
     Dividing both sides by pqf 

     
                  

     
         

     
        ……………….(A) 

This equation (A) is the required spherical formula for concave mirror. With the help 
of this formula we can determine the position size and nature of the image. 
  
 
  

�  �� 

 � 

   

�  �  

 � 

E 
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Q3. What is meant by reflection of light? What is the index of refraction? 
Ans.      REFRACTION OF LIGHT 

DEFINITION: 
The bending of light from its original path when it enters from one medium to another 
medium is called refraction of light. 

OR 
When light enters form one medium to another medium changes occur in its speed and 
direction. This phenomenon is known as refraction of light. 
EXPLANATION: 

  In the given figure PQ is the surface separating two media. The upper medium is air 
and the lower medium is glass. Let a ray of light “  ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ” is incident at a point O of the 
surface PQ. The ray   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  is called ray of incidence, on entering the second medium, the 
ray changes its path. Instead of travelling along OD, the ray is refracted and travels 
along  ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ . The ray   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  is called refracted ray. NO ́ is called normal.         is 
called angle of incidence and angle  ́      is called angle of refraction. 

 
REFRACTIVE INDEX 

IN TERMS OF SPEED OF LIGHT: 
The ratio of speed of light in air “c” to the speed of light in any medium “v” is called 
refractive index of the medium. 
IN TERMS OF SNELL’S LAW: 
The ratio of sine of the angle of incidence to the sine of angle of refraction is a constant 
number called refractive index. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM: 
 We know that speed of light in air is “c” and let its speed in any medium is “v” then 
refractive index “n” is given as; 

          ………………… (i) 
But according to Snell‟s law  
                 ………………(ii) 
Combining equation (i) &  (ii) 

                    ……………(A) 
 Here “c” is the speed of light in air whose values is           “v” is the speed of 
light in a medium and “n” is the refractive index of that medium. 
CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTY: 
The value of “n” of a substance is a characteristic property of that substance which can 
be used to identify it. 
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UNIT: 
Refractive index has no unit because it is the ratio between two same quantities.  
DEPENDENCE: 
The refractive index depends upon.  
i. The nature of the material medium. 
ii. Wave length or colour of the light used. it does not depends on the angle of 

incidence. 
Q4. State and explain laws of refraction with diagram. 
Ans. LAWS OF REFRACTION: 

There are two laws of refraction. 
FIRST LAW 

STATEMENT: 
The incident ray, the refracted ray and the normal at the point of incidence all lies in 
the same plane. 
EXPLANATION: 
In the given figure, the incident rays   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  the refracted ray   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and normal at the point of 
incidence NO ́ are in the same plane. 

 
 

SECOND LAW (SNELL’S LAW OF REFRACTION) 
STATEMENT: 
The ratio of sine of angle of incidence to the sine of angle of refraction is constant for a 
given pair of media. 
EXPLANATION: 
The constant in the 2nd law of refraction is represented by “n” and is called the 
refractive index of 2nd medium with respect to the 1st medium. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM: 
 Let    is the angle of incidence and    is the angle of refraction then the constant “n” 
according to 2nd law of refraction is given as; 

     
                            ………………..(i) 

But n1 = 1 (for air) and let n2 = n  
Therefore  

   (i)               ………………………(A) 
 Here n is called refraction index of 2nd medium with respect to 1st medium. This law 
was introduced by a scientist named Snell‟s, therefore also called Snell‟s law. 

 
 
 

A 
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Q5. What is total internal reflection? How we can calculate the critical 
angle for total internal reflection? What are the condition for total internal 
reflection. 
Ans.   TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION: 

When a ray of light from a denser medium strikes the interface of a rare medium with 
an angle greater than critical angle, then the light is reflected back in the same medium, 
this phenomenon is known as total internal reflection. 
EXPLANATION: 
We know that when light passes from a denser medium into a rare medium, then the 
incident ray refracts from its original path and bends away from the normal with an 
angle of refraction always greater than the angle of incidence, now if we increase the 
angle of incidence with normal gradually, then the angle of refraction also increases as 
shown in figure (a) and (b). 

 
On further increasing the angle of incidence, a stage comes, when for certain value of 
angle of incidence the angle of refraction becomes 90o.  
CRITICAL ANGLE: 
Such an angle of incidence for which the angle of refraction becomes 90o is known as 
critical angle. This angle is represented by “C”. As shown in the figure. 

 
Now if we increase the value of angle of incidence from the value of critical angle, 
then the incident ray totally reflects from the boundary of the interface into the same 
medium, as shown in figure (d). Such a reflection is known as total internal reflection 
of light. 
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CONDITIONS FOR TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION: 
There are two conditions which must be satisfied for the phenomenon of the total 
internal reflection. 
1. The incident ray must pass from a denser medium into a rare medium. 
    Ri  denser  rare………………(i) 
2. The angle of incidence    must be greater than the critical angle of the medium. 

   m        …………………….(ii) 
. 

 
 
Q6. What are optical fibers? Give some applications of optical fibers. 
Ans. OPTICAL FIBERS 

DEFINITION: 
A thin flexible glass or plastic rod used to transmit information from one place to 
another place is called optical fibers. 
PRINCIPLE: 

 It works on the principle of total internal reflection. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Optical fibers are usually made of thin glass wire of diameter nearly equal to human 
hair, that is, about 1/100mm. It consists of two fibers. 
i. The inner fiber / Central fiber  
ii. The outer fiber 

CENTRAL FIBER: 
The central fiber of an optical fiber is called core. It is made of glass of greater 
refractive index. Generally its value is 1.52. 
OUTER FIBER: 
Around the core an optical fiber has a cladding of small refractive index. Generally its 
value is 1.48.  
LIGHT PIPE: 
A bundle of several thousand optical fibers bound together in a flexible tube is called 
light pipe. 
CABLE: 
A bundle consist of 30 optical fibers is called cable. 
TRANSMITTING CAPACITY: 
Transmitting capacity of a light pipe is thousands of times greater than the radio wave. 
WORKING: 
The ray of light inters the fiber at one end. This ray totally reflected from the sides and 
finally come out at other end. Even though the optical fiber may be bent, the lights will 
still be internally reflected.  
ADVANTAGES: 
i. Energy loss in optical fiber less as compared to metallic wire. 
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ii. The communication through optical is not affected by electric and magnetic 
field.  

iii. Optical fiber is light in weight. 
iv. Raw material of optical fiber is easily available. 
v. Less affected with temperature. 

 DISADVANTAGES: 
i. Manufacturing cost is very high. 
ii. It very delicate and it breaks easily. 

USES 
 MEDICAL USES: 

Optical fibers are used by doctors to see the internal structure of human body. It is not 
possible to see these parts directly. It also helps to break the kidney stones. 

 TELE COMMUNICATION: 
They are used in telephone and other communication system. They are also used in 
TV channels, video phone and fax. 

 ENGINEERING USE: 
The internal and hidden parts of the machinery can be seen and mended with the help 
of optical fibers. 

 
ENDOSCOPE 

DEFINITION: 
An optical instrument used to see and photograph the inside of hollow organs of the 
body is called endoscope. 
PRINCIPLE: 
Endoscope works on the principle of total internal reflection. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
It consist of bundle of optical fibers to one end of the bundle a video camera is 
attached. The other end of the bundle is connected to a T.V like screen. The camera 
end of the bundle is inserted inside the hollow organ due to which the interior of the 
organ can be seen on the screen. 
FOR EXAMPLE: 
Gastro scope is an endoscope to view the stomach. 

Q7. Describe the behavior for a ray of light after passing through a prism? 
Ans.   PRISM 

Any transparent material or medium having three rectangular and two triangular 
surfaces is called prism. 
ANGLE OF PRISM: 
The angle between two rectangular surfaces opposite to the base of a prism is 
called angle of prism. It is denoted by “A”. 
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Refraction of light through a prism: 
 The refraction of light through the prism is shown in the following figure.  

 
The incident ray   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ strikes the face   ̅̅ ̅̅  of the prism with an angle    . On 
entering the prims, this ray refracted and bends towards the normal that is, 
towards the base   ̅̅̅̅  of the prism. This ray proceeds along   ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ and incident on 
the face   ̅̅̅̅  of the prism. As the air outside the prism is rare than glass, the 
emergent ray   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  bends away from the normal, that is, bends further towards the 
base of the prism. Thus the emergent ray   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  has been deviated from its original 
path EFI. 
ANGLE OF DEVIATION: 
If we produce   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  backward it will meet EFI at O making an angle HOI. This is 
the angle through which the prism deviate an incident ray this angle is called 
angle of deviation. It is denoted by D. 
DEPENDENCE: 
It depends upon the following factors. 

1. Angle of the prism “A”. 
2. The refractive index of the material of the prism. 
3. The angle of incidence 

ANGLE OF MINIMUM DEVIATION: 
When the refracted ray becomes parallel with the base of the prism then the 
angle of deviation become minimum and is called angle of minimum deviation. 
It is denoted by “Dm”. 
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF PRISM: 
In term of Dm the refractive index of the prism can be given as;                      ………………(i) 

Q8. Derive the lens equation? 
Ans.  LENS: 

Any transparent material which is used to converge or diverge parallel beam of light. 
OR 

Any transparent material made up of glass or plastic which is used to refract light and 
form the image is called lens. 

OR 
Any transparent material bounded by two surfaces at least one of which must be curved 
to refract light and form image is called lens. 
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LENS FORMULA: 
A formula or equation which gives the relationship among image distance, object 
distance and focal length of a lens is known as the lens formula. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM:          

DERIVATION (FIRST METHOD): 
Let an object AB of size ho be placed at distance “P” from “O” of the lens between 
center of curvature and focus “F”. Two rays   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  are incident on the lens. After 
refraction from the lens, these rays meet at point  ́ which is the image of A. Similarly 
the entire image  ́ ́ of size “hi” is formed by the concave mirror as shown in the 
figure. 

 
Let “q” be the distance of the image form the “O” and “f” is the focal length of the 
lens.  
It is clear from the following figure that the right angled triangles OAB and O ́ ́ are 
similar. 

  
Therefore   

   ́ ́      ́ ………………(i) 

OR   
       …………………(a) 

Similarly triangles FXO and F ́ ́ are similar as given in the figure. 

 

�  �� 

 � 
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F 
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   Therefore   
   ́ ́      ́……………….(ii) 

   Since          and F ́    ́      
   Putting in (ii)  

     (ii)   
   ́ ́      ́   …………….(iii) 

     Or  
         ………………..(b) 

     Comparing equation (a) and (b) 

       
         

     By cross multiplication  
       qf = p (q – f)  
       qf = pq – pf……………..(iv) 
     Dividing both sides by pqf 

     (iv)  
                 

       
         

       
        ……………….(A) 

This equation (A) is the required lens formula for convex lens. With the help of this 
formula we can determine the position size and nature of the image. 

 
Q9. Describe power of lens and its resolving power. What are its units. 
Ans.   DEFINITION: 

The reciprocal of focal length of the lens is known as power of lens. 

f
D

1
  

It is expressed in meter. The power of lens for convex lens is positive while that for 
concave lens is negative. 

RESOLVING POWER 
The ability of an object to separate points of an object that are located very close to 
each other is called resolving power.  
EXPLANATION: 

The resolving power is the property of instruments which tells us how two closely 
packed points sources on objects can be seen separately. In the given figure two stars 
are seen on different instruments. As we can see the resolving power of instruments 
“C” is high as compared to instruments “B” and “A”. 
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Power of lens: 
The converging or diverging ability of a lens is called power of lens. In given figure 
power of lens “A” is higher than lens ”B”. 

 
Or 
The reciprocal of focal length of a lens in meter (m) is called power of that lens. It is 
denoted by “D”. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM:         
UNIT: 
The S.I unit of power of a lens is called diopter 
DIOPTER: 
The power of a lens is 1 diopter (1/m) the power of a convex lens is taken positive. The 
power of a concave lens is taken negative. 
MICROSCOPE: 
The optical instrument used to see the minor details of tiny objects clearly is called 
microscope. 

Q10. How the Human Eye works? How the defect in the eye like short 
sightedness and long sightedness be corrected by using lenses. 
Ans.  DEFECT OF VISION 

The defects of vision arise due to the inability of the eye-lens to produce sharp images 
at the retina. The two main defects of vision are 
SHORT SIGHTEDNESS 
The defect in which an eye can see near objects clearly but the distant objects are not 
clearly seen is called short sightedness. This effect is also called myopia. 
CAUSE: 
In this defect the eye-ball is too large for the lens system. So the image is formed in 
front of the retina due to this the object is not clearly seen. 

 
REMOVAL OF DEFECT: 
In order to correct this defect we use a concave lens of short focal length in front of 
eye. Due to which the image is again formed at retina and the object is seen clearly. 

 

F F 
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LONG SIGHTEDNESS: 
The defect in which an eye can see distant object clearly but cannot see near objects 
clearly is called long sightedness. This defect is also called hypermetropia. 
CAUSES: 
In this defect the eye ball is too short for the lens system so the image is formed behind 
the retina due to which the image is not clearly seen. 

 
REMOVAL OF DEFECT: 
In order to correct long sightedness we use convex lens of short focal length in front of 
the eye lens. Due to which the image is again formed at retina and the object is seen 
clearly. 

 
 

 
Q11. What is a simple microscope? Using a ray diagram explain its 
working, angular magnification and magnifying power. 
Ans.  SIMPLE MICROSCOPE 

DEFINITION: 
A single convex lens of short focal length is called simple microscope. It is also called 
magnifying glass or fire glass. 
PRINCIPLE: 
It works on the principle that when an object is placed with in the focal length of 
convex lens then a magnified, erect and virtual image is formed.  
EXPLANATION: 
Normally a person can see an object which is at a distance of 25 cm. 
LEAST DISTANCE OF DISTINCT VISION: 
The minimum distance from a normal human eye at which it can see an object clearly 
is called least distance of distinct vision. 
It is denoted by d. For normal human eye its value is 25cm. If the object is closer than 
25cm, it will not appear clearly. A convex lens helps us to see the details of an object 
by bringing it closer than 25cm. When an object is placed with in the focal length of a 
convex lens, its image is formed at “d”. 
WORKING: 
Consider the figure in which a small object AB is placed between the optical center (o) 
and principal focus (F) of a convex lens. When we look into the lens from the right 
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hand sides, we see the magnified and erect image   ́ ́  of the object. We adjust the 
lens so that the image is formed at a distance of 25cm from the eye. 

 
MAGNIFYING POWER: 
The ratio of the size of image seen through microscope to the size of the object seen 
without microscope is called magnifying power or magnification. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM:    ́ ́        

We also know that            
Since the image is formed at “d” so                     
Now from lens formula           

Since image is virtual 
So                             

Multiply both sides by d                                          

Comparing eq(i) and eq(iii)       …………….(A) 
From this equation (A) it is clear that smaller the focal length of convex lens greater 
will be its magnification. 
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Q12. What is a compound microscope? Using ray diagram for compound 
microscope, mention its magnifying power. 
Ans.  COMPOUND MICROSCOPE 

DEFINITION: 
An optical instrument used to see magnified images of very small objects is called 
compound microscope. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
A compound microscope consists of two convex lenses of short focal length fitted at 
the outer end of two tubes. These tubes can slide into one another to adjust the distance 
between two lenses. The lens which is towards the object is called objective lens and 
the lens which is towards the eye is called eye piece. The focal length of the objective 
is a little shorter than that of eye-piece. 

 
WORKING: 
The object AB to be examined is just placed beyond the principal focus F of the 
objective (O). The objective lens form a real inverted and magnified image  ́ ́ act as 
an object for the eye-piece. The eye-piece is moved in such a way that the image  ́ ́ 
lies within its focus FE. The eye-piece now acts as a magnifying glass for this image 
and produces a highly magnified and virtual image  ́ ́ as shown in the figure.  

 
MAGNIFYING POWER 
DEFINITION: 
The ratio of the size of the final image      to the size of the object AB is called 
magnifying power or magnification of compound microscope. 
MATHEMATICAL FORM:          

The total magnification of compound microscope is equal to the product of 
magnification of objective and eye-piece i.e.                
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The magnification of objective is given by                 
Since the eye-piece act as a magnifying glass so magnification is given by                  
Put eq(iii) and (ii) in (i)       (     ) 

As the object is situated very near to the principle focus of objective so        
Here          
Putting the values in eq (iv)      [    ] 
This is the magnifying power of compound microscope 

 
Q13. What is a telescope? Using a ray diagram explain its working, angular 
magnification and magnifying power? 
Ans.  DEFINITION: 

An optical instrument that is used to see heavenly bodies and distant objects like stars 
moon is called astronomical telescope. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
An astronomical telescope consists of two convex lens called objective and eye-piece 
which are fixed at the outer end of two metals tube which can slide into one another. 
The objective of an astronomical is a convex lens of large focal length but the eye-
piece is a convex lens of short focal length. 

 
WORKING: 
The rays coming from the distant object fall on the objective as a parallel beam at some 
angle. These rays after refraction through the objective converge at its focus and make 
an inverted real image    . This image act as an object for the eye-piece and the image 
formed is so adjusted that the image      lies within the focal length of the eye-piece 
which forms a magnified image       This final image      is seen by our eye when 
we look through the eye-piece of the telescope to see the final image clearly the 
distance between objective and eye-piece us so adjusted that the final image      is 
formed at least distance of distinct vision (25 cm) from the eye. 
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MAGNIFYING POWER: 
The magnifying power of telescope is given by                                                                          
LENGTH OF TELESCOPE: 
For the normal adjustment the sum of focal length of objective fo and focal length of 
eye-piece fe is called length of telescope i.e.         
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(TOPIC WISE QUESTIONS) 
Q1. Define the following terms. 
Ans.  MIRROR: 

Any highly polished surface used to reflect light and form images of the object is 
called mirror. In figure   ́ is a plain mirror. 
PATH OF A RAY: 
A ray of light is the straight line along which the light travels. 
INCIDENT RAY: 
A ray of light which falls on a mirror is called the incident ray. In the given figure   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
is the incident ray of light. It gives the direction in which the light travels.  
REFLECTING RAY: 
A ray of light which is sent or reflected back by the mirror is called reflected ray. In 
the given figure   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the reflecting ray. 
NORMAL: 
Normal is a line drawn perpendicular to the surface of mirror from the point where 
incident ray meets the surface of the mirror. In the given figure the line    ́ is the 
normal to the mirror at the point of incidence. 
INCIDENCE POINT: 
The point where the incident ray falls on the mirror is called incidence point. In the 
given figure O is the point of incidence. 
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE: 
The angle that the incident ray makes with the normal drawn at the point of 
incidence is called angle of incidence. In the given figure    is the angle of incidence. 
ANGLE OF REFLECTION: 
The angle that the reflected ray makes with the normal drawn at the point of 
incidence is called angle of reflection. In the given figure    is the angle of 
reflection. 

Q2. Define the following special terms. 
Ans.  CENTRE OF CURVATURE 

DEFINITION: 
The center of a hollow sphere of which mirror is a part is called center of curvature.  
REPRESENTATION: 
It is denoted by “C” as shown in the given figure. 

RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
DEFINITION: 
The radius of the hollow sphere of which mirror is a part is called radius of curvature.  
REPRESENTATION: 
It is represented by “R” its S.I unit is meter (m). In the given figure   ̅̅̅̅  is the radius of 
curvature. 

POLE 
DEFINITION: 
The center point of a mirror is called pole.  
REPRESENTATION: 
It is denoted by “P” in the given figure P is the pole. 

PRINCIPAL AXIS 
DEFINITION: 
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Straight line passing through the pole “P” and the center of curvature “C” of a mirror 
is called principal of that mirror. 
REPRESENTATION: 
In the given figure the line CFP is the principal axis.  
APERTURE 
Definition: 
The distance between the extreme points (x and y) of the mirror is called aperture.  

 Q3. Define mirror and its types. 
Ans.  MIRROR 

DEFINITION: 
Any highly polished surface used to reflect light and form images of the object is 
called mirror. 
EXAMPLES: 
Shaving mirror, security mirror and dentist mirror etc. are the examples of mirror. 

SPHERICAL MIRROR 
DEFINITION: 
A part of spherical shell with its inner or outer surface polished to reflect light is 
called spherical mirror. 
TYPES: 
There are two types of spherical mirror i.e. 
1. Concave mirror 
2. Convex mirror 

 

CONVEX MIRROR 
DEFINITION: 
The type of mirror with its outer surface polished to reflect light is called convex 
mirror.  
DIVERGING MIRROR: 
These mirrors have the ability to diverge light that is way it is also called diverging 
mirror. The following figure shows the diverging capability of these mirrors. All the 
light rays are diverged in different direction. 

   
Q4. Write some uses of convex mirror in our daily life? 
Ans.  USES OF CONVEX MIRROR 

A convex mirror always forms small, erect and virtual images of the object. 
AUTOMOBILE USE: 
A convex mirror is used as a rare view mirror in vehicles because of its large field of 
view. 
USE IN DANGEROUS ROADS: 
A convex mirror is also used at dangerous road bends for safe drive. 
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SECURITY MIRROR: 
A convex mirror is used as security mirror in shops. 
ASTRONOMICAL USE: 
Convex mirrors are used as objectives in big telescope 

Q5. Write some uses of concave mirror in our daily life? 
Ans.  Some of the important applications of concave mirror are 

AUTOMOBILE USE: 
Concave mirror are used in head lights of vehicles, search lights, spot lights and 
torches. 
DRESSING USE: 
Concave mirror are also used as dressing mirror and shaving mirror. 
ENT USE: 
Concave mirror are also used by doctors to examine nose, throat, ear and tooth. 
MICROSCOPY USE: 
Concave mirrors are used for throwing lights on the slides of microscope for clear 
observation. 
TELESCOPIC USE: 
Concave mirror are used in telescope to see distant objects clearly. 
COMMUNICATIVE USE: 
The concave dish is used to collect microwave signals from satellite to a focus. 

Q6. Define linear magnification of mirror? 
Ans.  LINEAR MAGNIFICATION 

DEFINITION: 
The ratio of height of the image to the height of the object is called linear 
magnification.  
REPRESENTATION: 
It is denoted by “M”  
MATHEMATICAL FORM: 
 Let the size of an object is ho and size of the image is hi then magnification is given as; 

                  
Experiments show that the magnification can also be defined as; 

“The ratio of distance of image from the mirror to the distance of object from the 
mirror is called linear magnification”. 
 According to this definition  
                     
Comparing equation (i) and (ii)   

     
       ……………….(a) 

This equation is called magnification formula. From this formula we can find any one 
unknown quantity if the remaining three or known. 
UNIT: 

 Linear magnification has no unit because it is the ratio between two same quantities. 
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(CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS) 
Q.1. What type of lens would you use to start fire from light from sun 
concave or convex, would work best? At what distance from the lens should 
the paper be held for best result? 
Ans. STATEMENT  

A convex lens is used to start fire using sun rays. 
 REASON: 

A convex lens is also called converging lens. It converge all reflecting rays at one 
point. A convex lens converge the parallel sun rays to a single point after refraction 
through the lens. 
The focusing point or converging point of lens is called principle focus denoted by 
“F”. 
CONDITION 1: 
If the paper is placed at a distance equal to the focal length of the lens, then the paper 
will burns properly. 
CONDITION 2: 
A lens of large aperture should be used for best result. 
MECHANISM: 
Take a convex lens and place the paper at a distance equal to the focal length of the 
lens. The lens converge sunlight to the principle focus on the paper. After some time 
the paper heat up and catches fire. 
CONCLUSION; 
Hence to start fire using sun rays, a convex lens of large aperture should be used and 
the paper must be placed at a distance equal to the focal length of the lens. 

 
Q2. If a concave mirror produces a real image, is the image necessarily 
inverted? 
Ans. STATEMENT:  

“The real image produced by a concave mirror will be inverted if the object is 
placed away from the focal point of the mirror. 

 REASON: 
A real image is an image formed when light rays pass through the point where the 
image is formed. This real image can be obtained on a piece of paper placed at the 
point whereas virtual image occurs. Real image can be produced by a concave mirror 
only if the object is placed away from the focal point of the mirror. This real image 
will always be inverted (upside down). 

 
Q3. Are rear view mirrors using in cars concave or convex. 
Ans. STATEMENT:  

“Convex mirrors are used for rare view in vehicles. 
 REASON: 

Convex mirrors give erect, virtual and diminished image of distant objects with a 
wider field of view. 
Concave mirrors, on the other hand form inverted images of the distant object with a 
smaller field view. The inverted images is hard to be understand. 
CONCLUSION: 
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Thus for a broader field view, erect and  clear images, convex mirrors are most 
suitable. 

Q4. A magician during a show makes a glass lens with n=1.47 disappear in 
a trough of liquid. What is the refractive index of the liquid? Could  the 
liquid be water? 
Ans. We can see an object made of glass because it both reflect and refracts light. When 

light travelling through air strike a glass surface at an angle, some light reflects and 
other refracts. Also, the speed of light decreases as light enters from air to glass. 

 If a transparent object is surrounded by another material having the same refractive 
index as the object, then no reflection and no refraction occurs, and the object 
becomes invisible. 

 Then lens with n=1.47 must be inserted in a liquid with the same refractive index 
n=1.47. As for water n=1.33, so water cannot be used for disappearing of the glass 
lens. 

 It may be glycerin or turpentine. 
 REASON:   
 Because both glycerin and turpentine have refractive index equal to 1.47. 
 
Q5. Suppose that you were handed a lens and a ruler and told to 
determine the focal length of the lens. How would you proceed? 
Ans. STATEMENT:  The focal length of a convex lens can be determined by using a ruler. 
 PROCEDURE:  Take a convex lens. Place the lens near a wall in open air,. Make the 

sun rays focused on the wall and measure the distance between the lens and the wall. 
This will be focal length of the lens. 

 Make an arrangement, in which a real and inverted image of an object is obtained 
 Measure the image and object distance with the help of ruler and use the lens formula 

to find the focal length of the lens.  
  
Q6. Can we achieve total internal reflection from optically rare medium to 
optically dense medium? 
Ans. THE INTERNAL REFLECTION: Total internal reflection is the phenomenon that 

involves the reflection of all the incident light off the boundary. 
 CONDITIONS:  Total internal reflection occurs when the following two condition is 

satisfied. 
 CONDITION 1: The angle of incidence is greater than the critical angle. 
 CONDITION 2:  Light is in the more dense medium and approaching the less dense 

medium. 
 GIVEN CONDITION: Thus total internal reflection will not take place if light is 

travelling with in the less optically dens medium, if it travels from air towards water. 
 
Q7. Will a nearsighted person who wears corrective lenses in her glasses 
be able to see clearly under water when wearing those glasses? 
Ans. STATEMENT: A nearsighted wearing corrective lenses will be able to see clearly 

underwater. 
 REASON: Near sightedness is caused by the eye bending the light too much. 
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 This is either the eye ball is too large or the eye lens is more focusing. Under water, 
normal people becomes far sighted. So, the nearsighted person underwater, become 
normal and will see clearly. 

 This is because there is no difference between the refractive index of water and eye 
lens as eye is most watery. So, light traveling in water does not bend so much when it 
hits the eye. 

 Q8. When you use a simple magnifying glass, does it matter whether you 
hold the object to be examined closer to the lens then its focal length or 
farther away? 
Ans. STATEMENT: To get an erect, enlarge and virtual image of the object by using a 

magnifying glass, the object should lie within the focal length of the lens. 
 REASON: A double convex lens may be used as a simply magnifying glass or simple 

microscope. 
 A convex lens always forms a real and inverted image on the opposite side of the lens, 

when the object is placed away from the focal point for virtual, erect and magnified 
image, the object should be placed inside the focal point. 

Q9. In blind turns on hilly roads, mirrors are used to help drivers. Are 
these mirrors plane mirrors, concave mirrors or convex mirrors? 
Ans. STATEMENT: A convex mirror is generally used at blind corners. 
 REASON:  Convex mirrors are used at blind corners because they give a wider angle 

of vision and a large field of view. They also form erect, virtual and diminished 
images of objects lying away from focal point. 

 On the other hand plane mirrors form erect images of the same size reducing the field 
view. 

 A concave mirrors form only erect and virtual images when the object lie within its 
focal length. 

 CONCLUSION:  Hence the only choice is a convex mirror to be used at a blind 
corner. 
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NUMERICALS 
Q1. A 1.5cm high object is placed 20cm from a concave mirror with radius of curvature 
30cm. Determine  

a. The position of the image 
b. Its size also draw the ray diagram 

 

Solution: 
Given data: 
Height of object=ho=1.5cm 
Distance of object=do=20cm 
Radius of curvature=R=30cm 
Required data: 

a. Position of image=di=? 
b. Size of image=hi=? 

Formula: 

a. di=
fd

fd

o

o


 

b. hi=
o

o

d

hdi
 

Calculation: 
a. We know that  

didf o

111
  

OR 

odfdi

111
  

Taking L.C.M 

di=
fd

fd

o

o


 …………… 1 

Now the focal length “f” is also not given, we will find “f” by the relation. 

f=
2

R
 

f= cm15
2

30
  

f= cm15  
Now putting the value in equation 1 

di= cm









1520

215
 

di= cm







5

300
 

di= cm60  
 
b.  We know from linear magnification  

M=
oh

hi  1 

Also 
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M=
od

di  2 

Comparing equation 1 and 2 

oh

hi
=

od

di
 (multiplying both sides by “ho”) 

hi=
o

o

d

dih
 

Putting values in the above equation 

hi= cm



 

20
5.160

 

hi=4.5cm 
Answers: 

(a) di=60cm 
(b) hi=4.5cm 

Ray Diagram 
The distance of object is less than center of curvature of the mirror, so the object will be 
situated to the right side of centre of curvature “c”. Under such situation we get an image 
which will real, inverted and greater in size then object. 
 
 
Q2. A candle of height 8cm is located at a distance of 300mm from a convex mirror, 
its virtual image is formed behind the mirror at a distance of 3cm from the pole. Find 
the focal length of the mirror in height of the image formed? 

a. The position of the image 
b. Its size also draw the ray diagram 

 

Solution: 
Given data: 
Size of object=ho=8cm 
Distance of object=do=300mm 
Distance of Image=di= -3cm 
Required: 

(a) Focal length=f =? 
(b) Size of image=hi=? 

Formula: 

(i) 
io ddf

111
  

(ii) 
o

oi

d

hd
hi   

Calculation: 
a. To find the focal length of convex mirror we use the relation 

io ddf

111
   1 

Putting values in equation 1 

3

1

30

11




f
 

Taking L.C.M 
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30

1011 


f
 

30

91 


f
 

Reciprocating 

cmf
9

30
  

cmf 33.3  
 
(b) To find the size of image we have the below relations. 

M= )1(
o

i

h

h
linear Magnification 

M= )2(
o

i

d

d
linear Magnification 

Comparing equation (i) and (ii) 

o

i

o

i

d

d

h

h
  

Multiplying both sides by “ho” 

hi=
o

oi

d

hd
 

Put values in above equation 

hi= cm





 

30

83
 

hi= cm
30

24
 

hi=-0.8 cm 
Result:  The required data is f=-3.33cm and hi=-0.8cm 
 
Q3. Calculate the speed of light in zircon with index of refraction n=1.923, a material 
used in jewelry to replicated diamond. 
Solution: 
Given data: 
Speed of light in Vacuum =C=3108 m/s 
Refractive index=n=1.923 
Required 
Speed of light in Zircon=V=? 
Formula: 

V=
n

c  

Calculation: 
We know from refractive index 

n=
v

c
 

Re-arranging the above equation  

V= 
n

c   1 

Put values in equation 1 
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V= sm /
923.1

103 8










 
 

V=1.56108 m/s 
Result: Hence the required speed of light is 1.56108 m/s 
 
Q4. A light ray strikes an air water surface at angel of 46o with respect to the normal, 
the refractive index for water is 1.33. Find the angle of refraction when the direction of 
the ray is  

(a) From air to water 
(b) From water to air 

Solution: 
Given data: 
Angle of incidence=i=46o 
Refractive index of air=n=1.00 
Refractive index of water=nw=1.33 
Required: 

(a) Angle of refraction from air to water=2=r=? 
(b) Angle of refraction from water to air= 2=r=? 

Formula: 

Sinr=
n

iSinna   

 
Calculation: 
Part (a) From Shell‟s law we have, 

)1(.............
1

2

2

1




Sin

Sin

n

n


 
From air to water, we put  
n1=nair, n2 = nw, 1= 2

 

and  2=  r 

So equation (1)  

1

2

2

1




Sin

Sin

n

n


 
[By Cross multiplication] 
nair  Sin1= nw sinr 

Sinr
 = 

)2(...............1

w

air

n

Sinn 

 
Putting values in equation (2) we get,  

54.0
33.1

72.000.1
33.1

4600.1
 =rSin 

o





 Sin

 
Sinr=0.54 
     r=sin -1 (0.54) = 33o 
Answer:    r=33o 
Part (b) From water to air, we put  
n1=nw, n2 = nair, 1= i 
and 2=r 

So equation (1) 
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i

r

air

w

Sin

Sin

n

n




  

[By Cross multiplication] 
nw  Sini=nair  sinr 

Sinr= )3.(..........
sin

air

iw

n

n 
 

Putting the values in equation (3), we get 

Sinr=
00.1

46sin33.1 o
 

Sinr= 96.0
00.1

72.033.1



 

Sinr= 0.96 
r=sin -1 (0.96) 
r= 74o 
Answer:  r= 74o 
Q5. An optical fiber is made from flint glass with index of refraction 1.66 and is 
surrounded by a cladding made of crown glass with index of refraction 1.52. What is 
the critical angles  
Solution: 
Given data: 
Refractive index= n1= 1.66 
Refractive index =n2=1.52 
Required: 
Critical angle=c=? 
Formula: 

c=Sin-1 (
1

2

n

n
) 

Calculation: 
We know that  

1

2

n

n
cSin   

Dividing both sides by “Sin” 

c=Sin-1 1
1

2 







n

n
 

Putting values in above equation 1 

c= Sin-1 







66.1

52.1
 

c= Sin-1 (0.91566265) 
c=66.3o 
Result: 
Hence the required critical angle is 66.3o 
Q6. Suppose the book page is held 7.50cm from a convex lens of focal length 10cm and 
concave lens of focal length -10cm. What magnification is produced in each case? 
Solution: 
Given data: 
Distance of object= do= 7.50cm 
Focal length of convex lens= f= 10cm 
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Focal length of concave lens=f= -10cm 
Required: 

(a) Magnification in each case=M=? 
(b) Magnification in case of concave lens=M=? 

Formula: 

M=
o

i

d

d
 

Calculation: 
First of all we will calculate the distance of image for case we know the relation. 

io ddf

111
  

OR 

oi dfd

111
  

Taking L.C.M 

o

o

i fd

fd

d




1
 

Reciprocating 

di= 1
 fd

fd

o

o  

Putting values in equation 1 

di= cm










)10(50.7

1050.7
 

di= cm





 

50.17

75
 

di= -4.29 cm 
Now we know that the magnification is given by 

M= 2


o

i

d

d
 

(a) Incase of convex lens 
Put   di= -30cm 
        do= 7.50cm in equation 2 

M= cm





 

5.7

30
 

M=4 
(b) For concave lens 
Put 
di= -4.29cm 
do=7.50cm in equation 2 

M= - 
o

i

d

d
 

M= - 





 

50.7

29.4
 

M= 0.572 
Answers: The required answers are  
M=4 
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M= 0.572 
 
Q7: Gulalai is viewing a flea using a magnifier with f=3cm. If her near point is at 
N=25cm then calculate the maximum magnification she can get. 
Solution: 
Given data: 
Focal length=f=3cm 
Near point distance=N=25cm 
Required: 
Maximum magnification=Mo=? 
Formula: 

M= 1
f

N
 

Calculation: 
For maximum magnification we have 

Mo= 1
f

N
  1 

Putting values in equation 1 

Mo= 1
3

25
  

Mo=8.33 + 1 
Mo= 9.33 
Result:  The required magnification is 9.33 
 
Q8: A telescope has a magnification of 40 and a length of 1230mm. What are the focal 
length of the objective and eye piece? 
Solution: 
Given data: 
Magnification of telescope=M=40 
Length of telescope=L=1230mm 
Required: 

(i) Focal length of objective=fo=? 
(ii) Focal length of eye piece=fe=? 

Required: 

fo= A
M

L


1
 

Calculation: 
The magnification of telescope is given by  

M=
e

o

f

f
 

OR 
fo=Mfe  1 
The length of telescope is given b  
L=fo+fe  2 
Put equation 1 in equation 2 
L=Mfe+fe 
Taking fe common  
L=(M+1) fe 
L=(M+1) fe 
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Dividing both sides by (M+1) 

fe= 3
1


M

L
 

Putting values in equation 3 

fe=
140

1230


 

fe=
41

1230
 

fe=30mm 
Which is magnification of eye piece 
Magnification of objective 
Put fe=30mm in equation A 
fo= 4030 mm 
fo= 1200mm 
Result:  Magnification of eyepiece and objective is 30mm and 1200mm 
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